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flHmslc anb the Hmencan public. 
BY ROBERT BRA1NE. 
Every patriotic American music-lover must feel a 
thrill of pride in looking back at the marvelous growth 
of music in the United States within the last quarter 
of a century, and in looking forward to the immense 
development of the near future in our national musical 
activity, when we shall certainly become one of the great 
musical nations if not the ultimate musical nation. 
The rapidity of the musical development of the United 
States since the early ’60s is unparalleled in the musical 
history of any nation. At that time the support of 
music of the better class by the people 
generally was almost nil. We had no 
American orchestras, no permanent 
opera, few oratorio societies, and only 
occasional concerts by traveling Euro¬ 
pean artists. Now, a citizen of one of 
oar larger American cities has fully as 
good an opportunity of hearing the great 
works of music as the citizen of the 
average European city. 
In the larger European cities the 
government comes to the rescue with 
subsidies in the case of opera and some 
other forms of high-art music, which, 
owing to the high cost of production, can 
not be maintained by the sale of tickets 
to the general public. In the United 
Slates the people are king, and the 
wealthy classes of all onr great Ameri¬ 
can cities are coming to the support of 
music by way of subscribing large sums 
for the production of opera, for the 
building of music-halls, for the founda¬ 
tion of permanent orchestras, conserva¬ 
tories, colleges of music, and other 
forms of musical activity. 
Take the case of opera, for instance, 
in laris, Berlin, and other .European 
capitals the government pays whatever 
deficit exists at the end of the season 
of opera. In New York, grand opera is 
given at the Metropolitan Opera House 
°n a sca*e surpassing in expense that 
given in either Paris or Berlin. At certain performances 
n 1 e past season it has cost $10,000 to raise the curtain 
Xe a,f'n^'e Perf°rmance. It is the wealthy people of 
e!T ork who make the existence of a permanent season 
ihe^m* ^ere. At the beginning of each season 
snbso 168 ^etropolitan Opera House are sold by 
into ?hPti0D’ C0S^ the choicest boxes running 
•nclud 6 t*WU8an(*8 tor the season. The box-holders 
W p6 ®ncb gre®t powers in the financial world as 
llor an<terbilt, Cornelius Vanderbilt, J. Pierpont 
Lvf p' w60’ J‘ Gould’ Joba J- Astor, W. C. Whitney, 
c'dcnlat ,i °rton’t*- O- Mills, and many others. It is 
Elders % *ke combined wealth of all the box- 
(I on,,.? tbe Metropolitan Opera House is close to fiiyuij ooo onn rpv • r 
dollar t ' W Pnces °t seats range from one 
season ° S6Ven c^°hars, and so popular was the opera 
said tn C'0sed that the profits of the season are 
The waVe 1)6611 Cl0S€ t0 $100>000- 
‘ag overT)6 °P ®Danc*a' prosperity which is now sweep- 
re country has resulted in a musical season 
surpassing all others in activity and prosperity. Never 
have performances of opera, oratorio, orchestra, and 
other musical events been so well patronized. Onr new 
national prosperity will cause musical activity to grow 
in the next two or three years by great leaps and bounds, 
as it is giving the great public ample funds to attend 
concerts, buy musical instruments, and give their chil¬ 
dren lessons in music. 
The New York “Herald” computes that the United 
States has this season paid the stupendous sum of 
Metropolitan Opera House, New York. 
*20 000,000 for its amusements, of which *6,000 000 
was contributed by the city of New York Of tins 
$6,000,000 nearly $1,000,000 came from the Metro¬ 
politan Opera House. .. . 
While it would take a large volume to do the subject 
full justice, let us take a rapid glance at some of the 
more notable achievements in the American world o 
rainCthe department of grand opera, of course, New 
York stands first with its season of seventeen weeks, 
during which ninety-seven performances, including 
H. pwp. «f WAV , IV 
eether under one management, including such world- 
The conductors were Messrs. Mancinelli and Bevignani 
for the operas in French and Italian, and Herr Franz 
Schalk for the works of the German repertory. Several 
performances were also given with Mme. Melba as prima 
donna by arrangement with her manager. 
The American student of music had small need of 
going to Bayreuth, as the four music dramas of Wag¬ 
ner’s “Ring of the Nibelung” were given in their en¬ 
tirety, without cats, on a scale and with a cast eqnaling, 
if not surpassing, Bayreuth. The performances aver¬ 
aged over five hours in length, including the liberal 
waits between the acts. The house was darkened as 
nearly as possible during the performances. The sea 
son’s repertory included twenty-seven operas by twelve 
different composers. “Lohengrin” and “Faust” 
were performed the most frequently—eight times each. 
One of the valuable features of the 
opera season in New York, from the 
standpoint of the music-student, was 
the weekly Sunday-night concerts given 
by the orchestra and artists of the com¬ 
pany at the Metropolitan Opera House. 
The name of the Metropolitan Opera 
House and the upbuilding of a great 
permanent opera season in New York 
are inseparably connected with the 
name of the late Anton SeidI, the former 
great conductor of the Metropolitan 
Opera House, whose death caused such 
a shock to the entire mnsical world last 
year. Seidl, who was the friend, pupil, 
and assistant of Richard Wagner, and 
who was conceded to be the greatest 
Wagner conductor in the world, was an 
enormous power during the years of liis 
life and labors in New York, in bnilding 
up opera in New York to the highest 
ideals. A memorial performance was 
given in March. The principal artists 
of the company volunteered their ser 
vices for the performance, and the pro 
ceeds were over $17,000, which will he 
given to Mr. Heidi's widow. 
The opera season in New York was 
enormously successful. Seats were 
booked weeks in advance, and at the 
more popular performances hundreds 
were forced to stand, unable to get 
tickets. The receipts were fabulous. 
The Wagner-cycle weeks drew as high as $75,000 for a 
single week. “Tannhiinser” on the opening night drew 
$11,500, and one performance of “Fanst” $11,800. 
As a whole it is believed that the season was a greater 
success, from a financial standpoint, than any operatic 
season in the history of the world of music. 
Previous to the opening of the regular season in New 
York the company had a highly successful season in 
Chicago, and during and succeeding the New York sea¬ 
son members of the company gave occasional perform¬ 
ances in Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and neighbor¬ 
ing cities. 
The Ellis Grand Opera Company, of which the prima 
donna was Mme. Melba and M. Alvarez the tenor, has 
had a successful season in Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, 
and other cities, and in San Francisco, where the finan¬ 
cial success was remarkable. 
The success of other operatic ventures, snch as the 
Castle Square Opera Company, which has opera-houses in 
both New York and Boston, where operas are given the 
13 2 
prices, and of 
“ Bostonians ” 
entire season in English, at popular 
traveling opera troupes, of which the 
may be takeu as a type, proves the increasing fondness 
of the American musical public for operatic perform¬ 
ances. The Castle Square Opera Company is giving a 
season in Studebaker Hall, Chicago, at the present time. 
Thirty years ago there was no such thing as a per¬ 
manent American orchestra of the first-class. Now we 
I.vTcniou or AudiruitaM, Chicago 
have several entitled to rank with the very first European 
orchestras, and every American city will, in a short time, 
have its “ symphony ” orchestra, just as it has its public 
library and its museum. 
The Boston Symphony Orchestra and the Theodore 
Thomas Orchestra, of Chicago, are justly entitled to 
rank first of our American orchestras. The first re¬ 
quisite for an orchestra of the highest rank is that it shall 
lie a permanent body, the members of which receive 
au adequate salary, and are not obliged to depend upon 
outside engagements. Constant rehearsals result in 
perfect ensemble, and the body of musicians achieves 
an esprit tie corps impossible in the case of an orchestra 
pat together for a special occasion. 
In the case of the Boston Symphony Orchestra this 
was achieved through the generosity of Mr. Henry L. 
Higginson, who became its financial sponsor; and in 
the case of the Chicago orchestra, through the subscrip¬ 
tions of wealthy citizens. 
The Boston Symphony Orchestra is a magnificent 
1**1 y of musicians, ninety in nnmber. One concert 
and one public rehearsal are given each week in the . 
Boston Music Hall, under the direction of Wilhelm 
Oeri'ke, the present conductor of the orchestra, a musi¬ 
cian of remarkable attainments. The entire world is 
ransacked to obtain instrumentalists of the highest 
skill, and the fact that the members of the orchestra 
have no other engagements than to attend rehearsals and 
concerts, and to practice their parts privately, brings 
about practical perfection. The orchestra has given a 
series of concerts for thirteen seasons in New York City, 
and the series of eight concerts this season in Carnegie 
Hall were largely attended. The orchestra gives a series 
in Philadelphia, and occasional concerts in other large 
cities. 
The conductors of the Boston Symphony Orchestra 
have been four in number, as follows, commencing in 
1881 : Georg Henschel, three seasons ; Wilhelm Gericke, 
five seasons ; Arthur Nikisch, four seasons ; Emil Paur 
five seasons. In 1898 Wilhelm Gericke again took the 
baton, succeeding Emil Paur, who is now conductor of 
the New York Symphony Orchestra. 
The Boston Symphony orchestra is now in the 
eighteenth year of its existence, having been founded 
in the year 1881 by Mr. Henry L. Higginson. The 
orchestra during its existence has given close on to 1800 
performances, which includes work of at least 1-5 
different composers. 
The Thomas orchestra is on a permanent basis, and is 
doing ft great work in the West by its series of concerts in 
Chicago, in which music of the very highest class is 
rendered, and by its annual tour, which includes many 
of the largest cities in the Western and Middle States. 
The establishment 
of orchestras is be¬ 
coming popular all 
over the country. In 
Cincinnati leading 
citizens subscribed 
funds for the forma¬ 
tion of a symphony 
orchestra. Frank 
van der Stucken, the 
New York conductor, 
was engaged, and 
concerts have been 
given semi-monthly 
during the season 
with great success. 
In Pittsburg a 
similar movement 
has resulted in the 
formation of an or- 
c'-es-tra, now under 
the direction of Victor 
Herbert. Regular 
concerts are given at 
Carnegie Hall, in 
Pittsburg. 
Although not yet 
on a permanent basis, 
most of the larger 
American cities, such 
as Philadelphia (which has two organizations), St. Louis, 
Baltimore, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Kansas City, and 
San Francisco, have orchestras which give concerts of 
high-class music from time to time, and which, with the 
advancing years, will no doubt be made permanent in 
character. 
The metropolis has not yet succeeded in forming 
a great permanent 
orchestra, but things 
are working in that 
direction. Mr. Emil 
Paur, former conductor 
of the Boston Sym¬ 
phony Orchestra, seems 
to be the Moses who is 
destined to lead New 
York out of the orches 
tral wilderness. A 
symphony orchestra, 
organized by Mr. Paur, 
has been giving a series 
of symphony concerts 
at various intervals, 
and during a portion 
of the season a series of 
Sunday night popular 
concerts at Carnegie 
Hall, in New York 
City, which, while not 
to be compared asyet to 
the work of the Boston 
or Chicago orchestra, 
still holds out bright 
promise for the future. 
One of the most en¬ 
couraging features of 
the orchestral situation 
is the constantly in¬ 
creasing nnmber of performers in our best orchestras 
who are of American birth and education. 
As in England, where it has been the means of a won 
erful dissemination of musical culture, the festival 
idea ,s growing rapidly in this country, and the number 
of cities which look forward to annual or biennial musical 
festivals, consisting of choral and orchestral works of 
the highest character, is rapidly increasing. Among tie 
cities which have regular musical festivals are Cincin¬ 
nati, Indianapolis, Pittsburg, Springfield, Mass., and 
Worcester, Mass. The CincinLati festivals have been 
held biennially for over twenty years, under the direc¬ 
tion of Theodore Thomas. The chorus is a body of over 
five hundred singers, which practices on the works to be 
given for two years. Eminent soloists, some of them 
specially engaged to come from Europe for the festival, 
are engaged, and the Thomas Orchestra furnishes the 
orchestral portion of the programs. Almost every great 
choral and orchestral work known to music has been 
given one or more times at these festivals. The festivals 
in the other cities are similar in character, but on a 
smaller scale. 
The society which gives the Worcester festival dates 
from 1826, when the organization was known as the 
Worcester Harmonic Society. The festivals have beta 
given annually since 1871, with a chorus of 500 voices, 
and with eminent soloists. The present diiector is Hr. 
George W. Chadwick, of Boston. The mustering oi a 
chorus of 500 voices in a city of 115,000 populations 
certainly a remarkable showing for Worcester. 
The festivals in Springfield, Mass., are given annually 
with Mr. Chadwick as conductor, and with the assist¬ 
ance of a symphony orchestra from Boston. 
The Indianapolis festivals are given annually by the 
Oratorio Society, with the assistance of the Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Mr. Frank 
van der Stucken. 
Besides the regular festivals, series of concerts are 
given in all the large American cities by various choial 
bodies. The Philharmonic Society of New York is in 
its fifty-seventh year. It gave a series of notable con¬ 
certs during the year at Carnegie Hall in New York, 
under the direction of Mr. Emil Paur. 
The Handel and Haydn Society of Boston during this 
season gave the following works : “ The Messiah, ’ “St. 
Paul,” “The Creation,” and “Paradise and Peri,” 
with the assistance of eminent soloists. The Arion So¬ 
ciety, of men, in Brooklyn, has given a number of inter¬ 
esting concerts this season. The Cecilia Society and the 
Apollo Club are strong societies, the latter one of the 
finest male voice clubs in the United states. 
Philadelphia has a strong choral organization in The 
,S | .... AvK WClTY 
Carneoib Music Hall. 
Philadelphia Oratorio Society, Mr. Henry Gordon 
der, director. The Mendelssohn Club, of 1001 °1C6 ’ joeBt 
the directorship of Mr. W. W. Gilchrist, e .guy 
composer, does work of the most artistic k ini, e® ^ drg. 
in unaccompanied compositions and the sma 
matic cantatas. -vise011 
The interest in choral music in this conn 
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tiy growing. There is hardly a city in the United 
Ses of 50,000 population or more but what has its 
Lai society, as well as a male singing society. It is 
fitful whether a single year passes in the United 
mates but wbat every choral work known to music is 
given by some one of the legion of musical societies 
thronvhout the country. 
The building of great halls suitable for giving con¬ 
certs of the highest class, in several of our larger cities, 
has been a great incentive to the cause of music. The 
Carnegie Music Halls, one in New York City and the 
other in Pittsburg, built through the generous coopera¬ 
tion of Mr. Andrew Carnegie, who subscribed for most 
of the stock to build them ; the Cincinnati Music Hall, 
built through a bequest of Mr. Reuben R. Springer ; 
the Auditorium in Chicago, and the new Music Hall 
in Boston soon to be built, are halls which will 
compare favorably with any in the world in point of 
utility for musical purposes and beauty of architec¬ 
ture. 
The love for chamber music seems to be constantly 
growing. The Spiering string quartet of Chicago and 
the Kneisel string quartet of Boston report the most 
prosperous year in their history, while other less-known 
quartets have done equally well. Hardly a single im¬ 
portant American city is now without one or more 
string quartets, which give chamber-music compositions 
of the highest character. 
^Ebe Binertcan liMrtuoso. 
. By J. S. VAN CLEVE. 
Tiie Springer Music 11am., Cincinnati, O. 
Io the department of teaching there is a constantly 
(trowing activity in the United States, and the increase 
°f mnsic-schools and of private teachers is very great. 
Many of our larger American educational institutions, 
sceh M the National Conservatory in New York, the 
hew England Conservatory in Boston, the College of 
Tosic in Cincinnati, the Chicago Musical College, and a 
°st of others, will compare favorably with many of the 
conservatories in Europe ; while the ranks of private scores best 
teachers of our large cities must be admitted to include 
eme of the most eminent pedagogic talent in the world. 
e tendency of late years has been toward the forma- 
jon°f conservatories,—in the smaller cities at least,— 
? ^e nnmber of music-schools has probably quadru- 
^ ^ W'^*n the last ten years. 
b ith our corps of teachers constantly being enriched 
JLv*!?® °‘ brightest musical minds of Europe, and 
class 6 °^or^nn’*'*es hearing music of the highest 
will C°QStantly 'ncre»sing in our American cities, it 
n not *56 l°ng until it will be considered entirely un- 
be eq8af'V ‘° ,sen<* our 80ns and daughters to Europe to 
'Uim t 'n mn8'c > or> dare we hope that in the not 
£n ' ' e fat&re we may even attract students from 
inge *u 0rtr music-schools, which American 
hiient"^f aaC* ^aier*(;aQ genius, assisted by the best 
world’0 Old World, will make the best in the 
We need not extend a journey far into the past re¬ 
gions of English literature to learn that the word vir¬ 
tuoso was used by writers and speakers to mean a man 
fond of and devoted to strange and unusual things—to 
curios, to bric-a-brac. All sorts of odds and ends, 
cariosities, entertaining trifles, were the subject-matter 
of the activities of the virtuoso. That meaning is now 
wholly gone out of the word, or if Occasionally it 
chances to be employed in that sense, it has an odd, 
obsolete ring in our ears. The still older Roman root of 
the term, virtus, from vir, man,—that is, manliness,— 
would catch us still further afield. 
I never had a more startling reminder of this change 
than when once, in reference to a pianist who had 
thrilled and astonished ns all in Cincinnati, I heard a 
lady exclaim with awe and reverence in the tone of her 
voice, “ Oh, what a man ! ” Now, the use of the word 
man without qualification suddenly reminded me that 
we Americans are inclined to think that the term manli¬ 
ness applies to politicians, to church dignitaries, to 
soldiers, to lawyers, to scientists, but not to those highly 
proficient in the arts. 
Here a remnant of the 
raw culture of the old 
pioneer days is still in 
our blood. 
But why not, pray, 
why is not the magical 
achievement of extra¬ 
ordinary skill in ait as 
well worth respect, and 
even reverence, as that 
same application of en¬ 
ergy, patience, heroic 
endurance of drudgery 
for the sake of achieve¬ 
ment in the cause of 
African exploration, 
whereby we learn wbat 
is in the heart of the 
Dark Continent? The 
great musician is a great 
man, is a man, even 
though he should be 
merely a producer, an 
interpreter. There is 
coming to be a vast deal 
of earnest, and for the 
most part sane, talk 
about the cause of the American coniposer.and wby not 
a word as to the doings of tire American interpretative 
understand and benefit by the flint paper it U 
necessary to bear in mind, first, that no jesjdent arrisL 
although a naturalized American ct.zen.fof fore gu 
c,„ „„( b. called *'*)«"*h “"I™ 
excellent ud tb.t great diffi. 
gradations are s making a selection; fourth, 
culty besets theCr‘mates of the art- value of a player, 
that in making allest.mates la8te, is go 
the personal equation, • ^ tjjat no 
influential as to be “‘““L^^haa’a complete equip 
°ne\hfoWremIktg0ran i cathedral final decision, be- 
ment for making have come bis way 
cause while an eml“ 0Pf‘measurably similar rank may 
twice or thrice, ano e ^ Thi8 invalidation of the 
have been heard a i oz increased if it chances 
critic’s judgment may b ^ ^ of & bnn(Jred WB. 
that one man has bee wr0gram. No attempt 
positions and anot ier in ^ by any bne to speak 
will be made, nor oug down to the tenth 
J? ItSLwe limitations above died 
apply almost as much to the metropolitan critics of the 
East as to ns provincial small fry of the newer West. 
One more safeguard of prefatory apology, and I am done 
with this branch of my subject. Those here included 
are to be taken not as the whole army, bnt as specimen 
officers of America’s art-forces. 
The piano is the most universal of instruments, there¬ 
fore the pianists must be first considered. Here comes 
embarrassment of riches in a maTked degree. There 
is an army of gifted artists scattered throughout the vast 
land to whom the term virtuoso might be applied with¬ 
out greatly stretching it; indeed, without more than 
putting it to what it is as capable of covering as was the 
tent given to Prince Ahmed by the fairy Paribanon able 
to cover an entire army. 
When the phrase “American pianist” is uttered one 
thinks at once of W. H. Sherwood. This great musi 
cian is, in all the acceptations of that phrase, a case in 
point. He is an American of the Americans ; born at 
Lyons, N. Y., the son of a clergyman,—as have been a 
large percentage of onr important men, of stock which 
had been long in the land, and was celebrated for the 
typical American virtues of ambition, energy, industry, 
and practical sense. He lieloDgs to the country in a pre¬ 
eminent degree and in an absolute way. Mr. Sherwood s 
artistic powers were developed first nnder the tutelage 
of his father, then by the teachings of William Mason, 
of Deppe, and of Kullak. More than a score of years 
ago he achieved distinction as a student in Berlin, and 
ever since his return to his native land his efforts in 
behalf of musical art in this country have been many- 
sided and indefatigable. 
For a term of years he made Boston, Mass., his bead 
quarters, and while doing teaching enough to tax to the 
uttermost the strength and the ambition of any man, be 
yet contrived to play colossal programs, which were 
amazing for their comprehensiveness, throughout the 
whole nation, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from 
Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. These recital and con¬ 
cert appearances’ carried their beneficial art-inlluence 
not alone into the large metropolitan centers, whither 
alone the imported nabob condescends to carry his 
phlebotomising experiments,—bnt Sherwood, with the 
true spirit of an artist, and the true spirit of a patriot, 
went at good, though not extortionate, charges into thou¬ 
sands of smaller towns and into schools of general edu¬ 
cation. The potency exerted in the direction of high- 
art piano music by this one virtuoso is incalculable. 
For the last ten years Mr. Sherwood has resided in 
Chicago, and his labors there have been of the same 
high and comprehensive character. Mr. Sherwood is 
one of the most anient and most aggressive champions 
of the cause of native American composition, and few in¬ 
terpretative artists have worked so enthusiastically or so 
long as he to bring to adequate performance the creations 
of Americans. Of late there have been certain clear 
indications which point to a change of the conditions 
hitherto so adverse to the real interests of the nation. 
Over and over again the “ flying foreigner,” and not al¬ 
ways a “ Flying Dutchman,” has not obtained the big 
lump of lucre which made America so charming in his 
eyes and, furthermore, Mr. Sherwood had a fine engage¬ 
ment with the great Chicago Orchestra, nnder Mr. Theo¬ 
dore Thomas, and on this occasion his success was so 
overwhelming as to at once, and incontestably, prove 
the competence of native artists for those high places of 
the world of interpretative art from which so long and 
so unjnstly they have been tabooed. Although the 
particular topic under consideration is the question of 
virtuoso performance, it may not be aside from the 
purpose to add that Mr. Sherwood has, through years of 
patient study, observation, and experiment, wrought 
out many original ideas of moment in the specialty of 
piano playing, to which he has turned his chief atten¬ 
tion. 
Another pianist of very high rank, who is a native 
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American, of typical, old-established American stalk (he 
is of I’nritan ancestry), is Edward Baxter l’erry. Mr. 
Perry is an artist whom one would almost unconsciously 
cluat with Mr. Sherwood ; not hut that there are various 
radical differences in their natures and their work, bnt 
because they have labored toward similar ideals along 
practically the same path. The lecture-recital has been 
claimed as a discovery by many piauists now before the 
public, but, whoever happened first to hit upou the idea 
of diwolving the crystals of music in the liquid of 
talk, no one has united the two elements of this 
unique form of art-function so equally, so naturally, 
and so perfectly as Mr. Perry. The quantity and dis¬ 
persion of his work also must create wonder, for he has, 
since the commencement of his career, in 1880, given 
well-nigh two thousand recital lectures, and has ex¬ 
tended his educational labors throughout the length and 
breadth of the land. The scattering of sound artistic 
seed, such as may spring up and cloth? American lives 
with muling blossoms of retlned happiness, has been car¬ 
ried on by these scholarly pianists for a double decad, 
and has been a priceless boon to the nation. The reper¬ 
toire of each of these gentlemen is ample, and that of 
Mr. Sherwood is of almost incredible amplitude. Mr. 
Perry has recently returned from an entire season spent 
revitalizing in the great cities of Europe, and to read the 
- ring ng emphatic paragraphs of critical approval from 
the highest sources for an American in Europe is a re¬ 
freshing variety. Mis most celebrated teachers were 
Clara Schumann anil Kullak. 
A rank of the very highest belongs to an American 
lady of the most exceptional gifts ami of marvelous at¬ 
tainments. This shining talent is Mme. Julie Riv£- 
King. She was born at College Mill, near Cincinnati, 
and her first instruction was from her mother, a distin¬ 
guished piano teacher of Cincinnati, and Mr. Andres, 
one of its cleverest and most celebrated pianists. She 
afterward stndied abroad with Liszt and Blassman. 
When we come to regard the personality and the 
specific work of this dazzling pianist the word virtuoso 
seems peculiarly appropriate. Prom the days when I 
used to hear her do the “ zEolian Murmurs” of Gott- 
echalk, at Woodward High School, in Cincinnati, to the 
present time, she has been preeminent by the virtuoso 
qualities of her performances. By this I do not mean 
that there has been anything meretricions in her play¬ 
ing, or any eondeecension to the demands of a crude 
taste, for her repertoire has been coextensive with piano 
literature, and there is a wonderful repose as well as 
brilliancy in her playing. She certainly ranks as far 
away the greatest woman pianist of American birth, and 
is only to be Darned in the same sentence with Teresa 
Corrrno, who is a South American by birth, and with 
fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler, who was born in Austria, 
although both of them are counted among American 
pianists, their early training and reputatiou being Ameri 
The work of lime, Itive-King is distinctively 
and wholly that of a performer, and the quantity as 
well os the quality of her public playing strikes one 
domb with amazement. It is stated on good authority 
that she has played in nearly four thousand concerts, 
and that of this vast number, five hundred were with 
orchestra. It is also stated apon the same authority 
that her actual repertoire has never been surpassed ex 
eept by von BUlow and Rubinstein. These are samples 
of what native Americans have come to in the fascinat¬ 
ing bat eminently useful realm of the piano, and the 
nation need not hang its bead, for, with such to lead, 
and scorer of others only less than these to follow, the 
nation is of most honorable rank in the universe of 
tone-art. 
Mot alone the potency of the piano, hut its omnipres¬ 
ence, made it necessary to allot so ranch space to the 
granddaughter of the harp ; bnt the organ—grandest of 
instruments, the voice par excellence of religion—should 
he named with equal honor. The greatest obstacle in 
the way of organ-culture is the expensiveness of the in¬ 
strument, and the consequent inaccessibility of the orgaD 
for the practice-boar. Another depressing influence is 
the usually crude taste of the average religious congre¬ 
gation in matters pertaining to taste in the arts, and the 
constant insistence of the mnsic committee npon things 
for the vulgar taste, and the satisfaction of the society 
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with the lame work of stumbling amateurs. Despite 
. these and other discouraging considerations, America has 
developed if not many, at least a few, organists of 
virtuoso rank. 
Among them I mention with the utmost respect that 
famous performer, teacher, and composer, George E. 
Whiting. This gentleman, now resident at Boston, 
Mass., was live years at the College of Music in Cincin¬ 
nati, being chosen for the organ department in collabor¬ 
ation with Mr. Thomas. On the mighty organ of the 
Music Hall at Cincinnati he gave many recitals, the 
programs of which swept the whole range of music, lor 
the organ, besides its own legitimate literature, can do 
more in reproducing the immense realm of the orchestra 
than any other single instrument. As an organ virtuoso 
Mr. Whiting has an enormous technical mastery which 
finds no part of the threatening and bristling hedge- 
wall of difficulties in any smallest degree impeding. 
His compositions are models of their kind. 
In the West, at Chicago, another celebrated American- 
born organist, Mr. H. Clarence Eddy, has been a great 
figure for a quarter of a century. When first establish¬ 
ing his name he undertook to give a series of organ 
recitals the programs of which should include one 
thousand compositions. Just think of it—onethonsand ! 
This colossal task was brought to fall realization. 
Mr. Eddy also has carried the name and fame of his 
native land into foreign lands, and, besides giving the 
initial concert upon more church organs than any other 
artist in the country, he has played in England, France, 
and Germany, being made the recipient of countless 
marks of distinguished consideration by that organist of 
organists, Gniimant. 
Such other eminent men as Mr. E. M. Bowman, of 
Brooklyn; Mr. W. Middleschulte, of Chicago ; Mr. 
David D. Wood, of Philadelphia ; Mr. J. W. BisehofF, 
of Washington, and at least a dozen more, have proved 
that in the deep, abstract, laborious realm of the pipe- 
organ, as well as in the scintillant realm of the concert- 
pianoforte, Americans, simon pure Americans, Americans 
of the representative American bloods, can do work as 
high in every particular as the very first of Europeans. 
In the orchestral world America also has mounted 
high. We not only have in onr country four orchestras 
of world-wide fame,—and at least two of them not sur¬ 
passed anywhere, even in Europe,—but we have produced 
players of the highest proficiency. On the violin there 
are many, but two may be mentioned as of preeminent 
rank viz., a man, Max Bendix, and a woman, Maud 
Powell. 
Mr. Bendix, the son of an orchestral musician, was 
born at Cleveland, but received his education under S. E 
Jacobsohn at the College of Mnsic in Cincinnati, where 
as a boy of fifteen he took- the honors of the class of 
1881. He afterward stndied with various masters 
abroad, especially with Sanret. Bendix was for years 
eoncertmeister of the Thomas orchestra, and has done 
a vast amount of solo-playing. He has a wonderful 
technic, a tone which unites power and refinement, and 
a certain commanding aplomb which is regal. 
Miss Powell was the daughter of a public school 
teacher in Washington, and, like most American stu¬ 
dents, acquired her art both at home and abroad. Her 
style is the ne plus ultra of sweetness and grace, and 
there are no stiff or difficult passages in her work. As 
a lovely romantic artist she has only one superior in the 
world—Sarasate. 
The latest to;acquire international reputation is Miss 
Leonora Jackson, who won the Mendelssohn Scholarship 
m Berlin in 1897. She studied with Joachim, and has 
won golden opinions abroad. 
vocalists wno might also be class* 
as virtuosi, there are too many of them for onr space t 
do them justice, even with a catalogue. 
Snch artists as the darling of contraltos, famous at tb 
lay-first festivals of Cincinnati, Cary-Raymond-wh 
ever heard a lovelier voice? Then, among sopranos, jus 
to mind De \ ere-Sapio, and Eames, and Nordica Thi 
last-named songstress has scaled that most dangeron 
and dazzling of eminences, the festival at Bayrenth I 
e^DAT°l°f thC VerJ bighe8t m0ment that 8l>e wa 
engaged for that angnst work. And among noble ora 
’uwoe, who is there greater than M. W. Whitney 
The latest to win international reputation in the 
world of opera is Mr. David Bispham, of Philadelphia 
who has gained the highest recognition in Wagner's 
mnsic dramas, both by his fine vocal art and for his rare 
histrionic ability. Mr. Bispham comes of old Pennsyl¬ 
vania Quaker stock. 
In the foregoing survey no mention has been made of 
that first and most original of American virtuoso pian¬ 
ists, L. M. Gottschalk, because lie is well known to the 
whole musical world, and his niche is forever secured 
in the Temple of Fame. Truly, O my native land 
thon home of the brave, thou land where Freedom lias 
planted her sublimest hopes, tliou needest not to blush 
for what thy children have done already as ntterers of 
tonal beauty. And the ideal, O Columbia, is thine no 
less than all the actual good of the world ! 
GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE SESSIONS OF 
THE M. T. N. A. 
Twenty-third Annual Convention, Cincinnati, 
June 21st to 23d. 
The first morning session will be devoted to addresses 
of welcome, the President’s address, reports of the Secre¬ 
tary and the Tieasurer, and a short business session, after 
which there will be two addresses on topics of general 
musical interest by two musicians of national reputa¬ 
tion. Adjournment at noon. 
The afternoon will be devoted to an organ recital on 
the great organ in the celebrated Springer Music Hall, 
followed by a miscellaneous concert, to be given either in 
the Odeon or in Mnsic Hall, according to the number of 
members present. This afternoon concert will embrace 
the performance of a group of piano compositions of 
American composers by a pianist of national reputation, 
the singing of two groups of American songs by piomi- 
nent vocalists, and the performance of two ensemble 
numbers for piano and strings. 
The evening concert will present orchestral works. 
The second day’s session will begin with departmental 
meetings of the teachers of the different branches of 
musical instruction, in different rooms, each division by 
itself, and conducted by a teacher of national reputation. 
These sessions will appeal to every professional musician, 
for the exchange of ideas on teaching was considered the 
“ raison d'etre ” of the Association by those who are re¬ 
sponsible for its existence. The latter part of the morn¬ 
ing session will be devoted to addresses and discussions 
upon topics of general interest to all classes of musicians, 
by men whose names are household words in the musical 
world. Adjournment at noon. 
The afternoon concert will be of the same general 
character as that of the previous day, beginning with an 
organ recital, which will be followed by piano solos, 
vocal solos, and chamber music. The pianist of the 
afternoon will he Mr. Hans von Schiller, ol Chicago, 
assisted by Messrs. Esserand Brnecker (violin and cello i, 
also of Chicago, in the performance of a new trio or 
piano and strings by Hngo Kaun, of Milwaukee. 
The evening concert will consist of orchestral wor s, 
the performance of a piano concerto by H. H. Moss, o 
New York, with the composer himself at the piano- 
and the aria from F. G. Gleason’s ‘‘Montezuma. 
On Friday morning the departmental sessions will be 
resumed, and the latter part of the morning will be ^ ^ 
voted to the annual business meeting, the election o 
officers, and adoption or rejection of the new constitntio ^ 
formulated and recommended by the special sessmn o 
the delegate body held in New York daring the last 
days. Adjournment at noon. 
The afternoon concert will be of the samegenera ns ^ 
as those of the previous days, several composers pel 
ing their own works. . s. 
The evening concert will present orchestul ’ 
Foote’s “Hiawatha,” by the Orpheus Club, 
Herbert’s new ’cello concerto, in the bands of •' r- 
Mattioli ; the prologue of Back’s “ Golden ^ 
an elegy for solo quartet and chorus, by A. Gorn" , 
the finale of Parker’s “ Hora Novissima,” by t ® w0f 
hymnia of Cincinnati; the program closing in a ^ 




BY RICHARD ALDRICH, 
Of the New York “ Tribune.’’ 
From Data Supplied by H. E. Krebbiel. 
There is no school of American composers in the 
MMe in which the word “school ” is used to denote a 
special development of an art along lines found to be 
particularly congenial to the uenins of a people at a given 
period Students of mnsic may be convinced that there 
efists in the United States native material-unhappily 
fast vanishing before the leveling process of modern civ- 
iiization—in the formof negro, Indian—-perhapsevencolo- 
nial—folk-songs that might be embodied in an art pecu¬ 
liar to this country ; but the deswe to utilize it has not 
found root, except in a few sporadic cases. It has not 
and doe- not seem likely to become a pervading iuflu 
ence. Yet there are American composers richly endowed 
with talent, and there is American music that no one 
need be ashamed to see pat side by side with much that 
is produced in the artloving countries of Europe. Its 
characteristics, however, are individual rather than na¬ 
tional. Its makers have been schooled in the conserva¬ 
tories of Germany, for the most part, and it bears the 
impress of tbe habits of thought and the methods of pro¬ 
cedure tha* are current there. It is good music, but no 
one would pick it out from a miscellaneous program 
as showing anything national in its contours or in the 
spirit that informs it. It shows rather the individual 
talent of the men who composed it. 
This being so, it is not necessary to linger over the 
historic aspect of American mnsic. American music 
is not an historic development. The impulse to add to 
the sum of productive activity in this art was manifested 
early, hut the results have little significance to-day. 
Almost without exception the names that will receive 
lasting honor in the roll of American composers are the 
names of men now living. Not only the savair faire and 
the mastery of technical means, but even the unmistak¬ 
able promptings of potent ideas seem to have come 
within the last generation. We need not look back of 
such men as J. C. D. Parker, or J. K. Paine, or Dudley 
Buck to find mnsic of American growth suitable for dis¬ 
cussion. 
J. C. D. Pakkee. 
Thedignified and serious works of James Custer Dunn 
Parker need celebration more for what they have been 
than for what they are. A Bostonian, born seventy-five 
years ago, he received the most correct musical training 
that the Leipsic Conservatory in its palmy days of the 
fifties” could offer. Through his special activity as an 
organist, doubtless, Mr. Parker’s attention has been 
turned chiefly to mnsic in the ecclesiastical forms, and 
he is best known by such cantatas as the “ Redemption 
Hynra,” and “St. John,” and the secular cantata “The 
Blind King.” Their merits, however, it must he con- 
le38cd, are mostly conventional and they do not figure 
m the public eye to-day ; though it was an agreeable 
sensation at the Handel and Haydn Society’s seventy- 
fifth anniversary, in 1890, to see that appreciation for 
* e merits of Mr. Parker was still alive. 
Dudley Buck. 
More than to them is his countrymen’s gratitude 
®e to the influence he exercised on a young student 
^ 0 name to him in Boston soon after his return 
sta,lying at Leipsic, and who was destined to fill a 
fger share in the mnsical life of the country than his 
cjj* er' This wa» Dudley Buck, son of a Hartford mer- 
li_ j* guided by parental authority to a commercial 
earl " a Wronger influence to a musical one. His 
ha,.7 ^or mnsie was gratified by his father, and, 
j 'Dg ma<^e dear his desire for a musical career, the 
^ won was wisely left in the hands of Mr. Parker, to 
fioci^ m ^03t'on the hoy was sent for approval. The 
,u .0n w"s favorable, and a course at Leipsic, and a 
ifchn e®len^ary period under the Dresden organist, 
HaMp* j7’ Were ^ results. He returned thereafter to 
and, when driven homeless from the latter city by the 
fire of 1871, went to Boston, and th-nce was called to 
New York by Theodore Thomas as assistant conductor 
of his famous Central Park Garden concerts. In 1876 
he settled in Brooklyn, where he '-as since remained, 
playing, teaching, and composing. 
By taste and training he was devoted to the classic 
style, and his works are mostly in the larger vocal 
forms. His numerous cantatas have been often sung 
throughout the country, and have spread wide the fame 
of his melodic invention and his effective treatment of 
choral masses. One of his best-known works is a setting 
of Sir Edwin Arnold’s “ Light of Asia,” which has been 
approved in England as well as in this country ; rich in 
insinuating melody and Bweet, if sometimes cloying, 
harmony. His “Golden Legend,” a setting of Long¬ 
fellow's poem, won the prize of $1000 at Cincinnati in 
1880. He set Sidney Lanier's “ Centennial Meditation 
of Columbus,” and it was performed at the opening of 
the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia ; and his fes¬ 
tival hymn, “O Peace, Thine Upsoaring Pinions 1” was 
Ethelbert Nevis. 
given at the Boston Peace Jubilee in 1872. These have 
made his name and work known to thousands of chora 
singers and their audiences; and scarcely less wide 
the%read of his church music, especially his latter-day 
SC* to, special occasions, .bich ba.e ad- 
miration for tbe same qoalitte. that bare beendtwhjed 
in the secular works mentioned. 
J. K. Paine. 
rp STS musicinthelar^tn^enWf^ ^ ,f anythinp 
in what preenunen y ^ heig jBgt]y eutitled 
LThetl ^Tigs to - origi^d undoubted 
^- eariy - 
J— piano, the organ, and co P^^d the organ with 
In 1858 he went to n dler bis r-tnm, in 1861, he 
HanptsndWIepre^ n ^ jn Harvard College, 
ippointed instr_^ ^ dignity of a pr0- was a; 
e-zorc was 
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fes8or8hip, in which office he has developed the depart¬ 
ment of academic instruction to a point of influence such 
as had never before been known in this country. 
Professor Paine’s early works, like those of his prede¬ 
cessors and colleagues in America, were mostly of a re¬ 
ligious character, though two pianoforte sonatas and a 
string quartet are numbered among them. A mass in 
D was the most important of his early productions, and 
gained the honor of a performance by the Singakademie 
of Berlin in 1867 ; six years afterward followed his 
oratorio, “St. Peter,” an elaborate work which has, 
however, had no long lease of life. What may be con¬ 
sidered as a second development of his style now 
occurred, and was signified in his first symphony, Op. 
23, in C minor, first performed by Theodore Thomas in 
1876, succeeded by a symphonic poem on “The Tem¬ 
pest,” and his “Spring” symphony in A-major, Op. 
34. The works mark an abandonment of the severely 
classic ideals of the oratorio, and a turning toward the 
freer expression of the modern romantic school. In 
these, and in several that came later from his pen, Pro¬ 
fessor Paine yields himself to the promptings of a po¬ 
etic idea from the external world of sense—not in the 
crassly imitative methods of Liszt and the modern com¬ 
posers of program mnsic, bnt in the higher spirit of 
Schumann and those others who only find the key to a 
mood in the subject set before themselves. The 
“Spring” symphony, for instance, rich in imagination 
and of singular fecundity of invention and skill in the 
use of technical resources, is akin to the “Spring” 
symphony of Schumann (No. 11, in B-flat) in its po¬ 
etic treatment and its voicing of the artist’s soul, as 
opposed to the attempt to delineate nature in sounds— 
in Beethoven’s phrase, more the expression of feeling 
than painting. So with his “ Island lantasy.” 
One of Professor Paine’s most successful achievements 
is what successful achievements seldom are, an “occa¬ 
sional” work—a composition designed and composed 
for a special event. This is his mus'c for the perform¬ 
ance by Harvard students of Sophocles’ tragedy, 
“CEdipus the King," in 1881. It is noble music on a 
noble theme—and it is not too high praise to say, worthy 
of the theme. It is for male chorus and orchestra, and, 
though it in nowise attempts to reproduce what anti¬ 
quaries tell us were the characteristics of the Greek 
music, it gives powerful and poignant utterance to the 
mighty passions and tragic sweeps of the drama. It 
created perhaps a profounder impression than anything 
else ite composer bad ever written, and materially en¬ 
hanced his standing and repute. Since it was published 
lie has added sparingly to the list of his works ; among 
the most important of the later prodnetions are settings 
of Keats’ “Realm of Fancy,” Drummond’* “ Pboibns, 
Arise,” and Milton's “Nativity.” There are also a 
number of pianoforte compositions by Professor Paine 
th»t have won deserved admiration, including a ‘ Fnga 
Giojosa,” and others of minor significance, thongh fnll 
of charm and an unfailing inspiration. 
Arthur Footk. 
One of the earliest fruits of Professor Paine’s Han aid 
teaching was the musical career of Arthur William 
Foote. He was born in Salem in 1853, and discovered a 
talent snch ns to warrant his devotion te a musical 
career. He studied first under Stephen A. Emery, at 
the New England Conservatory, bnt was not so ex¬ 
clusively concerned with music but that he entered Har¬ 
vard in 1872. Here, of course, he fell under Paine’s in 
flnence, and after his graduation continued hi* studies 
with him and with Lang. He is purely an American 
product, so far as his teaching goes. His first published 
work was a trio for piano and strings, Op. 5, which has 
had the experience of a performance at the London 
“ Pops.” Then there are a sonata for piano and violin. 
Op 20 which Mr. Kneisel has played ; a quartet for 
piano and strings, Op. 23, brought ont by the same 
artist, and now a quintet, recently finished. Mr. Foote s 
first orchestral work was a suite in E-minor for strings, 
first heard in 1886 in Boston, and since in New York, 
Chicago, and London The next year he came forward 
with an overture, “In the Mountains,” al*l in 1889 
with a second suite for strings. A symphonic prelude, 
“ Francesca da Rimini,” was heard in 1891. His three 
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choral ballads, with orchestra, “ The Farewell of Hia¬ 
watha,” “The Wreck of the Hesperus,” and “The 
Skeleton in Armor,” have extended his fame among the 
choral societies and their patrons. Mr. Foote has also 
earned the gratitude of pianoforte-players by his charm¬ 
ing compositions for their instrument, including a suite 
in D-minor and a number of little pieces ; and of sing¬ 
ers by a number of admirable songs. Like his larger 
works, they are solid and serious as well as interesting. 
G. W. Chadwick. 
Another Boston composer who deserves the highest 
meed from his compatriots because he has held high the 
standard of American music is George W. Chadwick. 
He, too, is a young man, but he has accomplished much. 
He is forty four years old, and of purely American stock, 
born in Lowell, Maas. He began the cultivation of 
music early, and after some teaching at the bands of an 
elder brother and Eugene Thayer, the Boston organist, 
went to Leipsic in 1877, and afterward to Munich. He 
made a brilliant dlbnt on his return home, for in 1880 
his overture, “ Rip Van Winkle,” was given nnder his 
direction by the Handel and Haydn Society of Boston. 
The expectations thus aronsed were not disappointed. 
He took an immediate position high in the musical life 
of Boston and the neighboring cities. Ho is now head 
of the New England Conservatory of Music. His posi¬ 
tion as a conductor of choral bodies has stood him in 
good stead in prompting several important choral works. 
The best of these is his “ Pha-nix Expirans,” first heard 
in 1893, a setting of an old medieval qnasi-religious 
hymn, in which he has shown remarkable originality 
of thought enhanced by skillful writing for voices and 
orchestra, and in which he has struck a note quite bis 
own. He wrote a “ Columbian Ode ” for the opening of 
the World's Fair in Chicago in 189:1, and the list of his 
other choral compositions is large, including “The 
Ballad of the Lovely Kosabclle,” “ The Viking’s Last 
Voyage,” "The Pilgrim’s Hymn,” and “The Lily 
Nymph.” More important still are his orchestral com¬ 
positions, among which are two overtures entitled, re¬ 
spectively, "Thalia ” and “ Melpomene works of 
strong and vigorons originality that have been played 
by the orchestras of Boston and New York, and in 
Eiropean cities, the. "Melpomene,” in fact, probably 
meriting the distinction of having a greater number of 
performances to its credit than any other American com¬ 
position. There are also three symphonies in which the 
higher flight is well sustained, and which confirm Mr. 
Chadwick’s claim to rank among the most powerful 
minds in America engaged in the art of music. His 
chamber music numbers a pianoforte qnintet in E-flat 
and three string quartets, in the last of which discerning 
critics have been interested to find at least some traces 
of the negro folk-song element so brilliantly and suc¬ 
cessfully employed by Antonin Dvorak during bis brief 
American sojourn. 
H. W. Park kb. 
The line is continued by a pupil of Chadwick’s, Hora¬ 
tio William Parker, who has won honor for his music. 
His abilities are substantially recognized in the Chair 
of Music at Yale University, where he is following 
out the lines laid down by Paine at Harvard. He is 
but little more than thirty-six years old, and belongs 
to the " Boston school » by right of birth in one of that 
city's suburbs. He was a pupil first of his mother, theD 
of Chadwick and Emery, and finally studied at the 
Munich Conservatory. He has not been fruitful in the 
number of his compositions, but they have an originality 
and power that stamp him as one of the significant men 
of the day. They are chiefly in the choral forms, the 
most important being the “ Hots Novissima,” a setting 
of one of the medieval church hymns of quite distin 
guished originality, in which the melodious inspiration 
is lavish and the skill of the contrapuntal treatment of 
notable strength. It has won enthusiastic approval, and 
the honor of a performance at one of next fall’s musical 
festivals in England-that of Worcester. An earlier 
cantata, “The Dream KiDg and His Love,” shows the 
same rictA^s of melody, thoogh the composer had not 
then quite freed himself from the influence of his master, 
L’beioberger. To these choral works must be added 
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a symphony, three concert overtures, an orchestral 
scherzo, a string quartet, a suite for pianoforte, violin, 
and ’cello, and several choruses. 
E. A. MacDowell. 
A composer who stands apart from those heretofore 
named in his ideals, as well as in his training and the 
influences that have formed him, is Edward Alexander 
MacDowell, also honored by academic recognition, being 
Professor of Music at Columbia University. In the opin¬ 
ion of some acute critics he is the most original of Amer¬ 
ican musicians, and the keeper of what is most promising 
in the future of American music. He is a New Yorker, 
and was born in 1861. He had instruction at home, 
among others from Mme. Teresa Carreno, and is the only 
one of the composers we have who has won distinction 
as a virtuoso. The piano is his instrument, which he 
studied, after he left New York, at the Paris Conserva¬ 
toire and in Wiesbaden and Frankfort. His stay at the 
conservatory of the latter city determined his artistic 
future, for there he came under the influence of Raff, 
whose views as to program music he ardently espoused, 
and has since carried systematically into practice. H« 
is no imitator, however, of the fertile German composer 
whose sun has so nearly set, but has an ample fount of 
ideas of his own. These, indeed, can wi'h difficulty be 
traced back to any artistic sponsor, so clearly are they 
stamped with Mr. MacDowell’s own individuality. 
There is no form of the art except opera, symphony, and 
HkXBY Hoi.DKN Huss. 
chamber music for strings in which he has not wo 
with preeminent success. Through it all appear 
devotion to the ideal of program music in its higher 
subtler conception. It is shown most eloquently, 
baps, in the symphonic poem “ Hamlet and Ophe 
Here melodies, in themselves beautiful and chara 
istic, are made to give delineation of moods throng! 
harmonic and instrumental treatment to which he 
jects them. In “ Launcelot and Elaine ” he has rea 
similar results by similar procedure. In orchestn 
Mr. MacDowell is a master ; he commands all the 
range of color of the most modern pallet, and us 
with unerring skill to further the effects he is aii 
for. In his orchestral suite, Op. 42, he has follows 
master, Raff, in his love for the woods and fields ant 
airy folk that inhabit them—as witness the titles o 
™°vie»e“« “In/he HaUDted Forest’” "‘A Sun 
d*1’ tSong of the Shepherds,” “ Forest Sprit 
and the lately added movement depicting an ant 
scene. His special fondness for such things is st 
Tar! ? ,!8 Dr,er°n8 9ma11 pi!,Doforte P^ea, whicl 
largely devoted to illuminating the meaning ot , 
verse prefixed. It is necessary only to instance the s 
mg originality and picturesquenees of those to Te 
son s verse on “ The Eagle, ” and the several well kr 
hues by Goethe and Heine and other poets that he 
cessftd ll‘nStrat«thn8' A mong his latest and most 
f WOrkfl ln thla Te,n are the “ Woodland Sketc] 
and " Sea Sketches.” Even his two piano sonatas are 
program music, in so far as they have received the titles 
1 ‘ Eroica’ ’ and “ Tragica ” as denoting the moods in which 
they are respectively conceived. They are conspicuous 
examples of success in a field where American compos¬ 
ers have done little. Still more distinguished in their 
success are Mr. MacDowell’s two pianoforte concertos, 
which have not been, and hid fair not to be for many 
years, ousted from the rank they deserve, of being the 
finest work done in this province by any American com¬ 
poser. Mention should not be neglected of his songs, 
many of which are of singular and haunting beauty. 
W. W. Gilchrist. 
W. W. Gilchrist, though not a Philadelphian by birth, 
has sp»nt almost his entire life in Philadelphia, making 
singing and composition and the teaching of those 
branches of musical art his chief aim. He began his 
public career as a composer in 1877, at the age of thirty- 
one, when he gained two prizes for men’s part-songs 
offered by the Abt Society. His second venture was 
equally successful, for in 1880 he took all of the three 
prizes offered in that year by the Mendelssohn Gl*>e Club 
of New York for the same kind of composition. In 1882 
he carried off the Cincinnati Festival Prize with a setting 
for soprano solo, chorus, and orchestra of Psalm XLVI. 
His compositions include several other cantatas and a 
number of choruses and part-songs. He has also essayed 
successfully the larger instrumental forms, and has writ¬ 
ten a symphony, a suite for pianoforte and orchestra; an 
operetta, “ Pyramus and Thisbe ” : a trio and a quintet 
for pianoforte and strings. His writing is clear, grace¬ 
ful, and cogent, avoiding at once the commonplace and 
the overladen methods of many modern composers. His 
work in Philadelphia and his influence for the best in 
musical art are highly prized by those who have at heart 
the interests of American music. 
E. S. Kelley. 
Edgar StiUman Kelley has shown a quite original 
ta'ent in many forms of musical art. Like so many 
others who are doing the most for the advancement of 
music in America, he is a young man, being but forty- 
two years old. He was born in Wisconsin and stud'ed 
with local teachers, with Clarence Eddy, and later at 
Stuttgart. In 1880 he returned to America and settled 
in San Francisco. His first orchestral work was pro¬ 
duced in 1882—“ The Defeat of Macbeth ’’—and the next 
year the overture was played by Thomas. The work 
was also produced in the same year as incidental music 
for a performance of the play. Mr. Kelley’s inclination 
leads him frequently toward music of the “program 
type, and in this he has been successful in especial 
measure. One of his most striking compositions of this 
sort is his “Aladdin Suite ” for orchestra. This shows, 
too, his fondness for the music of the Chinese, with 
which he became familiar in h's residence in San Fran 
cisco, and the characteristics of which, as to scale^ 
rhythm, and harmony, he has utilized with skill an 
effect. Another indication of the same tendency is 
found in his song ‘‘The Lady Picking Mulberries, 
founded on a real Chinese theme, which became wide y 
known. Mr. Kelley has also written numerous piano 
forte pieces and songs and has a number of orcbes r 
and chamber music compositions not yet publis e^ 
He is the author of a comic opera, “ Puritauia, 
has been produced with considerable success. - ^ 
Kelley, during his San Francisco residence, which 
has now exchanged for a residence in New York, * 
musical criticisms for a newspaper of that city, an<^ 
frequently contributed articles to tbe musical pres--. 
Habry Rowe Siielley. 
he Harry Rowe Shelley, though a young man, 
born in New Haven in 1858,—has by his sincere am> 
serious efforts attained an enviable position in Amer*c 
art. He is a product of American training, his *eaC: * j 
having been Gustav J. Stoeckel, Dudley Buck, 
Vogrich, and Anton Dvorak. Mr. Shelley’s acthitys*" 
organist has naturally led him to the composition 
anthems and other church-music pieces, many ol w ^ 
are highly valued and are often sung; his sentimen 
songs, too, have found quick popularity and brong 
gnbsiantial rewards. But more important than 
though less widely known, and indicative of a 
“Jr ambition and uwre serious aims, are his compo- 
Tions in the larger forms. lie has written overtures, 
symphonic poems, and suites for orchestra, andla con- 
eito for violin and orchestra, and is the author of a 
female chorus that gained a prize from the Apollo Club 
of Chicago in 1886. His fluent and graceful style has 
stood him in good stead in all his musical career, and 
has won for his work an immediate attention and popu¬ 
lar success. 
Reginald DeKoven. 
The name of Reginald D»Koven is as widely known 
as that of any American composer, for it has been car¬ 
ried through the country by the genial popularity of 
some of his comic operas. He is barely forty years old, 
bat the list of his works shows an unusual industry and 
fecundity. A native of Connecticut, he was educated 
abroad. He is an Oxford graduate, and studied music 
at Stnttgart, intending to become a professional pianist; 
he also studied theory and singing with various foreign 
masters. He settled in Chicago in 1882, but has since 
then taken up his residence in New York. His first 
compositions were songs, of which he has written a large 
number. Some of them have struck the popular fancy, 
with results more profitable to Mr. DeKoven doubt¬ 
less, than elevating to the standard of musical art. But 
E. R. K no kg Kit. 
he is best known by his numerous comic operas. The 
first were “The Begum” and ‘‘Don Quixote,” while 
the most successful have been “Robin Hood” and 
“The Fencing Master.” They show at times a fluent 
gift of melody—not always of great originality, however 
aQd an increasing knowledge of instrumental effect in 
the scoring, whenever the composer has chosen to allow 
himself to satisfy his own better judgment and refrain 
from noise purely for the sake of noise. 
Wilson G. Smith. 
Wilson G. Smith was born in Ohio, and his musical 
career has been chiefly identified with the cities of that 
btate. He studied at Cincinnati, under Otto Singer, and 
■n Berlin. He has written many piano pieces that h^ve 
been widely performed, as well as vocal works. All 
show a melodious gift and a musicianly thoroughness 
and sincerity in its application. He is also known as 
an essayist, particularly upon subjects connected with 
American music. 
There is little space left in which to speak of Henry 
Holden Huss and his serious and solidly written works 
in many forms, the latest printed example being a piano¬ 
forte concerto ; of Arthur Whiting, possessed of a gracious 
and charming talent of distinct originality ; of Temple- 
ion Strong, close friend and artistic ally of Professor 
acDowell ; of Arthur Bird, whose skill and diligence 
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need more praise than his talent; of Frank van der 
Stucken, better known as conductor than as composer ; 
of Ethelbert Nevin, whose gift of saccharine melody and 
still more saccharine harmony has made him brioved in 
many drawing-rooms; of Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, whose 
abilities have received ample and anxious encouragement 
from the musical magistrates of her Boston home ; of 
Mr. Ernest R. Kroeger, of St. Louis, a musician of 
solid attainments, a splendid representative of his section 
of the country. 
There is much that could be said about them all ; but 
the American composer is speaking more and more for 
himself through the public performances that his works 
are receiving on their own merits in ever-increasing num¬ 
ber and that go to make him more and more, as time goes 
on, a prophet not without honor even in his own country. 
THE AMERICAN AS MUSICAL THEORIST. 
BY HAMILTON C. MACDOUGALL. 
When one remembers how many of our native musi¬ 
cians, more especially those among the older men, 
received their education in Germany, it is not strange 
to find that most of the American works on the theory 
of music have been founded on German models. This 
was the case with J. C. D. Parker’s “Manual of Har¬ 
mony,” which may be said to be the pioneer of its 
class. It was published in 1855, and is in use at the 
present time. Stephen Emery’s “ Elements of Har¬ 
mony ” is another work modeled on Richter's “Har¬ 
mony ” that has had a deservedly great success. Emery, 
a teacher in the New England Conservatory, was born 
with a genius for setting clearly before tbe average 
pupil the solution of the knotty points of the study. 
Both these treatises improved vastly on their models as 
far as clearness of expression and conciseness went. 
The German seems to have an immense natural capacity 
for making simple things complex and plain things 
obscure ; he writes fables about little fishes, but makes 
them talk like great whales. Most of tbe time that we 
have had the two excellent books just mentioned thou¬ 
sands of students have labored with tbe involved, heavy, 
and pedantic works of Richter, Paul, Hauptmann, and 
Jadassohn. Somewhat later in appearing (in a trans 
lation) in this country was Percy Goetscbrus's “ Mate¬ 
rials.” This is founded on a work by Dr. Faisst, of 
Stuttgart, and is thoroughly exhaustive in its treat¬ 
ment ; the exercises, like there in Paiker and Emery, 
are very largely on basses, not melodies, and there are 
almost no illustrations from the standard composers. 
When one comes to think of it, is not that an extraor¬ 
dinary thing, that a man should prove his case by 
inventing his own facts? Goetschins has written lately, 
“Homophonic Forms,” a most portentous title but m 
reality a very clear presentation of the subject of form 
with copious quotations from the great mas ers. Goet- 
schius was born in this country, I believe, to which he 
has lately returned after a residence of some years in 
Stuttgart. He now lives in Boston. 
Some attempts have been made by some of onr 
countrymen to dissipate the Cimmerian darkness that 
has surrounded the subject of harmony. Among he 
“ f anrwssful of these have been two works by the 
A. J. I®* ' ‘Analytical 
Harmony” is very clear in expression and valuable,n 
Matter - it is, however, possibly, more useful to the 
teacher'in clarifying his thoughts than as fnrn,slang 
teacher ^ ^ shall save him all trouble 
hl“ the pnpU In other words, it provokes thought 
father than srifles it. It has many quotations from the 
rS „ch»r fashion and successfully, too, Mr. F. 11. 
“ an instructor in music in Yale, ^ written 
Idren’s Harmony ” and “ Harmony Simplified^ 
s very seldom that a great composer interests him- 
n writing text-books, but a notable exception ,s 
“ W Chadwick, whose “Harmony” has very 
1 ' ,wished The exercises are melodies as 
“ model., .t l««t«™» 1 
School, »d 1. to is comm.nd.d h.gbly. 
Toward the end of Chadwick’s “ Harmony ” a few illus¬ 
trations from the great masters are iuseited. 
From the rhetorical and logical point of view—that is, 
takiDg into account clearness of statement, conciseness 
and accuracy of definition, and brilliancy of literary 
work—it seems to me that Gow's “ The Structure of 
Music” is one of the noteworthy books of onr time. 
Gow has a most fluent pen, and the esthetic and logical 
considerations governing the selection and progressions 
of harmonies are clearly and fascinatingly set forth. I 
do not venture any opinion as to tbe value of the con¬ 
clusions he reaches, but wish to record my admiration 
of the general style of the hook. Gow has had consider¬ 
able experience in teaching the subject at Smith College 
and at Yassar, where he is now Professor of Music. 
Dr. Clarke, Professor of Music in the University of 
Pennsylvania, has written several very clear and prac¬ 
tical treatises on harmony. “Theory Explained” and 
“ Harmony,” a larger work, are noteworthy. Dr. 
Clarke makes nse of melodies to be harmonized instead 
of spending much time on basses. 
A work very highly thought of in the "West, but not 
well known in the East, is Klanser's “ SeptoDate.” It 
is said to be a very original and stimulating work. 
In sharp contrast to several of the volumes named 
above are Homer Norris’s two books on harmony, pro¬ 
fessedly founded on the teachings of the French school. 
Mr. Norris is now a Boston organist and successful 
composer and theory teacher, but lived for several years 
in Paris, and gained an insight into the artistic methods 
of the French theorists. His explanations as to theori- 
gin of the so-called Italian, French, and German sixth 
chords are said to be very clever. 
George H. Howard’s work on harmony has consider¬ 
able popularity. 
The excellent work done by Parker and Morgan 
in translating Richter; Dr. Baker, other German 
writers; Arthur Foote, Richter’s "Fugue”; E. M. 
Bowman, Weizmann's “ Harmony ” ; Clarence Eddy, 
Hanpt’a “Counterpoint and Fugue” ; J. H. Cornell, 
Bussler’s “Form,”—all these should not be forgotten. 
On the whole, I think that we are pretty well off in 
tbe matter of theorists in the United States. We have 
digested and assimilated the food given ns by onr Ger¬ 
man nurses and are now grown so that we may take 
care of ourselves. 
. ■ • ♦ • 
AMERICAN STUDENTS. 
BY J. FRANCIS COOKE. 
From the time when William Billings, our first com¬ 
poser of note (?), wrote some very bad hymn-tunes 
under the delusion that they were fugues, down to this 
present day of MacDowell and Parker, student-life 
in America has passed through many remarkable evolu¬ 
tions. When Haydn and Mozart appeared as the flowers 
of an epoch of European musical culture, our forefathers 
were giving the names of Lexington and \orktown 
permanent places in modern history. For many years 
thereafter we were a nation of farmers and backwoods- 
men. How could we, then, fiud anything of value in 
the promotion of an art ? 
Learning was another matter. Unlike music, which 
was looked upon as an accomplishment, learning was a 
necessity. John Harvard was as important a factor in 
early New England affairs as was any of the military, 
legislative, or executive officers. 
The growth of cities and the great arterial railways 
that now traverse onr country made music in America 
what it is to-day. Music is distinctly a child of society, 
and it was not until our American social body was 
raised to a position of conspicuous culture that musi 
cians were understood. Then music came to be pursued 
*as an art and not as a pastime. TakiDg the majority of 
students into consideration, this represented the differ¬ 
ence between music-teaching here and in Europe. New 
systems of elementary education have given American 
teachers very much better disciplined raw material than 
that which their forerunners had to deal with. Nowa¬ 
days among the yonng there are very few impossible 
pupils, and the prospect for teachers is certainly very 
encouraging. 
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{The jfounbatfons of fIRusical Hmertca. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Tine present condition of mimical art in America is 
the result of a vast amount of seed-sott ing by tnnsical 
amateurs and professionals, all of whom were enthusi¬ 
ast*, since abont the beginning of the present centnry. 
The limits to which I am restricted in the present writ¬ 
ing make it impossible to do justice to all of these 
earlier workers, and the only course left me is to men¬ 
tion the more important of them, and indicate the far- 
reaching rwo Its of their activity. 
The musical life of this country is very active along 
three planes of work: first, elementary instruction, 
which is now vastly more universal than at any previ¬ 
ous period in our career; second, the wide diffusion of 
popular music of every sort; third, the almost universal 
cultivation of art-music, soch as the works of the great 
composers for piano, organ, chamber instruments, sym¬ 
phony, oratorio, and opera. As a natural result of this 
encyclopedic musical work we are beginning to have a 
great deal of original composition by native writers. 
My place in the present number is to point out the 
principal sources from which these several lines of ac¬ 
tivity have sprang. In doing this, I shall dwell more 
fully on the mnsical history of Boston, since in Boston 
musical entbnsiasm showed itself at an early time, and 
some very commanding figures in our history have made 
their first appearance there. 
A* might have been expected, the beginning of music 
in New England was strongly influenced by Puritan 
and English taste. Almost at the same time there 
l>egnn to be some locnl collections of psalmody, and the 
foundation of a great and long-lived society for the 
study of sacred music as an art. This society was the 
Handel and Haydn of Boston, a mixed choir founded in 
HI5. In the early days of this society its activities 
were purely amateurish, and the president of the society 
was the conductor «r officio. The president himself was 
merely a choir leader, a little more popular than his 
competitors. The chorus of the society for the first five 
years consisted of about one hundred voices, and was 
extremely indifferent in quality, about two thirds of all 
the singers being sopranos, very few of whom could read 
nude. The next part most numerously represented 
was the laws, the alto next, and the tenor was often 
wanting altogether. Very soon after this society was 
established they secured a very good English musician 
to act a* organist, Dr. O. K. Jackson. Dr. Jackson 
knew something abont music, although he was much 
addicted to spiritons incitation. It is told of him that 
on one occasion, when the chorus was practicing a Han¬ 
del composition, the president and conductor desired 
ho organist to play the piece inverted-that is the 
tanor uppermost and the soprano in place of the tenor 
As this particular work was not written in double 
counterpoint, the organist declined, and, on being 
irrelert ^ T" * <’° ^ "°rk’ he most irreverent and unbecoming answer, to the effect that he 
would see the society in a place where sacred mnsic is 
not practiced, liefore he would do such a fool thing 
In 1822 a yonng man named I/)well Mason a native 
of Medford, Massachusetts, came up from .Savannah 
oT whThT?^of psaIrDOd7for thp Of which he desired to secure the sanction of the Han¬ 
del and Haydn Society. The society delegated Dr 
Jackson fo examine the work, which he did, and on 
' recommendation, it was accepted and pub- 
he;l.tthe expemeeofthe society, under the name of 
the Handel and Haydn Society Collection.” A few 
months later Lowell Maaon was invited to make his‘ 
home in Boston and take charge of the music in several 
important chnrrhes and direct the Handel and Haydn 
Society. He performed bis work with great success 
improved the chorus verymneb, but after a few years 
his musical ambition took a wider range. He rLog 
nixed the necessity of better early training for singem 
and musicians, and also the value and place of secnlar 
mnsic in life. It was found, however, that the charter 
of the Handel and Haydn Society restricted their work 
to sacred mnsic, in the narrowest sense. Accordingly, 
in 1830, Lowell Mason withdrew from the leadership 
and established what was known as the Boston Academy 
of Music. This institution was chartered as a combi¬ 
nation of a practical school of music and as a mnsical 
missionary society, and one of its first efforts was to in¬ 
troduce music into the public schools as a regular part 
of the education ; it also promoted the cultivation of a 
public taste for mnsic and the awakening of a public 
interest in the higher kinds of mnsic, both sacred and 
secular. Lowell Mason formed a new chorus entirely 
independent of the Handel and Haydn Society, consist 
ing largely of young voices from three large chorus 
choirs which were under his direction. He trained the 
parts at subrehearsals and, from that time on, instead 
of one series of oratorio concerts, Boston had two. While 
the older society maintained the prestige due to its 
longer existence, the new society was held to sing with 
more spirit and with much better balance of parts. Nor 
were the concerts of this choir confined to oratorio mnsic. 
At the very beginning of the Boston Academy two pro¬ 
fessors were appointed, the one Lowell Mason, the other 
1m. Lowkll Mason. 
LTZJ'T ■ ”” hw"j 
.™.i t. 
"nmber of good English glees. 
anH ® B®!t^ Academy also established an or. 
in Boston1 ^thoveu symphonies ever 
For^ ’ * 7 nDder the di”*«on of Mr 
as I Z7 'T ^ Webb ™ active in this w 
wiitlerTe wtl 2 TT “ * A 
anD"rin T"1 °nthe ^cipa^WhTt^ ' 
Mason was" aT^emelyB ^ 
psalmody °f 
ever publiSd °f child™’« 
elementary teaching of Lusic^fMr1™^0^®* 
*ian maxim of "the thb,r /°UowiDg the Pe 
aame time he lectured widely before fo" 
and meetings for clerevmc * ?, teachera ms 
music as an instrnmeo ; ” f°rgetting tlle w< 
**«■*■>. 
w»s definitely «tnM- i. J cbed a P°»nt where 
remained at the head of tv Smce' 
of a younger and rath Rb TOted blm onti H 
«Hve part of Lowe,, 
on 81,fe “ay be conside 
have completed itself in 1850, although fortw 
years afterward, while he lived at Orange \ t ° 
continued to publish elementary works and coiw he 
of psalmody. ^Hecttons 
In his younger life Lowell Mason was a singa,^ 
beautiful young man, having a charming dimLs 
and a pure and noble character. As the years SS 
his presence gained additional dignity, and in his 11 
life he was a venerable figure in any company where" 
might be. At a dinner of musicians in London whet, 
he was an honored guest, Moscheles called attention 
his striking resemblance to Beethoven, and the fact n 
recognized by many musicians present who had known 
that great master. 
Another line of important mnsical influence wa* 
begun at Cambridge, Mass., about 1835, by the forma¬ 
tion of a mnsical society for graduates, whose object at 
first was to keep alive the memory of their alma mater 
and later to secure the establishment there of amnai' 
cal professorship. This society was known as the 
Harvard Mnsical Association. At first its mnsical per¬ 
formances were amateur, like those of the Handel and 
Haydn Society. When they played concerted mnsic, 
all of the hoys wanted to play the first-flute part. One 
of the most enthusiastic of these flntists was a veiy 
lively and persistent lmt very bashful young man named 
John S. Dwight, who afterward became the famous 
mnsical critic and a star in the high-art symphony of 
Boston, from 1852 to 1880. 
The Harvard Mnsical Association took on a higher 
range after about ten years, and gave chamber concerts 
ol real master-works in Cambridge, and later on under¬ 
took symphony concerts in Boston. These were main¬ 
tained first and last for fifteen years or more, their work 
being the foundation on which the present Boston Sym¬ 
phony Orchestra was afterward bnilt. Their influence 
was sufficient to secure the establishment, in 1876, of a 
mnsical professorship, with John K. Paine at the head. 
A very great influence has been given to music in 
America by the concert tours of great musical stars. 
The Italian opera was given in New York as early as 
1820, and the celebrated Garcia was here, with his 
daughters, Pauline and Malibran, abont 1825. The 
influence of these opera seasons, which were alwajs 
short, was mostly confined to the locality and did not 
reach the country. In 1850, however, the great show¬ 
man, P. T. Barnnm, brought over Jenny Lind, aud in¬ 
stituted for the first time on a large scale in this country 
the work of mission and “ Passionate Press Agent.’ 
The newspapers from Boston to New Orleans ran over 
with anecdotes and gush about the “ Swedish Nightin¬ 
gale.” In Boston the choice of seats for her concert* 
was sold at auction, the highest seat bringing $625, the 
bidder being Ossian E. Dodge, a singer of comic songs, 
who performed this act as an advertisement. Dodge was 
afterward secretary of the Board of Trade of St. Pari) 
Minn., in which position his talent as a press manipn 
lator was of great advantage to the city. Theadsent 
of Jenny Lind, and all this talk about her, had the effect 
of gaining a great deal of interest in music and m"sl 
cians all over the country, even where her voice "as 
never heard. The immediate influence in Boston occ* 
sioned the erection of Boston Music Hall, which has sti 
one year longer to stand just as it was built in 1851. 
The orchestral activities of Boston and of the principa 
cities of the country received a great impetus in I 
and 1850 by the appearance of a small but extreme J 
fine orchestra from Berlin, nearly all men who ha 
come compromised in the revolutionary movements o 
that time. It was the Germania Musical Society) 
prising twenty-four men, with four first violins, 
leader was Carl Bergmann, who was afterward so dl9 ’ 
guished as leader of the New York Philharmonic. 
Germania Society came to grief in about two years, 
disbanded at Baltimore. Bnt it was called toge 1 *** *»!•» W»XAWX V( */“V • iRol'* 
again, and played an entire season in Boston, m ^ 
’52, in the new Music Hall. Here they gave bea" 
programs, many of which were played to crowded °® e 
The programs took much the same range as those o 
present day. * gthe 
Another society active in Boston at that time ^ 
Mnsical Fund Society, a cooperative society ol ore ^ ^ 
artists which gave concerts by subscription, the pro 
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,-n„ deVoted to some kind of mnsical chanty. It was 
1 connection with this Society and the Harvard Mnsical 
“ option, already mentioned, that the sixteen-year- 
id William Mason made his earliest appearances with 
Jhe orchestra, playing a Mendelssohn concerto and some 
of those of Beethoven. 
The first full orchestra which came to this country was 
that of which the Frenchman, Jullien, was the leader. 
Tullien was practically an orchestral virtuoso, or master, 
of the same kind as the present French directors, 
Colonne and Lamourenx. His orchestra was drilled to 
great finish and he had all kinds of sensational effects ; 
he w»s the originator of the dodge of playing patriotic 
songs with the accompaniment of cannon and fireworks. 
Heconducted with great spirit, and also with great show 
of enthusiasm. Behind him on the rostrum was a 
splendid easy chair, into which he collapsed after the 
performance of his important pieces. Delsartian devi¬ 
talization was here perfectly illustrated. 
Ur. Ukokuk k\ Koot. 
The cultivation of popular music received a great 
impetus from the work of Lowell Mason ; he was him¬ 
self the author of a large number of church tunes, some 
of which, like the “Missionary Hymn ” and “Nearer 
My God to Thee,” still remain standard. In his later 
life, after 1850, he directed what were known as 
“Musical Conventions” at Cleveland, Rochester, 
N. Y., etc. These were of the nature of impromptu 
mnsical festivals and teachers’ institutes combined. 
Mason generally was accompanied by a good soloist and a 
good pianist, the remainder of the program being manu¬ 
factured on the spot. One singer who accompanied 
Dr. Mason was a very pleasant yonng basso, George 
F. Root, who afterward found himself unable to escape 
the distinguishment of having written the “ Battle Cry 
of Freedom,” all the other works of a long and dis¬ 
tinguished life being swallowed up in the overwhelming 
success of this popular piece. Mr. Root was residing in 
"'ew York city as organist in a prominent church and 
teacher of singing in several seminaries. As a result of 
his early training, some simple melodies occurred to him 
—too simple to be published over his own name, he 
thought; but on playing some of them, he was besought 
hy a publisher to furnish the manuscript. About 1855 
six songs were published by Hall & Son, among which 
was Rosalie the Prairie Flower,” which gained in¬ 
stantaneous popularity. These led to the production of 
a large number of popular melodies, many of which had 
W'de currency, although now forgotten. 
Another distinguished figure in American popular 
®asic, and the best melodist of all, was Stephen C. 
,)ster; a native of Pittsburg. He wrote a variety of 
s°ngs in the “ darky ” dialect, all of them represent¬ 
in' ^k life of the slave, as conceived from the 
ite man’s standpoint The most popular of these 
“riodies was “ ’Way Down Upon the Suwanee River,” 
ut many others, such as “Master’s in the Cold, Cold 
0Dnd> were almost equally well known, although 
°t so long-lived. Foster was a natural melodist of 
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very considerable refinement, and his name is an honor 
to American art. 
To change the scene to the city of New York : we 
come now to one of the most important agencies in 
America for the maintenance of a high mnsical ideal. 
The Philharmonic Society was founded in 1842—a co¬ 
operative society of musicians for the encouragement of 
high art. They have always given a number of concerts 
by subscription every year, and the Society is still in a 
healthy condition after forty-seven years of activity. 
The founders of the Philharmonic and the principal 
movers were men who were all-round musicians : pian¬ 
ists, violinists, and theorists, such as the late George F. 
Bristow, whose symphony was played by the Philhar¬ 
monic within its first five years ; H. C. Timm, a leading 
professor and teacher in New York, who figured in sym¬ 
phony concerts as an artist of the kettle-drums ; Wil¬ 
liam Scharfenberg, also a pianist, and a splendid musician. 
Among the directors of this Society were Theodor* Eis- 
feldt, who also carried on a well-trained string quartet; 
Carl Bergmann, the former leader of the Germania 
Society, Boston; Dr. Leopold Damrosch, Theodore 
Thomas, Anton Seidl, and Emil Paur. For many 
years the Philharmonic represented the highest stan¬ 
dard of orchestral mnsic in this country, and in con¬ 
nection with it all the great pianists who visited America 
were heard. 
Jenny Lind was accompanied on her tonr by a solo 
violinist—a boy not more than thirteen or fourteen years 
of age, Theodore Thomas by name. Later on Thomas 
became the leading violinist in the Opera Orchestra in 
New York. In 1863 he got his first start with his own 
orchestra, maintaining a series of symphony concerts in 
opposition to those of the Philharmonic, and composed 
of mnsic of a more modern character, such as the 
conservative Philharmonic regarded with dread. A 
few years later Thomas had his own orchestra at the 
Central Park Garden, playing every night, and here he 
established a precision and finish of orchestral perform¬ 
ances never before known outside of conservatory con 
certs in Paris. In 1869 Mr. Thomas made his first tonr 
West, and since that time he has been, up to within the 
last ten years, the main educator of the American people 
n higher kinds of mnsic. 
Space forbids any extended mention of a large number 
)f names and instrumentalities connected in this prog¬ 
ress For example: from 1853 there were the concerts 
,f the American pianist, Louis Moreau Gottscbalk, who 
was the first American to attain distinction in Europe. 
Gottschalk was a charming melodist and a pianist of 
,reat distinction. The career of William Mason, who 
was contemporary with Gottscbalk, was different. After 
receiving what training he conld in Boston, he went to 
Enropein 1849, returning abont 1854, settling in New 
York where he has ever since resided. Mason at that 
time was the best concert pianist we had of the modern 
school, thoroughly acquainted with the classic repertory 
of the instrument; he was also well schooled in the 
works of Liszt and Chopin, and had been with Liszt at 
Weimar He was the first Schumann player we had in 
this country, and he has always remained a IHeat votary 
of that master. The influence of Dr. Mason has teen 
very wide in this country in the training of p.an.stsand 
teachers and latterly his “System of Pianoforte Tech 
££» marks an epoch in the world-cultivation of the 
So^'chriSewLTn.'prti, Mai, Umann, 
ancesin , siof?er8 in the same companies. 
Ctfarl^R Adams, of Boston, the magnificent Wagner- 
Ch8 l who had a brilliant career at Vienna, is re- 
ia“ " :, hv all musicians ; Adelaide Phillips, a most 
membered y • , t onjge Carey, Clara Louise 
charming smgei^Anna ^ Mme. No, 
Kellogg, by i • g jnch. and scores of other 
r„r ,te 
American talent for this f°™ ° “getting the best and 
blaspheming the expense 
advent of the Mapleson opera in 1880, and the opening 
of the Metropolitan Opera House in New York by the 
Abbey Company in 1884. From this time on we hava 
had here the most expensive opera companies ever formed 
in the world, and the managers have alternated between 
a Monte Cristo opulence and a Micawber-like waiting 
for “something to turn up.” 
It is now a fnU half-century since William Mason was 
one of the first young Americans to study muBic abroad. 
A procession of ambitious youngsters has crossed the 
ocean every year since, and when they have returned, 
some have gone on to influence and well merited dis¬ 
tinction ; others have found themselves hidebound by 
the restrictions of their foreign training, and have not 
been able to bring their vague ideals to fruitage. More¬ 
over, the atmosphere for new works by composers of un¬ 
tried powers has been, and still is, unfavorable in this 
country. In spite of this we have had a constantly in¬ 
creasing band of native compofers, of whom other writers 
Louis Moreau Guns* hack. 
will give particulars. They fall mostly folo one or the 
other of two classes : those who have written works of 
the largest caliber, which they have never been able to 
get performed ; and those who have written in smaller 
forms, with less straining after originality. AraoDg the 
men of both classes very strong works have been pro¬ 
duced. Had we been blessed with a native school, 
manned by well-trained American teachers, and sup¬ 
ported with means facilitating the production of new 
works, we would by this time have begun to reach as 
brilliant a harvest in this line as France and Russia are 
now continually reaping from their own conservatories. 
This, however, is another story. 
AMERICAN IMPATIENCE. 
BY HARVEY WICKHAM. 
In other countries we find men devoting their lives 
eagerly to the attainment of one, and often a very narrow, 
object. Here every one strives for a smattering of every¬ 
thing. The pupil in the public schools of Scotland, to 
cite an instance recently noted in the New \ ork “Sun,” 
knows infinitely less about chemistry, philosophy, art, 
or astronomy than the pupil of a corresponding age in 
one of the public schools of the United States, but he is 
far ahead of the latter in the three Re. When a student 
spends years in the study of a single musical composi 
tion, it is to be expected that he will accomplish results 
quite out of the reach of him who seeks to cover the 
entire literature of his instrument in a few terms. The 
\meric.un student is alxint the cleverest individual upon 
the face of the earth, hut be will accomplish nothing 
serious in art until he overcomes his national sin of im¬ 
patience. Impatience never can achieve wliat persever¬ 
ance can, be it backed by never so great a talent. My 
studio experiences have led me to believe that we as a 
nation are destined to work miracles of improvement in 
methods of teaching and playing when we have learned 
the value of continued application to a single end, bnt 
not before. 
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H me deans in flllusical literature. 
BY W. FRANCIS GATES. 
Thk literature of music, as exhibited in America, is 
in no sense behind the development of composition or 
the production of artistic performers. On the other 
band, we may say that the musical literature of Amer¬ 
ica—and to say America in this connection is to say the 
United .States—is better known, especially among Eng¬ 
lish-speaking peoples, than our musical compositions. 
While this is a pleasant reflection to the literary man, 
it doubtless arises from the fact that the average English- 
speaking music lover is confined to the literature of his 
own tongue ; bat in musical composition he roams over 
the whole world irrespective of limit or bonndary. 
On first approach to this subject the natural anticipa¬ 
tion is a list of authors that by its length shall appal 
the writer and weary the reader. But on a closer ex¬ 
amination we find that the bulk of our permanent 
musical writings has been done by twelve or fifteen 
men. This is due, perhaps, to the fact that musical liter¬ 
ature is comparatively a new feature in America. Our 
musical magazines run back to 1820 or thereabouts ; but 
prior to 1880 there was no American musical literature. 
It was in that year, as it happens, that three books were 
copyrighted that might )>e regarded as the pioneers of 
our musical literature. Of course, there are a number 
of writers of minor fame, and as to magazine contribu¬ 
tors and the breed of critics—their name is legion. 
But when we want criticism of the best type we are 
reduced to about a baker’s dozen. Another notable 
feature, yet a natural one, is that as a general thing we 
find the best critics, the foremost magazine writers, the 
most prominent authors, to be from the same group. It 
is natural that a critic should write for a magazine, and 
equally a matter of easy prophecy that he will write a 
book. Vet, as we shall see, some few have refmined. 
For this reason it is impossible to keep clearly to any 
classification into these three modes of literary activity, 
for some of the criticism on our Eastern daily papers 
rise* to the level of literature. And it is manifestly 
impossible, in an article of the present limitations, to 
make more than hasty mention of even the most promi¬ 
nent writers. 
American Authors. 
I will first mention the more frequent contributors to 
our musical literature, and for lack of n better plan 
will mention them in alphabetical order. 
Naturally, Boston, having been for many years the 
literary and musical renter of the continent, furnishes 
us with a number of the brightest literary lights. Wil¬ 
liam F. Apthorp, who beads our list, is a master of 
style and diction, as shown in his series of essays en¬ 
titled *• Musicians and Music Lovers." He was co-editor 
with J. D. Champlin in the preparation of their “ Cyclo¬ 
pedia of Music and Musicians," a large and valuable 
work in three volumes. 
Louis C. Elson, of the same city, is an author whose 
writings reach a large public. Of the six or seven books 
Mr. Elson has published, his “Curiosities of Music,” 
Theory of Music," and “Enropean Reminiscences" 
are most widely read. His latest book, “Great Musi¬ 
cians and Their Works," is a series of biographic 
sketches given in pleasant and entertaining style. Mr 
Elson's forte is the historic and critical field. 
The late John C. Fillmore, recently of California, 
was beet known by his frequent magazine articles and 
by his theoretic writings. His “ History of Piano¬ 
forte Music ” is quite readable and of practical value. 
Henry T. Flock, of New York, has published works 
on Chopin, Wagner, and Paderewski, besides varions 
essays. His best thought is in his “ Wagner and His 
Works." a valuable addition to the extensive Wagner 
literature. Mr. Finck battles earnestly for Wagner and 
in a style full of strength and earnestness. 
Four interesting books have come from the pen of W 
J. Henderson, also of New York. His » Wbat is Good 
Music?” ents out a new pathway, and his “8tory of 
Music” and "How Music Developed,” as might be 
judged from the titles, deal not with the dry bones of 
history, bnt with the living, breathing art, and in a 
manner that can not fail to attract even a disinterested 
reader ; and he does this without detracting from their 
value as accurate historic works. His latest book, 
“ The Orchestra and Orchestral Music,” is a masterly 
work, which imparts much information without being 
of a dry text-book character. It is a valuable addition 
to the musician’s working library. 
Hand in hand with these books should go Henry E. 
Krehbiel's “ How to Listen to Music,” a hook written 
primarily for the non-technical, would-be lover of 
music, but valuable to every student. Another recent 
collection of essays by this writer is “ Mnsic and Man¬ 
ners in the Classical Period,” a book of less value than 
the above works or his “ Wagnerian Studies.” 
W. S. B. Mathews, of Chicago, is prolific of all sorts 
of musical literature. Of his seven or eight musical 
works his “How to Understand Mnsic,” one of the 
pioneers of good musical literature in this country, has 
had a large sale and has done much to spread a knowl¬ 
edge of the content of music at a time when such a book 
was sadly needed. His “Popular History of Music” 
is not to be excelled as a text-book ; in fact, it is the 
American history of music, combining a lucid style 
CtURLKS w. l.ANDON. 
with a thorough treatment of the subject. His “ Mi 
in America ” is a valuable compilation of facts on t 
subject, and his recent books, “Music: Its Ideals i 
Methods and “ The Masters and Their Music ” 
collections of the best of Mr. Mathews’ contribution, 
■ Insic and other magazines. I think Mr. Math, 
is now dean of the corps of active American musi 
authors by reason of long service. 
woTr£6 w?rl,“erZ WaS best known by his magaz 
work but his Musical Hints” had a large sale i 
his Music and Culture,” a collection of essays ei 
rtheTeld.8 PnrP°8e BDd 8Ch°larahip DOt — to", 
“ ,0fyears the 8tandard text-book 
Musua1 History was that by Frederic Louis Riti 
til, because of its heaviness of stvle it 
by the more lucid workstf l l 8HCCee’ 
„ . worKs of such writers as Mos, 
t tathews and Henderson. Dr rihor i 
ta 5EJ3 Pabli8hedtwo’worLoV^t 
6 ana Music in AmeriVn ” orwi „ 
volume of lectures. He was “d 3 8tr 
OMflarity faTmak1 h''* diCti°“ ^ 
Mr. Tapper has issued a seriL ofl^ T* ** 
education of children and young 
bis work a love for y„ntlK • h™& 
“Chats with Mnsic Students,” “The Music Lif a 
“Musical Talks with Children,” and “The Child' 
Mnsic World” Mr. Tapper sometimes shoots over the 
heads of his audience ; bnt it is so much the worse for 
the audience, as the kind of ammunition he uses is iu 
what the young musician needs. 
George P. Upton, of Chicago, who shares with Mr 
Mathews the honor of longest years of musical service 
has issued a valuable series of critical volumes on “oJ 
eras,” “Cantatas,” “Oratorios,” and “Symphonies.” 
This “Standard ” series is unique in its way, and is 
among the best of our critical writings. As the decade 
pass and new works are brought out, additional volumes 
could well be issued keeping the series up to date, espe¬ 
cially in the matter of operas and oratorios. Mr. Upton's 
“ Woman in Music ” is a pleasant tribute to the fair sex. 
Of those who have published less than the foregoing, 
but whose work, “for a’ that,” is not of less value, a 
goodly number of writers might be mentioned did space 
permit. 
In the field of biography and history come N. H. Dole, 
Charles Barnard, Edward Dickinson, and J. C. Macy. 
Messrs. Christian! and Carpe have written concerning 
the esthetics of piano-playing, the work of the former 
being especially thorough. Miss Amy Fay’s “Music 
Study in Germany,” relating her student experiences in 
Germany thirty years ago, interested a very large public, 
being, perhaps, the most successful musical book pub¬ 
lished in America from a financial standpoint. 
To this list might be added Messrs Parsons, Mjer, 
Tubbs, and Misses Eastman, Smith, and Roosevelt in 
historic essay, or descriptive work, as well as Messrs. 
Clark, Bagby, and Crawford, and Miss Farquhar in 
musical fiction. 
America is not wanting in musical literature; but this 
was not the ease twenty years ago. All of the above 
works have been published within the last two decads, 
the most ancient being Mr. Elson’s “ Curiosities ol 
Music” (1880), Miss Fay’s “ Music Life in Germany" 
(1880), and Mr. Mathews’ “ How to Understand Music," 
volume l (1881). But as the musical public began to 
read, the authors have been at hand to supply them with 
a varied and a valuable literature; and when we con¬ 
sider the short time in which this literature has arisen 
and the comparatively small number of contributors to 
it, we may well say it is a literature astonishirg in its 
scope and variety.* 
Musical Magazines and Their Contributors. 
It is probable that the critic antedated the author and 
the magazine ; for there have been critics since the first 
playing of the prehistoric flute. And the first piano 
recital doubtless had its front row of critics. But the 
first criticism of any value came throogh the columns ol 
the musical magazine. 
The first musical periodicals in America that I tin 
record of were the “Enterpiad,” issued in Boston in 
1821, and the “American Musical Journal,” New York, 
in 1834. During the half-century following this fird 
ventnre some sixty musical journals had their rise, an , 
it might be added, nearly all of them their tall. I 0 
not know of more than two or three now issued that 
their origin prior to 1875. 
Perhaps no man did more for the early musical jour 
nalism of America than John S. Dwight. His 
“Dwight’s Journal,” was started in Boston in 
Mr. Dwight was a scholarly writer, a man Bbljmr, 
convictions, conservative in tendency, and one ie 
press of whose work made a lasting effect on the ”r 
ing musical taste of the country. . 
A prominent contributor to this journal was • 
ander W. Thayer, the Beethoven biographer. A 1 ^ 
Mr. Thayer did much writing for periodicals, 
cal and otherwise, his fame rests on his n>01,aa> 
life of Beethoven. This he made his life-work, eT ^ 
to it nearly fifty years. Not finding a publiskw^ 
would issue it in English, it was translated into.T^ffle0f 
and published in that language, to the lasting s a^or 
the English and American publishers, f e a 
*Mr. Gates, the writer of this article, has comp e , , >0f Grs*' 
able books in his series—"Musical Mosaics,” “ Ane° 
Musicians,” and “ In Praise of Music.”—Em 
• erf three large volumes, but died before h.s work was 
183,1 n S, now being completed and translated into 
Tush and Will soon be issued by Charles Scribner’s 
E°g Thayer’s life of Beethoven is the final authority 
^hat subject, and is, perhaps, the greatest musical 
°D t written by an American. Mr. Thayer was in the 
American consular service at Vienna and Trieste from 
L.2 1882 in the latter of which places he died in 1897. 
8HenrV C Watson first published Watson’s “Art 
Journal ” in New York in 1863. It is at present under 
he editorship of Mr. W. M. Thoms, under the name of 
the “American Art Journal.” And to be added to these 
are the names of Dexter Smith, George F. Root, James 
r Murray, and Karl Merz, all active and valuable 
assistants in the march of musical progress. 
Of present-day journalists there is a larger number 
than we have space to mention. Among those 
whose prominence entitles them to notice are the 
brilliant editorial writers, Messrs. Floersheim and 
Hnneker, of the New York “Musical Courier,” and 
likewise ’ Philip Hale, at present editor of the 
“Musical Record,” formerly piloted by Dexter Smith. 
Mr. Hale’s management has brought that journal to a 
higher level than it formerly occupied ; but the fre¬ 
quency with which his pen strays from the ink-bottle to 
the bottle of vitriol, said to stand beside it, impairs his 
acceptance with many. However, his knowledge is 
cyclopedic, and his style generally crisp and interesting. 
Much good writing was done in the “Musical Her¬ 
ald,” established by Eben Tourjee. Its best work was 
mostly by Mr. Elson, who has been one of the most 
valuable writers to American progress, owing to his 
attractive style, broad information, and general educa¬ 
tional tendencies. The “Herald” passed into the 
hands of Mr. George Wilson, and thence into the great 
beyond. 
Frequent magazine articles carry the signatures of W. 
F. Apthorp, E. B. Perry, and Thomas Tapper, of Bos¬ 
ton, and of that trio of New York writers, Messrs. Hen¬ 
derson, Krehbiel, and Finck, the names of any one ol 
which will secure for their articles a respectful attention 
from a well-informed musician, although they “differ 
among themselves in language, instructions, and laws,” 
as Ciesar has it. The composer Dvorak also made some 
contributions to magazine literature during his stay in 
America. 
From Ohio we find learned articles by Edward Dickin¬ 
son, of Oberlin, and spicy ones from J. S. Van Cleve. 
Did either of these gentlemen see fit to enter the field of 
permanent literature, the musical reader would be the 
gainer. 
Chicago gives us the work of Emil Liebling, A. J. 
Goodrich, George P. Upton, and W. 8. B. Mathews. The 
latter can say whatever he wants whenever he wants to, 
as he is the originator and controlHng spiritof “ Music ” 
magazine, a monthly of the highest aims, and having a 
standing not excelled by any musical magazine, be it in 
America or out. Mr. Mathews does an enormons amount 
of writing for his own and other magazines. Mr. 
Frederic W. Root has made a name for himself as a 
writer on vocal topics. The late John C. Fillmore also 
wrote much educational matter for various periodicals. 
Mr. Charles W. Landou is well known as a contributor 
to Ihk Etude for many years, his specialty being edu¬ 
cational topics. 
Frequent contributions from most of the above-men¬ 
tioned writers have appeared in The Etude. For this 
reason it is not necessary to speak here of their varions 
styles, or of the corresponding enhancement of value to 
the paper. The Etude speaks for itself. 
Other magazines there are in goodly number, such as 
the Pianist and Organist,” the “Vocalist,” the “Indi¬ 
cator, ’ the “ Musician,” the “ Presto,” the “ Leader,” 
the “Metronome,” the “Concert Goer,” “Musical 
America,” lately amalgamated with “Music Trades,” 
"nder the editorial care of Mr. John C. Freund, and so 
on. each having its special field and larger or smaller 
mrcle of admiring readers. Mention should also be 
made of the many years of educational work along the 
•nes of good music done by Church’s ’ ‘ Musical Visitor ” 
Sn ^rainard’a “Musical World,” the former being re¬ 
cently defunct, and the latter incorporated with The 
^tcdk. 
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This sketch would be incomplete did it not notice the 
continually increasing number of musical articles ap¬ 
pearing in non-musical journals. Such magazines as 
“Scribner’s,” “Harper’s,”the “Century,” “Independ¬ 
ent,” and “Godey’s Magazine ” have had frequent and 
weighty contributions on musical subjects from the best 
pens, and a number of other magazines have a regular 
musical department, the most important, perhaps, being 
that in “Harper's Weekly,” under the editorship of 
Mr. E. I. Stevenson, who also has charge of the musical 
columns of the “Independent.” This shows the grow¬ 
ing interest in music among the people at large, as a 
magazine must follow the popular demand. 
Newspaper Criticism. 
The field of musical criticism in the daily press is a 
territory of much magnitude, and of infinite value in 
the musical progress of the people; but, regarded through 
discriminating spectacles,the field naturally narrows into 
the limitations of the largest cities. 
The last thing to be added to the equipment of a daily 
paper is a competent musical critic. The next thing is 
to hamper his work by making it subject to the dictates 
of the financial end of the machine. Criticism of the 
best type is frequently throttled and flattery substituted 
for it, though the music so flattered may have been such 
as would make the angels weep. The path of the critic 
Frederic W. Root. 
, not one of roses, any more than that of the man he 
riticises. However, there are a number of Amencan 
ritics who have, so it is reputed, a free hand and 
vhose criticisms are over their own signatures, and who 
,re honest and responsible men ; but, as I intimated 
arlier in this article, their name is not legion 
Among the foremost of these, active the Iwt derail 
rtwo are- In Boston, Louis C. Elson, of the Adver- 
; Lrge H. Wilson, of the “Traveller” ; Wm. 
ADthorp, of the “Transcript” ; Philip Hale, of the 
ViiPrnft,P ■ and Ben. Woolf. In New York, H. E. 
Jo“ a ’ . . Tribune” ; Jas. G. Hnneker, of the 
Krehne, ^ Finck of the “Evening Post” 
^“Nation ” ; W. J. Henderson, of the “Times ” ; 
*nd El Stevenson, of the “ Independent” and “Har¬ 
per’s Weekly.” To these must be added Reginald 
DeKoven of the “ New York Journal. 
From Cincinnati there came, some years ago, criticism 
Bf a high character from John S. A an Cleve In C - 
renrse P Upton held the post of cntic on the 
“ Trib^e ” for over thirty years, and W S. B. Mathews 
T „oars- service in a similar capacity, as 
baS rSwk Grant Gleason. But uoue of these 
has also active and regular cnti- 
Chicago critics have teen dmng ^ ^ windy 
™k than has 
obtained for *>“e ^r9 P^ti bnt there do not occur 
Other cities have the,.^ ^ to the Ugt. A 
t0 me other nj allow the inclusion of 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE MILITARY BAND IN 
THE UNITED STATES. 
BY W. H. DANA. 
The history of the development of the military baud, 
bath in instrument and literature, has kept pace with 
the piano in both characteristics. The writer, although 
not an old man, remembers when the piano first made 
its appearance in his town. 
About the same '.time a band was organized, led by 
keyed bugles, and in instrumentation consisted of 
bugles, ophicleides, slide trombones, bassoons, flutes, 
and bass horns. 
The class of music was in keeping with the literature 
for piano, much of it being written by traveling band¬ 
masters, whose experience was limited, and whose 
opportunities to hear music were confined to their own 
productions or those of their colleagues. Once in a 
while a composition by Grafnlla and, later, by Dod- 
worth, would find its way into the community. 
Improvements in instruments, which increased their 
compass and removed technical difficulties, created a 
change in band literature and also in the character of 
the ensemble. Cornets took the place of the bugle, the 
bassoon and flute fell out because of their weak tone, 
the ophicleide gave way to a valve instrument easier of 
manipulation, and the character of the combination was 
completely changed. The “ bugle band ” waB followed 
by the “cornet band,” or, as it was commonly called, 
a “ brass band.” With the improvement in instru¬ 
ments came a better class of music, and the ease with 
which it could be executed on the cornet brought to 
the front some works quite pretentious. 
Country bands accepted the pace set by their city 
cousins, and E-flat clarinets began to be found necessary 
to a well-rounded organization. For a number of years 
this instrument “led the band," but observation soon 
taught the fact that “a great gulf” existed Between 
the E-flat clarinet and the next instrument below it, 
which only the B-flat clarinet could fill. 
With the addition of the two clarinets came other 
reed and wood wind-instruments, until the band of to¬ 
day is capable of playing the great orchestral woiks, 
and there is nothing for piano or organ of Talue but what 
can be found in the repertoire of our better organiza¬ 
tions. The works of Beethoven, Liszt, Chopin, and 
writers of the present day are found on programs as 
commonly as the writers for military bands. 
Credit for the presentation of works of the masters is 
due American bandsmen. The writer remembers, nine¬ 
teen years ago, while a student in Berlin, and during 
the European tour of Gilmore’s band, that musical Iter- 
many shook its head on seeing Liszt’s “ Rhapsodic Hon- 
groise ” on the program, and said, “ Impossible.” Bnt 
crowds flocked to Kroll’s Garden, night after night, to 
hear this peerless organization render the “ Rbapsodie ’ 
and other works that were supposedly beyond the com¬ 
pass and ability of a military band. 
There are two characteristic qualities of tone to be 
heard in a military band of the present day—namely, 
the reed and trumpet qualities. The difference between 
the better Enropean military bands and the American 
organizations is this: In European bands the reedy 
quality of the reed seclion and trumpet quality of their 
cornets, trumpets, and trombones, while in such bands 
as SouRa’e the reedy quality of the reeds is obliteisted 
—the E-flat clarinet having been thrown out and flutes 
substituted-and cornets, trumpets, and trombones seek 
for the French horn quality of tone. The American 
idea is correct in the rendition of works other than music 
martial in character, and is much more pleasing to listen 
to under cover. 
Bands have had more to do with the development of 
music in this country than any other agent. Band 
music has been the music of the masses. For many 
years almost every small town, as well as the larger 
ones, has had its band organization, and through it lias 
been developed a love for music on other lines. As 
piano literature has improved in character, so has the 
literature of the band, and from our parks and thorough¬ 
fares, as well as the concert hall, have come the musical 
strains of the band, educating the public to keep step 
with the advance in musical excellence and intelligence. 
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Hmerfcan Musical flnstruments. 
BY FANNY MORRIS SMITH. 
What have Americana done for mnsic—more nar¬ 
rowly, for the instrumental aide of music? What have 
they invented? wbat built? what perfected ? 
To answer this, let as put ourselves back a century, 
and ask in what condition was the art of musical-in¬ 
strument making in Europe when the century opened. 
In Uie year 1800 what had been done with the instru¬ 
ments which now figure among the manufactures of 
civilization? Were there pianos? yes ; organs? yes ; 
brass and wood wind ? yes ; strings ? yes. All these 
were the legacy of the post aud previous centuries. In 
1795 the hands of the French republic consisted of one 
date, six clarinets, three bassoons, two horns, one 
trumpet, and one serpent, besides a number of side- 
drums. The brass band of Frederick the Great con¬ 
sisted of two oboes, two clarinets, two horns, and two 
bassoons, to which were added a tlute, one or two trum¬ 
pets, and a contra-fagott. Churches already possessed 
noble organs and chimes of bells. In fact, the art of 
bell casting runs bock so far that it is probable that the 
custom of baptizing each bell in the chime with a 
Christian name grew out of an attempt to substitute the 
Holy Spirit by that sacrament in place of the human 
soul which the heathenish bell-founders were in the 
These were instruments which an inventive people 
like the American could easily have made their own, 
had they not fallen outside the scope of social life. The 
land of steady habits went in the opposite direction. 
Erard took out in England his patent for repetition action 
of piano in 1809, and that for the pedal harp in the same 
year—both under the patronage of royalty. A certain 
export trade with New Orleans in harps and pianos 
followed, and GrUnwald, of that city, began the manu¬ 
facture of the latter instrument, which has always been 
played throughont the South. But New England and 
its daughter states seized and made their own the organ 
and the piano, to the practical exclusion of everything 
else—the organ as the auxiliary of religions worship ; 
the piano as the means of reproducing the same harmo 
nies at home. 
Pianos were being made in Boston when the century 
opened, aud Philadelphia was not long in following suit. 
That peculiarly creative quality of American genius, 
which passes from the mechanical idea to the artistic 
ideal with such intuition of ways and means of expres¬ 
sion, came out at once. Alpheus Babcock’s whole-iron 
frame transferred the scene of the growth and perfecting 
habit ol imprisoning in the metal by the simpler process 
of boiling up a bumau being alive in the ingredients. 
At the beginning of the century, Haydn, who lived 
until 18(H), had created the symphony ; dementi, who 
survived until 1832, already had the "Gradusad Par- 
nossum in his head, and the piano on which to play it, 
largely his own creation, under hia lingers; violin- 
making hud reached its decadence ; Vuillanme, the last 
great artist-maker, was only two years old, however ; 
while fourte, who reduced bow-making to a science, 
and by bis inventions introduced the entire range of 
tnrdcrn staccato effects, was fifty-three, and in the 
zenith of his artistic activity. 
Thus every modern instrument (if we except the 
American cabinet organ) was in existence when the 
close of the Revolutionary War permitted America to 
address her thoughts to peace. Nothing is truer of the 
progress of invention than that the achievement of any 
ooe age or people represents the sum of what it is will¬ 
ing to accept from among the multitude of possibilities 
offered it by the activity of human thought. It is not 
by accident that one country developed the violin, 
anither the brass band ; the social needs and instincts 
ot the conimanity created the demand, and by rewarding 
the supply, brought it to perfection. Thus it followed 
of neeeasity that the United States, which had beaten 
its swords into pruning hooks, which abjnred street 
pageantry of all sorts, which, by denying the propriety 
ot social amnsements, had narrowed and at the same 
time concentrated all forms of pleasure within the 
bounds of the family circle, shonld have little use for 
brass or for orchestral instruments of any sort. These de¬ 
pend for snpport ou street processions, centers of merry¬ 
making, and a habit of pleasnre-seeking outside the 
limits of home. It was inevitable that Germany should 
produce her Wieprecbt, whose entbusissm revolution¬ 
ized band music in her armies ; and France be the home 
of Sil, whose inventions and improvements have car- 
ried the clnmay inheritance of the seventeenth century 
brass band to its present highly artistic perfection The 
key bugle came into use after the beginning of the 
present centnry. In 1838 Wieprecbt introduced 
: partly at bis own expense) the newly invented instru¬ 
ments with valves. Sax, born in 1791, gained his first 
medal for improvements in 1820. His son, Adolphe 
who completed the construction of the brass month piece 
and brought the brass family to the modern standard in 
purity of intonation and facility of execution, under the 
mighty patronage of Berlioz, received bis medal in 1841 
Boehm, who remodeled the Ante, introduced his system 
of fingering, with corresponding improvements in Hie 
contraction of the instrument, earlier—in 1834. 
Anton Skidl. 
Ute 1>Irecto. Geruiun Opera Company, New York. 
Old P acoustics might be i 
Old World, the genius of the art sat with folded 
in America -m that world where daughters w< 
irr rrand where American 
bands thought no self-denial too great to proem 
means of home adornment • P 
fnr ■ 7 meut- America was the m 
or high-priced instruments. The Babcock plat, 
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Thus America had well rounded out her ideal of pi 
making when the exhibition at the Crystal Pa]&”° 
London, in 1862, brought her instruments in compete 
with those of England, France, and Germany Her” 
American tone announced itself as distinctly indepecd 
eat, and American principles of construction stood the 
test so well that seven years afterward, in the Paris 
Exposition, the “American plan ’’ began its revolution 
ary work in Europe. To-day the “ Steinway tone ” has 
leavened the lump, while the piauo which initiated it 
has become the one international piano of the world 
Climate has doubtless had its part in the result, since 
Peter Coopers glue will stand any climate, while 
European cabinet making is worthless in our own. It is 
something worth pondering that the humble occupation 
which was the every day work of Peter Cooper’s life has 
been the necessary factor in that art of pathetic expres¬ 
sion of which Paderewski is the highest exponent, and 
by which the thoughts of every heart shall be revealed. 
More than that : the homes supported by manufacturing 
for export, which would be impossible without the 
product of his industry, far outnumber the poor who 
profit by his gift of benevolence in Cooper Union. Kiln- 
dried lumber and glue, whole-iron plates and overstrung 
scales, are, however, but mechanical expressions of 
something that lies behind all forms of American musi¬ 
cal instrument-making. 
There is a body, a firmness, a resonance, and a 
smoothness characteristic of American pianos as com¬ 
pared with those of other nations (they are allied to 
those of Russia), which takes them out of the category 
of other European art. They are more singing, more 
noble, more enduring. This characteristic quality mani 
fests itself in every musical instrument which Americans 
begin to manufacture. The export trade in pianos is 
large and growing continually larger. Chicago and the 
West have developed numerous manufactures; New 
York, Boston, and Baltimore are large and increasing 
centers of production ; the roil of American manufact¬ 
urers carrying some 180 names, of which half a dozen 
represent definite artistic conceptions of tone-quality, 
while the remainder show more or less definite character 
in proportion as the pianos which they turn ont are iden¬ 
tified with their own personality. 
There are several manufacturers of harps in the United 
States. This instrument owes its perpetuation to the 
teaching of the ladies of the Sacred Heart. Besides 
GrUnwald, of New Orleans, and Bruno, of New York, 
Lyon & Healy, of Chicago, have of late become large 
manufacturers. The history of this establishment is 
curiously like that of piano-making as a whole. lor 8 
long time Lyon & Healy imported second-hand Erard 
harps from Europe to supply a demand for cheap instin- 
ments of artistic quality. When they .undertook to 
manufacture for themselves, Erard was, of course, the 
model. At the very first step that instinct by which 
America makes her own everything she touches came 
out. A series of patented improvements, especially 
involving increased sound-board surface, greatly enlarged 
and dignified the tone ; the same American tone which 
had remade the piano, found expression in the harp. Ad 
export trade sprang up ; Germany bought the Healy 
harps as models for the improvement of its own industry, 
and foreign artists procured them for concert use. 
The American church organ has pursued a similar 
history. Beginning in a small way, the Centennial 
position revealed an assemblage of instruments secon 
to none in the world. Hook & Hastings, Boo9eTVj 
Odell, aud Johnson are names which are associa 
with the gradual recreation of the American ebure 
organ ; and each has brought its instrument to conform 
ity with the nice requirements of the American 
When the Roosevelt Organ Works were closed, H*® 
tistic pride of the house forbade the continuance o 
name. The Roosevelt organ ceased to be when the ^ 
Roosevelt ceased to manufacture it. A noble examp 
of artistic dignity ! But the many patents which rePj 
resented its peculiar excellencies were eagerly 'K,n^ 
up by the trade ; the majority, perhaps, coming in 0 
possession of Farrand and Votey. * 
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The American reed-organ is an invention wholly 
within the present century. Its inventor, a workman 
„ , harmonium factory in France, emigrated with Ins 
principle of construction to America, and there 
Tan ted the melodeons of the last generation. These 
instruments were sowed broadcast, and where the melo- 
, went, the piano followed. In 1860 Mason & Ham¬ 
lin introduced their improved melodeon, which they 
a cabinet organ. Estey, Carpenter, and others 
have followed them, and, as these instruments are com¬ 
paratively inexpensive, their sale in rural districts 
(where they are inseparable from Moody & Sankey 
hymn-books) has been as large as it has been beneficial. 
Mason & Hamlin began to export to Europe soon after 
their snccess in America was assured. America now 
anpplies the world with these instruments, which are 
known as American organs. 
Patrick Gilmore was the first musician to organize the 
artistic brass band. The attention which his magnifi¬ 
cent organization drew to band-playing, especially after 
its successful (oiiriife in Europe, was the initiative of a 
wide-spread interest in home mnsic of this class. The 
import trade, which has risen and ebbed with the peri¬ 
odic election fever in the United States, began to receive 
a steady patronage from permanent artistic organiza¬ 
tions. It is characteristic that female concert cornetists 
appeared after the enthusiasm aroused by the playing of 
Levy and Arbuckle, and Boston possessed a school for 
them. There is even a successful woman band-master 
in Massachusetts. When the tariff revision brought out 
the statistics of the United States’ manufacture of 
brass instruments, it was found that with one exception 
it had no very considerable manufactories. This excep¬ 
tion was the very large business of Mr. C. G. Conn, in 
Elkhart, Ind., and Worcester, Mass. Mr. Conn, himself 
an artist, illustrated anew the peculiar quality of the 
American mind. Like Stein way & Sons in piano¬ 
making or Healy in the manufacture of harps, he 
turned from the variable product of hand-labor, how¬ 
ever painstaking, and reduced his manufacture to the 
infallible accuracy of machinery. Having done this, he 
set up investigations in the vibrations of the air-column 
in brass instruments, which ultimately rendered his 
instruments original creations. To-day his output alone 
exceeds that of France, and his instruments have found 
a European market. 
Violins, guitars, aud mandolins have always been 
imported and even made in some quantity. The re¬ 
vived taste in these elegant and musicianly instruments 
some ten or more years ago led to their manufacture in 
small bnt increasing numbers. The tone of American 
guitars made even thirty years ago was vigorous, power¬ 
ful, aud brilliant. Smoothness is lacked, aud a certain 
refinement characteristic of Italian musical instruments 
as a whole. But resonance has always been a pre¬ 
eminently American quality. Our love of brightness is 
evident in the artist violins made by Mr. Colton. No 
stronger contrast can be thought of than that offered by 
a fine Colton violin and one made by the late Geerge 
Gemiinder, a pupil of Vuillaume, already mentioned 
as the last great violin-maker of Europe. The Gemiin- 
der violin is smooth, sweet, with a good deal of body in 
the tone; the Colton quick of speech, carrying, pure 
and bright—qualities to which every form of musical- 
■ustrument-making sooner or later finds its way here, 
and which have already appeared in all the best Ameri¬ 
can stringed instrnments. The manufacturers of small 
goods are distributed over all parts of the United 
States a sure test of the universally awakened taste for 
concerted music. In this connection the concert banjo 
should not be forgotten—an instrument destined to enter 
the American orchestra. The paper barrel used in all 
Mechanical pianos and organs, an American invention, 
13 of no small consequence in the inventory of small 
Musical goods. It is already well rooted in Europe, 
T ®re it is displacing the metal-pin block of earlier 
date. 
^In conclusion, we see America making the instruments 
Europe one by one her own, molding them to her 
ste, and perfecting and cheapening them at the same 
*' 80 48 to put them within the reach of her millions 
wage-earners, and thereby rendering her music an art 
or t e people, by the people, of the people. 
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Zbe flHusic lEvabes of Hmevtca. 
BY LEONARD LIEBL1NG. 
The trades and industries connected to music were 
almost the last to engage the attention of American en¬ 
terprise and capital, for until a quarter of a century 
ago there was little field in this country for any indus¬ 
try dependent on music, and absolutely no encourage¬ 
ment for Americans to engage in competition with the 
few European firms who controlled those branches. 
It is true that in 1823 Jonas Chickering, the historic 
ancestor of the house that bears his name to-day, was 
already engaged in the manufacture of pianos in Boston, 
but his tools, his men, and his materials were nearly all 
imported. The same can be said of firms like J. & C. 
Fischer (established 1830), Hallet & Davis (1839), 
Hazleton Bros. (1849), Wm. Knabe & Co. (1837), and 
Stein way & Sons (1853). 
There were many other well-known firms contem¬ 
porary with those mentioned, but this article by no 
means aims at completeness, nor is it in any way in¬ 
tended as a catalogue; its sole purpose is to give bnt 
a glance over the inception, development, and condition 
WlI.HF.LM GEBICKK. 
Director Boston Symphony Orchestra. 
of a field the exhaustive elucidation of which would 
require a volume. . . 
It is but fitting that the piano should be placed first 
when discussing the music trades of America, for this 
king of instrnments is the chief medium that has made 
this generation the most musical that ever lived It 
has, furthermore, advanced the art of music itself, and 
consequently developed musical taste and knowledge 
throughout the world. . , 
After the resources of the country had been developed 
to a considerable extent, when a leisure class came into 
evidence, when there came a desire for home and social 
culture, it was inevitable that mnsic should receive 
attention, and the commercial spirit of our people was 
manifested in the effort to profit from the new demarnL 
This desire for culture in music was greatly a°*men 
bv the visits of celebrated European artiste, who crea^ 
enthusiasm in every part of the country in which they 
it was that the piano first came into its rights, 
mediately the law of supply and demand had a 
Kjtent exposition. Everywhere commenced the 
teture of pianos, and this industry has kept pace 
lily withPthe rapid development of music in this 
during the last decad that some sage piano men 
Extensive overproduction. Twenty-five to 
five years ago there were bnt few piano-makers, 




other branch of the music trades of America is 
there so much capital invested as in the piano business. 
A careful computation and estimate, based on figures 
given in the “ Piano and Organ Purchasers’ Guide” for 
1899, makes the total amount of capital invested in the 
manufacture of pianos (irrespective of supplies and of 
concerns that make component parts) about $30,000,000. 
Extended inquiry, and full allowance for the pardon¬ 
able fantasy of manufacturers, has revealed the fact that 
there is an annual output of about 150,000 pianos of 
reputable make. About four hundred firms are engaged 
in their manufacture. 
Owing to the existence of another vast industry of 
semi-frandulent nature that imitates and undersells 
the makes of well-known manufacturers, it is extremely 
difficult to estimate the cost of the average piano, but 
it has been fixed by competent authorities at about 
$225. This would bring the total value of our annual 
production of pianos close to $34,000,000. 
American pianos are now acknowledged as peerless, 
and they have won medals and testimonials at all the 
important expositions in Europe. 
The industries directly dependent on the manufacture 
of pianos embrace concerns which make strings, piano 
plates, actions, hammers, felt, cases, hardware, venter, 
varnish, polish, keys, piano-makers’ supplies and tools, 
wire, and piano stools, scarfs, and covers. These minor 
industries represent considerably less capital (estimated 
at $8,000,000), and they do an annual business of about 
$4,500,000. 
Next in importance to pianos come organs in regard 
to amount of capital invested and amount of financial 
return. The church- or pipe-organ industry antedates 
the reed-organ industry in this country. Pipe-organs 
were built here long before an effort was made by 
Americans to construct reed-organs. Up to within forty 
to fifty years ago we still imported our reed-organs ; 
principally from Fiance. A reliable history of the 
organ industry says : “ In the decad between 1835 and 
1845, the domestic manufacture of reed-organs, or, rather, 
of melodeons, as they were known then, begau to develop 
with marked strength ; so that during the next decad, 
which saw the change from the old melodeon to the first 
primitive forms of cabinet, or cottage, organ, the founda¬ 
tion was laid of several houses that have since won in¬ 
ternational flame.” 
To-day, the domestic manufacture of reed-organs ex¬ 
ceeds the product of the rest of the world, in quality as 
well as in quantity. 
It is computed that about $18,000,000 is invested in 
the orgun industry, and that about $12,000,000 represents 
the annual amount of business done. 
The history of kindred branches of the manufacture 
of musical instruments, such as stringed, brass, wood¬ 
wind, and percussion instruments, might be told in 
almost the same words as that of the piauo. 
The marked progress has come within the past twenty 
years, and to-day we have violins and ’cellos of Ameri- 
isui manufacture that have repeatedly lieen mistaken by 
famous experts for the handiwork of Stradivarins, 
Maggini, Guainerius, and Anmti. This may sound exag¬ 
gerated, hut is substantiated by a score of instances 
cited in the many recent obituaries of the late August 
Gemiinder, of New York. 
The writer knows of several coses where eminent 
European artiste are using new American violins and 
’cellos in preference to old Italian makes. 
It is by uo means intended to set up the plea that the 
secret of the famous Italians has been discovered, hut 
certainly some of our best makers are turning ont mar¬ 
velous instruments, which have one undisputed advan¬ 
tage over the famous foreign brands—they are many 
thousand per cent, cheaper. 
It is almost impossible to estimate the number of vio¬ 
lins made annually, for the reason that there are so rusuy 
makers of little or no reputation in the larger cities aud 
in small towns throughont the United States. 
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This wide-spread manufacture of violins is, no doubt, 
due t-> the tact that very little capital is required to 
engage the business. Some good glue, a little varnish, 
some boards of wood,—“aye, there lies the rub,” the 
violin experts will tell you, lor in procuring the right 
kind of wood, properly seasoned, lies the whole art. 
A prominent maker io New York hazarded the opinion 
that there are about 75,000 violins made yearly in the 
Failed States, including machine-made instruments for 
childreo, street hands, etc. (not toy violins). 
As regards other stringed instruments, such as the 
'cello, double-bass, harp, mandolin, zither, banjo, auto¬ 
harp, mandolu, banjoriue, guitar, and variations of these, 
our leading American manufacturers, Lyon and Healy, 
of Chicago, have certainly taught Europe a lesson. 
Some of our leading manufacturers could tell us a 
si nilar story about Americau brass and wood instruments 
and drums, which are used by all the leading bands in 
this country, and by many of the best in Europe. 
The annual business done in musical instruments, not 
including the piano and organ, and embracing all the 
it nailer varieties, such us harmonicas, accordeons, oeba- 
riuas, and unique instruments for theatrical purposes, 
aggregates about $4,000,000. 
The manufacture of hand-organs and orchestrions is 
o ie of the few musical industries that has not yet been 
developed sufficiently in this country to compete seri¬ 
ously with foreign makes, and Milan still supplies the 
greatest number of hand organs, os does M. Welte & 
Hons (Freiburg, Germany), of orchestrions. The latter 
Emu. Pack. 
Director Philharmonic Orchestra, New York. 
are in ure principally in the German saloons and beer- 
g miens of our larger cities. 
There are some automatic musical instruments, how 
ever, which we have ceased to import front nl.road, and 
there are others that we arc lieginning to export there. 
We now possess the largest music-box factories in the 
world (Kahnay ami Jersey City, N. J.), and, both as 
regards completeness and ingenuity of construction, no 
Enropenn Arm can equal our home products in this line. 
An industry almost unknown abroad is the manufac¬ 
ture of automatic pianos and organs, electric and pneu¬ 
matic, which has found its highest development in the 
marvelous inventions of the .Kalian Coinpanv, New 
York. 
The demand fur automatic instruments is constantly 
growing, and it has been estimated that in 1898 tlie 
American people spent nearly $2,000,000 on these pro¬ 
ductions, including organs and orchestrions. 
Another important branch in which we have gradnally 
forged ahead of every other country is the niusic- 
puhlishing business. 
It is not so long ago that Leipsic was considered to be 
the only place where music could Ire engraved and 
printed properly, and the Iircitkopf & Hiirtel and the 
Peters’ editions were .onsidered the best in the world 
Me have changed all that, as the French sav, and to¬ 
day the leading American pnblishers have editions of 
nbnost everything ever written that snrposs the best for¬ 
eign publications in finish and completeness, insides 
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costing considerably less, bringing within reach of the 
poor student aud the penurious teacher many works 
of the classical masters that had long been regarded as 
luxuries accessible alone to the rich amateur and the 
selfish collector. 
The music-publishing business is confined almost ex¬ 
clusively to the East (though there are large firms in Cin¬ 
cinnati and Chicago), aud is in the hands of about eight 
large firms. These do an average business of very nearly 
$:i,500,000 a year. 
To estimate correctly the quantity of business done by 
the publishers of cheap, so-called “popular” and 
“light” music is well-nigh an impossibility, for the 
very nature of the industry calls for the most absurd ex¬ 
aggeration in order to create a demand even when there 
is none. There is no doubt that we spend large sums for 
the two-steps of Sousa, the waltzes of DeKoven aud 
Herbert, and the “coon songs” of snndry musical nin¬ 
compoops, but we do not use tlie vast quantities of this 
kind of music dreamed of by its publishers. 
The amount of business done by the leading firms, 
and by the countless number of “pirate” concerns 
throughout the country, aggregates about $3,250,000. 
Aside from the instrument-makers and the music- 
publishers, there is another large class that does a 
flourishing business in these commodities—namely, 
the dealers, to whom the manufacturers and pub¬ 
lishers sell, and who are the chief medium through 
which musical wares reach the public. There are 
thousands of these stores scattered throughout the 
country, and most of them are doing well, though they 
are affected very strongly by the condition of trade in 
general. Music is a luxury, and if “ business he had,” 
it is the first line to suffer. 
In the field of music proper we find the same phe¬ 
nomenal advance and development as has been demon¬ 
strated in the industries. 
The especial department of music that commanded 
most attention during the past season was undoubtedly 
the opera. 
The Grau Opera Company took in about $1,200,000, 
of which about $500,000 was paid to the singers in 
salaries and about $200,000 was profit for the manager 
aud his “ hackers ” ; the rest went in expenses. 
Tlie Ellis Opera Company’s total receipts were nearly 
$500,000, ol which $200,000 was paid out in salaries 
and about $.>0,000 was clear profit for the manager. 
Almost $60,000 was cleared by M. Charles with his 
French opera troupe in New Orleans, and the Castle 
•Square Opera Company in New York cleared about 
$170,000. The latter gave opera in English, with 
American artists. 
Ihe many comic opera companies, such as Francis 
Wilson's, De Wolf Hopper’s, Thomas Q. Seahrook's, and 
others, have all known especially good seasons, and 
have averaged about $75,000 profit each. 
Managers stand in the same relation to artists as 
dealers to manufacturers ; a manager is the middle 
man. 
We have had men in the managerial line who made 
aud lost fortunes, like Abbey, De Viro, Mapleson, 
I’oud, and Grau ; hut at present most of those en¬ 
gaged in the business are irresponsible persons, who 
act merely as the personal agents of the artists. 
The tort lines ol' onr large orchestras in New York, 
Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Kansas City’, 
Cincinnati, San Irancisco, Bntlalo, and Indianapolis 
have been varied, but they are nearly all on a paying 
>asis. About one million five hundred thousand dollars 
is spent annually by the American people for orchestral 
music. 
This does not include the money made by brass bands 
such as Sousa's, Herbert's, Innes’, and Fancineli's, which 
reaches very nearly another $1,000,000. 
Nearly every town in the United States has its con- 
sen atory of music, and sonic have two and more. 
1 he largest conservatories are in our great cities of 
course, and these absorb much of the patronage that 
should go to smaller institutions. 
It is estimated tint at present .there are over three 
thmsand conservatories in this country, which are at¬ 
tended by nearly sixty thousand pupils, who pay an 
average of $50 for one season’s instruction. 
These institutions employ about twelve thousand 
teachers, who earn an average annual income of about 
$900. 
Some teachers receive salaries of $5000 and more but 
most are rather poorly paid, and consequently the aver¬ 
age is very low. 
Somebody estimated that there are nearly two hundred 
thousand private teachers of the piano, violin, ’cello 
and other instruments in the United States. 
It is difficult to prove or disprove the assertion, as no 
reliable lists are obtainable. 
The private teacher earns sums ranging from 50 cents- 
an hour (and even 25 cents) to $4 a half hour, and 
some vocal teachers in New York receive $5 for twentv 
minutes’ instruction. 
The value of our home teaching is best illustrated by 
tlie fact that the annual emigration to Europe of our 
young American musicians has decreased by over sixty per 
cent, within the last eight years. There is no doubt 
that the time is near when it will cease altogether. 
The great body of choir-singers, directors, and organ¬ 
ists employed throughout tlie country are possibly the 
worst paid branch of the musical profession. 
A choir journal recently estimated that singers earn an 
average salary of not more than $350 yearly, the lowest 
amount being $50 annually, and the highest about $4500 
(paid at several churches in New York). 
Organists receive better remuneration, but even tlieir 
average reaches only $450. Church musicians nearly all 
give private lessons. 
The European virtuosi still dominate the concert field 
here, to the partial exclusion of our native artists, and 
the amounts paid are based on anything hut merit. 
Paderewski, Sauer, Rosenthal, and Siloti are undoubt¬ 
edly great pianists, hut they are not so much better than 
our own Sherwood, Sternberg, Bloomfield-Zeisler, 
Godowsky, and many others, that the former should 
average about $600 a concert aud the latter $100. 
That is another wrong condition of affairs, which will 
soon adjust itself very differently. 
There are about 270,000 musicians in this country, 
employed in orchestras and bands, aud tlieir average in¬ 
come is about $25 weekly. Many of them are employed 
as teachers besides. 
We have nearly three hundred musical journals of all 
kinds in this country—at least, so a newspaper directory 
informs the writer, though he knows hut thirty or so. 
Besides, hardly a daily paper of some dozen circulation 
that is without its musical critic. 
There are weekly and monthly musical journals, some 
devoted to the trade, some to teachers, some to general 
musical interests, some to organists, some to choir- 
singers, hands, violinists, etc. 
The amount of busiuess done by the musical papers 
of this country reaches very nearly the slim of $1,200,000. 
(This figure is not based on their own reports.) 
One can not state with any degree of accuracy wbat is 
the average salary earned by the musical writer. 
Some write on “space,” others receive a fixed sum, 
and many write for nothing, particularly in the smaller 
towns. 
The writers on the dailies in our large cities average 
about $30 weekly salary', but most of them write lor 
other papers besides the one on which they are em 
ployed, and some have published very remuuerali'e 
hooks. 
The writers on the weekly papers generally receive 
less, though some, whose duties are chiefly of an is 1 
torial nature, earn as much as $40 to $60. 
Much money is spent on musical clubs, which num r 
over one hundred thousand members ; but it is impossi 
to obtain definite figures. . 
In conclusion, it might he as well to state that none ) 
the figures given above claim to he absolutely correc 
but they are as accurate ns extended iiupuiry, 1 
respondence, and computation have been able to m 
them. 
The result is a comprehensive summary ol the fl°' 
ishing “ Music Trades of America ” and of the finnnci^ 
aspect of “ Music in America ” which will serve to g1 
those who can estimate results only by means ol fig1 ^ 
an opportunity to judge what an amount of cap'1-1 
involved in the musical interests of onr country. 
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fbe progress of tbe fllMbble Meet in flllusical Hit. 
BY E. R. KROEGER. 
It is a well established fact that art begins to flourish 
in , community after commerce has for some time been 
ted in regular channels. The struggle for exist¬ 
ed most subside to a great extent before people can 
edocate the esthetic side of their nature. On the Euro- 
in continent and in England this has long been the 
cT and, consequently, artistic and literary tastes have 
Teen cultivated among the humblest people. In France 
and Italy many of the best known operatic anas and 
choruses are hummed and whistled by the masses. The 
artisans and mechanics in Germany and Austria are 
familiar with melodies from Beethoven’s symphonies and 
Wagner’s operas. In England the cotton spinners and 
the hard ware-workers have singing societies which render 
the oratorios and cantatas of Handel and Mendelssohn. 
Bat as a rule, the American people have been so busy 
developing their commercial and industrial resources 
that they have had little or no time to give toward artis¬ 
tic growth. Consequently, their musical taste has seldom 
soared higher than the prevailing popular air. 
Happily, this is beginning to be changed. Particularly 
in the East is this noticeable. Commercial lines are now 
regular and assured. Many men have got to the point 
where they can live comfortably without fear for the 
fntnre, and can, therefore, spend money upon the musical 
as well as literary education of their children. The re¬ 
sult is shown in the employment of the ablest music 
teachers, the growth of choral societies, the improvement 
in the instruction of music in our public schools ; the 
founding of large conservatories ; the progress of music 
engraving aud publication, and in many other ways. 
There is a demand for good music, for good instructors, 
for good recitals aud concerts, for good artists. Conse¬ 
quently the very best music published is now having a 
large sale in this country ; the instruction is in many 
instances as good as that abroad ; the performances are 
of a very high order, and the most distinguished artists 
in the world reap remunerative rewards in their tours. 
It has taken some time for this condition of affairs to 
arrive West. The country is vast and much pioneering 
had to be done. For a long time “ The Arkansaw Trav¬ 
eller” was the highest type of a tune desired. There 
are still a few communities with so primitive a taste ; 
but they are, indeed, very few. The land of the Indian 
and the buffalo is no more. The civilization and culture 
of the West have advanced at so amazing a pace as to as¬ 
tonish even those who live in the East. There are many 
homes in Missouri, Kansas, and Colorado as handsome, 
as tasteful, and as homelike as those which are consid¬ 
ered representative in New York aud Massachusetts. 
The people of the West are very qnick to perceive good 
points elsewhere, and they take advantage of them. 
Thus tlie taste for the artistic has grown in a remarkable 
manner. Orchestral concerts and chamber-music recitals 
are now given where a few yearsago all was silent prairie. 
Even the “Nibehmgen Ring,” regarding which Wagner 
entertained great doubts as to the advisabi lity of its being 
given outside of Bayreuth, has been produced with 
success in our Western cities. The motto, “ Nothing 
Impossible,” is now being affixed to artistic as well as to 
commercial development. 
As the individual teacher is largely responsible for this 
advance, it is necessary to give him credit for much of our 
Western musical progress. In many cases the instruc¬ 
tors in the section called “The Middle West” have re¬ 
ceived their education in the European musical centers 
°r in New York or Boston. They have thus had the ad¬ 
vantage of studying under some of the most renowned 
teachers in the world and of hearing some of the greatest 
artists. Living for some time in those cities, they have 
become imbued with a tTue artistic spirit and know what 
a “musical atmosphere” really is. After they have 
completed their studies they conclude to reside in the 
West. Tlie progressive, “ hustling ” spirit characteristic 
of this part of the country has its effect upon them and 
thi ir work. They are eager and alert. They subscribe 
for tllP K>oI _; 1 • 1 • x n _Y_nriflt till 
the latest and best music ; they give conceits and pupils’ 
recitals and attend those given by others ; if they live in 
small towns they travel 50, 100, or 200 miles to hear 
great operatic, orchestral, or choral performances given 
in the larger cities. They are aware of the most modem 
“ methods” ; they attend musical conventions, “ Chau- 
tauqnas,” etc. ; they form musical clubs in their towns 
and study musical history, biographies, aud acoustics. 
They do veritable pioneer work in their teaching and assist 
greatly in improving the musical taste of the community; 
So, while their individual labors are unknown to the 
world at large, collectively they are largely responsible 
for the improvement in taste for art in our Western cities, 
in that Eastern and foreign artists can be brought here 
aud financial as well as artistic success guaranteed them. 
This growth in musical taste and appreciation is also 
proved by the existence of conservatories and colleges 
of music in many Western towns of 10,000 inhabitants 
and more, which have large numbers of pupils. It has 
also been felt by the great Western universities, and 
several of them now have fine musical departments, one 
of them in particular being quite remarkable. To the 
individual teacher, then, let ns give dne credit for artis¬ 
tic progress in the West, While there is still much to 
be done, much has already been done, and largely on 
account of Ms efforts. 
The growth of women’s musical clubs has been truly 
surprising. While the advance in the East in this re¬ 
spect has been extraordinary, yet the West has held its 
own. The eager desire of the members to improve 
themselves is most praiseworthy. They subscnlie liber¬ 
ally in order to obtain sufficient funds to engage the best 
artists in the leading cities, and even those who come 
from Europe. In this way they have a standard by 
which to judge themselves, and they strive incessantly 
for advancement. The “airs and variations which 
were played so constantly by students and amateurs 
twenty or twenty-five years ago hare given place to 
Beethoven, Schumann, and Chopin, and would not now 
be tolerated in these clubs. The great masters are stuff 
ied with respect to their position in musical history 
their nationality, and in this way a “ 
formed of them and their works. The fact tliat tne 
National Federation of Women’s Musical Clubs meets 
this year in St. Louis is indication of the strength o 
The Western Choral Association was organized a f 
The wester . ,, The cities included 
«. f.. u ”’Am Arbor. .n<> 
. 4-Vtp Western choral societies, 
permeates the Wes prominent organizations 
To mention the work.of^he ^ ^ 
of this character, an Beveral volumes, 
ive communities, would suffice to fl citie8 
ptissafetosay thatthemustc^totory ^ 
is largely a history o ^ It u the best expres- 
“SSSTi of the civic life, and wiU not be 
dispensed with ^ ^ merely playing 
The evolution of l to giving sym- 
accom 
’ to choral performances to giving sym- 
ipamm “ alther great feature of our musical 
phony concerts is ^ oldM*tral concerts could 
progress. Formerly, g ^ Thomas would bring 
only 1* ^ .» bi. toorn. Tbr» 
1,1, orcbr.tr. to o ot tbr »uon. bo., 
concerts were the mm orchestras, g.v- 
_,i these same cities na>«= 
ing a number of concerts each year, which are liberally 
subscribed to. The conductors are able men ; the mem¬ 
bers of the orchestras have, in most cases, received their 
training abroad, and the programs contain the best classic 
aud modern compositions. Even that sort of musical 
organization appealing to the most limited number of 
people—the string quartet—receives good patronage, 
which is growing larger each year. 
Of course, pianoforte recitals are to be heard every 
where, and it is a well-known fact that there is hardly 
any form of musical performances so influential to the 
artistic growth of a place as the pianoforte recital. The 
best composers have written some of their greatest com¬ 
positions for the pianoforte, and even if a rendition be 
not equal to that of a d’Albert or a Paderewski, yet it 
renders good service in acquainting an audience with a 
fine work by a standard composer. Some of our best 
American pianists make it their business to give recitals 
every year to small as well as large Western towns, and 
in this way they do great good. Several of them dis¬ 
course upon the various numbers of their programs, and 
although this may be considered pedagogic, and even 
silly in the large musical centers, yet it has a decidedly 
good effect in causing an audience but little educated, 
musically, to take an interest in the works rendered 
which they otherwise would not. 
But a generation ago, and there were few organs in the 
West of any value. The improvement in this regard 
has been truly amazing. For a long time small towns 
were content with “ cabinet organs ” in their churches, 
if, indeed, they had any organ at all. Now, there are 
very few towns which have not a modern two-manual 
pipe and pedal organ. The representative American 
organists have many engagements to "dedicate” these 
organs, and to give subsequent recitals on them. And 
with this has naturally come the improvement in church 
music and to choirs. The old-time “collections” of 
tawdry and sentimental pieces for services are as extinct 
as the dodo, and good churchly anthems by standard 
composers are rendered in excellent style by quartets, 
the members of which have received competent vocal 
instruction, or by chorus choirs. 
In tbe patronage of grand opera, as a regular thing, 
America is considerably behind Europe. But as the 
greatest operatic singers of the world come to our shores 
each year, it proves that there is a demand for the opera 
which must be satisfied. The great companies are 
willing to take the enormous risk of making Westerfi 
tours, and seldom are they the losers, in the aggregate. 
If they lost heavily, the managers would be slow in re¬ 
peating their visits ; but almost every season witnesses 
the circuit of the principal Western cities by these 
t roups Does not this prove that there is sufficient 
remuneration in the West for their performances ? One 
of onr cities (New Orleans) supports an opera company 
every year for six months. May that not yet lie the 
case with the great cities farther north? 
It is hsrd to realize that so much artistic advancement 
and so much desire for high class music has come since 
the cessation of the Civil War. Yet such is actually 
the case. May we not, therefore, hope for still greater 
progress in the first quarter of tlie new century ? The 
remarkable commercial and agricultural development 
of the West has naturally brought to it great prosperity. 
This means that the people possess sufficient wealth to 
direct a portion of it into the education of their artistic 
life Already we can point to the leading Western city 
as possessing an orchestra, and some pianists, organists, 
and vocalists equal to those in the leading Eastern cities. 
As Chicago has grown, so also may St. Louis, Cin¬ 
cinnati, Cleveland, Colnmhns, Louisville, Minneapolis, 
8t Paul, Kansas City, Omaha, and Denver in a manner 
relative to their growth to population, wealth, and 
influence. Looking forward, there seems to be no lim.t 
to the extent of the progress of musical art in Tlie 
Middle West,” and to the ability of the people to meet 
the condition of things as they develop. 
—If yon can’t find a way, make one. That is what 
has been done a thousand times over by earth's greatest 
and best, in music as in all other vocations. 
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WILL AMERICAN COMPOSITION EVER POS¬ 
SESS A DISTINCTIVE ACCENT? 
BY K. 1RENAKCS STEVENSON, 
Editor oir tmb Music Drpartmicmt or “ IIahpkr'n Wnauur." 
The question of the individualism of American music, 
the likelihood or the unlikelihood of a distinctively 
American accent in composition, is a sheaf that has been 
threshed and threshed, and threshed yet again. Some¬ 
times those analysts, not to say prophets, who have 
handled the flail, and submitted what they believe are 
the most conclusive garnerings, have been kindly opti¬ 
mistic. Equally often the lament of doubting souls has 
risen. It is with no special sense of being intelligent in 
the matter, and rather with a modest notion of having 
any second sight, that I write these lines at the request 
of The Etude. It is easier to be, or to seem, wise 
on merely the relation of one or another of the cur¬ 
rents of artistic creation about us toward some equally 
contemporary consequences than to forecast by their 
elements and courses any national status. 
But as far as I have advanced in looking into the prob¬ 
abilities of “an American school’’ of music making, I 
do not see any good reason for expecting that America is 
going to oiler a really original, new, distinctive develop¬ 
ment, be it in one form of the art or another. In the 
first place, it is growing more and more difficult, not to 
say impossible, for anything new to be written anywhere 
and in any kind of music, so long as the present scale 
and the present conceptions of melody and harmony 
abide as they are in the convictions and tastes of the 
whole occidental world. Every form and scope has been 
wrought out and overwrought. In certain of the highest 
vehicles of musical expression—the symphony, the opera 
—a whole catalogue of matters of leaser effect are out- 
written and finished,—like Waltlier von Stolzing, in 
Wagner's ” Mastersingers,” they are “ versongen nnd 
verthan.” Not even the ripest genius of the Old World, 
whether it be a German, a French, an Italian, a Polish, 
or a Russian temperament, seems able to give us any¬ 
thing really new in them. It is not reasonable to expect 
that America will produce a musical Columbus, a Kip¬ 
ling, a Biicklin, whose works will have the stamp of a 
removed and overpowering individuality. 
I lay stress on the above general aspect of musical art 
rather than, perhaps, on the much discnssed questions of 
how far the American is really an esthetic nature ; how 
far our race is brilliantly “commercial ” and practical 
instead of given to dwelling in the dream kingdom of 
esthetic absorption ; how far the American man or 
woman is in music more interpretive than creative_ 
as compared with the men and women of other and older 
civilixations. But even in passing these peculiarly 
national traits, and their relation to an art, we can at 
least remind ourselves that we arestrongly Anglo-Saxon, 
no matter what iufusion of Keltic, of Teutonic, or of 
l.atin blood and temperament is mingled in our veins and 
fillips and tingles in our nervous systems. Our national 
future in music, as a creative process, therefore, hardly 
can differ much from the aspect of Great Britain in 
musical history. Fine susceptibilities for certain estab¬ 
lished forms of composition ; approved models imitated 
with credit; mastery—in some cases high and even noble 
—of the more formal embodiments of music ; excellent, 
and even brilliant, interpreters of music—all this we re¬ 
call an true of England in music, from the days of Daven 
ant's “The Siege of Rhodes” or the splendid contra¬ 
puntal pages of Purcell and Gibbons, along to this epoch 
of Bennett, Stainer, Cellier, Sullivan, and Stanford. And 
that is England’s all. We are hybrid ; and the mixed 
sap brings forth strange and fair florescence, it is true. 
But, more than anything, we are British. So, onr musi¬ 
cal future, I can not but think, is mirrored in England’s 
musical present 
I believe that America is to attain-no, it has already 
attained-a thoronghly dignified and appealing activity 
in composition, a productiveness that has made our best 
men and their best works respected in Europe—perhaps 
even more than at borne. For Paine, Macdowell, Foote, 
Kelley, Parker, Mrs. Beach, Damroscb, Kaon, and others,’ 
we need not make excuses. But to be a recognized and 
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powerful exponent of old models, long ago set by 
European mastery; to infuse a due and admirable meas¬ 
ure of a grave personality and an individual inspira¬ 
tion -that is hardly what goes farthest toward the devel¬ 
opment of “a national school” in the least tangible of 
all artis'ic expressions. 
Yet, stay a moment! A Columbus in music? Per¬ 
haps America, after all, may indeed develop an indi¬ 
vidual and dominant and superseding school of music, 
in spite of all the foregoing obstacles. If so, it will 
be, indeed, by a Columbus of this new and audacious 
world of ours. His voyage of discovery, his triumph, 
his message that will catch the ear of all the world and 
revolutionize musical art, will be by his penetrating the 
mysteries of (as I hinted above) a finer harmonic system, 
a more delicately-shaded, elegant adjnstmentof intervals 
than we now can accept; perhaps, too, the innovation of 
some new and marvelous instruments. The fine-eared 
East long ago learned to relish the subtleties of discord, as 
we call it, and scorns our system as crude and primitive. 
Perhaps the American composer is to teach us, by and 
by, to delight in quarter-tones and eighth-tones, and 
even more delicate accords or discords—the middle tints 
of the musical pallet. It may be so. Possibly a cen¬ 
tury from now our present scale will be thought barba¬ 
rous and garish, and Europe will turn to the American 
composer as a mnsician who has advanced in perfection 
on even Mozart, Beethoven, Verdi, and Wagner, and to 
whose actual revision of their scores will be owed the 
acceptability of what we now consider the very harmony 
of the spheres in its eloquence. Perhaps in a new and 
second chapter of music, that we can not to-day so much 
as spell out, the distinctive American school of music 
will be the pioneer and the regent. 
THE AMERICAN GIRL’S TEMPERAMENT IN 
RELATION TO MUSIC STUDY. 
BY I)R. HENRY G. HANCHETT. 
The subject calls for one or two definitions. Tem¬ 
perament is a word that is coming into use of late in an 
entirely unwarranted sense, and in this new sense it is 
especially a favorite with music critics. A writeroften 
or more years ago would have said that a pianist put her 
whole soul into her playing ; a present-day writer, with 
the same idea to express, would be quite likely to say 
that the player manifested an abundance of tempera¬ 
ment. Neither expression is even tolerably accurate, bnt 
of the two, the latter is the more objectionable. 
For temperament signifies the habit of the system in 
carrying on the vital processes. It refers to the rela¬ 
tions existing between certain functions which are all 
present and active in every person, hut which differ in 
proportionate influence with different individuals. 
-Sanguine and bilious persons, for example, both make 
new blood and have active livers, but the sanguine 
person’s liver is not so assertive in proportion to the 
bipod making organs as is that of the bilious person • 
and, since this fact has relation to certain traits and 
appearances, we say that the person with the relativelv 
less active liver is of sanguine temperament. He has 
no more temperament than his bilious friend, but he 
has « different temperament, and that fact will affect 
his whole life, including his piano-playing 
The American girl has no more temperament than 
the German, or Eskimo, or Hottentot girl, bnt on the 
average, she has better food, more air, and an inherit¬ 
ance of larger proportion of brain and nerve than 
of tT gir'8 °f °ther laDd8’ and the result 
of this temperamental difference in her favor is greater 
vivacity, greaiej- quickness of perception, wider intep- 
rLult!T Vanety)’ aDd “0re read7 attainment of 
But we need also a definition of music study The 
term to many means study of some instrument (usually 
Piano or violin) or of singing-vocalization. The dis¬ 
tinction between this sort of study and the real studv 
of music-of the composer’s conception of beauty or 
artistic expression through tones-is exceedingly pLi- 
nent to the subject before us. P 
There is reason to believe that the fashion is changing 
with regard to what is called music study. Not very 
long ago about three quarters of the well-to'do yonng 
ladies in a boarding-school or community studied piano- 
playing, and the other quarter studied singing. But 
since then a goodly proportion has turned to the violin 
and, the break having once been made, others have taken 
up the harp, the guitar, the mandolin, the zither, the 
banjo, and even the organ. No artistic considerations 
have influenced these changes in the smallest degree 
except in the case of some of the organ students. The 
said young laidies were not engaged in the passionate 
pursuit of beauty when they all studied piano or sing¬ 
ing, but were simply looking for an accomplishment; 
they thought perhaps a change of instrument might 
give them a little more individual distinction than 
would the rather too commonplace piano-playing, so 
they changed. 
Here, then, is one way in which the vivacity, the 
love of variety and novelty in the American girl, has 
affected such music study as she used to do, and with it 
the music teaching profession ; but it is not the only 
way. If the fathers who paid the bills had questioned 
about the worth of all the alleged music lessons when 
the piano was the universal instrument, such questions 
have been more urgent with regard to banjo and man¬ 
dolin ; and, the break once made, the call of bicycle, 
tennis, and basket-ball has been all too stroDg to resist 
in favor of the piano. 
But all this change in fashion has worked to the ad¬ 
vantage of true music study ; and in three ways—first, 
by improving the quality of teachers and teaching ; 
second, by improving the tone and standing of music 
study ; and third, by fostering the study of music as 
art, language, or literature. 
When mere piano-drumming was all that many pupils 
(or their parents) cared for, there was room and employ¬ 
ment for a considerable number of utterly incompetent 
teachers. With a decreasing proportion of pupils and 
an increasing number of teachers, competition has been 
greater, and has resulted in raising greatly the standard 
of preparation, as evidenced by the larger demand for 
certificates and diplomas that are known to give evi¬ 
dence of work of high quality in music study of a pro 
fessional nature. This result has been brought about 
in part by other causes than the one mentioned, but 
there can be no doubt that the change in the fashion with 
regard to music study has contributed to it. 
Shiftless, indifferent work is of no advantage either 
with regard to the thing done or to the doer of it. The 
progress of music in America has been more hindered 
than helped by cheap pianos (and cheaper organs), cheap 
teachers, and the cheap drumming that has resulted 
from the idea that every girl should “study music.” 
The girl who can say (as many have said), “Why, I 
studied piano all last year, and I did n’t do very much 
at it; I guess I ’ll take singing this next term and see 
how I like that,” will never have any but a bad influ¬ 
ence on public opinion of the value of music as a means 
of culture and of the worth of real art works in tones. 
Let us as artists be duly thankful that out-door sports 
and in door frivolities can draw away from the keyboard 
those who were attracted to it solely by vanity, fashion, 
and ennui. 
But the American girl is temperamentally quick-witted 
and vivacious. She has found many things to interest 
and occupy her mind, and she has learned, on the one 
hand, that mere practicing is not study, and, on the 
other, that music is worth studying. While it is en¬ 
tirely true that the best study of music must involve 
practical work in technic of some sort, it is also true 
that practice is not study, and may go on for years with¬ 
out any association with study. But practice of that 
kind is a great waste of time, and the American girl 
knows it. She is learning, also, if she does not already 
know, that the meaning of music, the aim and worth of 
the composer’s work, the history of the development of 
art, and many other topics of the highest interest in con¬ 
nection with music and of the greatest value as means of 
culture, can be studied in clubs, lectures, and concerts, 
or even by the aid of mechanical musical instruments, 
without spending time in practice. And this knowledge, 
working itself out as it seems to be doing, is bound to 
disseminate an appreciation and love of really good 
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. can only be to the advantage of the art, the 
“iion, and the culture of the country. In order that 
accomplished musicians may find appreciation and sup- 
r there must be a large class of intelligent music 
wrs who will care mote for the art than for the execu¬ 
tive skill of any performer. When right methods and 
Isl study of music shall have brought such a class into 
existence then will dawn the day of desire for musical 
art and musical artists, both composers and interpre- 
16 H seems to me, then, that the relation of the American 
uirl's temperament to music study is one of great prom¬ 
ise and one that will lead to the adoption of better 
methods of training musicians, amateurs, and the pub¬ 
lic. I have nothing but admiration and encouragement 
for the American girl. 
MUSIC TEACHING IN AMERICA AND 
ABROAD. 
BY EMIL LIEBLING. 
The Etude is, first of all, utilitarian in its intentions ; 
hence in writing for the magazine the contributor must 
necessarily consider the congregation whom he is ad¬ 
dressing. I am constantly in receipt of undeniable 
evidence that the average teacher in the smaller com¬ 
munity looks to The Etude for just the literature which 
may suit individual needs, and it was no doubt the 
early recognition of this predominating want which, 
after establishing the magazine as a pioneer in this 
specialty, has so firmly, successfully, and generally in¬ 
stalled it at so many firesides throughout the country. 
And yet there has been a slow but sure evolution in 
the case of our bucolic friend. Things have changed 
with him also. He has grown with his opportunities ; 
competition, which does so little for his competitor in 
the large cities, has drawn him from his shell and dis¬ 
turbed his dolce far niente; his pupils begin to ask 
uncomfortable questions ; he himself becomes an anxious 
inquirer after truth ; his eyes are opened to the fact 
that his limitations are many and need correcting—in 
short, there has been a great and general awakening all 
around. The old-fashioned convention did some good 
work in going to the mountain, instead of having the 
mountain come to Mahomet. Since then summer insti¬ 
tutes have been held with more or less success in 
attractive rural localities, and also in cities. 
The country teacher enjoys some advantages and 
labors under other inevitable disadvantages incidental to 
his location. It is undeniably a help to be somewhat re¬ 
moved from the beaten road of travel and less exposed 
to the constant influx of foreign talent ; if he combines 
tact with ability, he will experience no difficulty in 
making for himself quite a secure footing, and reason¬ 
ably free from the risks usually incidental to the pro¬ 
fession. The real drawback is the limitation of profit¬ 
able territory, and this is a very serious matter, for it 
takes but a relatively brief period to teach all available 
material, and then, unless there are new worlds to con¬ 
quer, one is obliged to pull up stakes. It is only by his 
own growth that the teacher in smaller communities 
can spread his influence so materially as to counter- 
bilance the serious deficiency which is thus known to 
arise sooner or later ; he must make himself such a 
Mnter and so acknowledged a musical authority that 
e will be regarded as more than a mere convenience 
or a rieppilig-gtone for something better. It is here 
’'herein the eccentric artist has by far the greater ad¬ 
vantage ; but, also, it is only too true that not every 
one who plays the piano is a pianist, nor is every one 
W 0 rings a vocalist. Other deficiencies of life in 
-mailer communities are the lack of hearing others 
and the liability to get into a rat of every-day routine 
om which it is difficult to emerge successfully, 
eople in large cities change teachers as they change 
__ kohiona. There is but little love lost between 
The wealthy people employ the cheapest talent, 
, We *°°h to the middle classes for succor (not 
livi * ■ . Concerkplayii'g is not remunerative, and the 
1De is in the teaching ; as soon as the city girl begins 
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to know something, she becomes greedy and begins to 
teach; if prosperous, she inevitably drops her own 
studies, and you are just that much out of pocket. A 
friend of mine, a very successful organ teacher, has a 
similar experience. No sooner does a pupil begin organ 
lessons than he clamors for a position as organist, and 
no sooner does he get one than he stops his lessons. 
In this country the teacher is supposed to guarantee a 
good living to his pupils, a complete education in ten 
weeks ; he must be prepared to furnish suitable boarding 
places to suit all conditions and purses, cash checks—in 
short, exercise every conceivable function, reasonable 
and otherwise. The European professor takes things 
easier. He does not identify himself with the welfare of 
his students at all. After collecting his fee the pupil is 
welcome to the instruction ; if he succeeds, the teacher 
gets all the eredit, and if he fails, he has his pains for his 
trouble, and is totally disavowed by his instructor. A 
name goes a long ways across the water ; in most cases 
it outlives the usefulness of its illustrious bearer. Kul- 
lak, the elder, lasted first-rate; so did Liszt. The 
Moscheles of Leipsic was no longer the Moscheles who 
charmed London and Paris ; Klindworth in Berlin has 
had to walk the plank ; Hollaender has prospered, and 
so has Breslaur, who made the remarkable “Salto 
Mortale” from the Jewish rabbi to the music professor 
successfully. Gruenfeld, of Vienna, has taken to play¬ 
ing classic programs: always a suspicious sign when 
a virtuoso becomes classic, and a sure indication that 
the old coquette is becoming a saint. He advertises 
that he will accept a few talented pupils; in other 
words, he wants all the hard work done by others before 
he will bother with yon. These are only a few exam¬ 
ples. In Europe concerts are also managed on a differ¬ 
ent plan from ours. The artist does a great deal of 
visiting and general toadying during the entire winter, 
and at the end of the season is supposed to reimburse 
himself by means of a concert. He goes to work and 
sizes up his wealthy friends according to their commer¬ 
cial rating, and sends them each from ten to fifty tickets, 
for which he expects their check. If they can not go 
themselves, they send their cooks, maids, and hostleis 
In London it is somewhat better. If Madame Gnelph 
or some prince has smiled on you, the doors of the West 
End are open to you ; the Englishman does not invite 
you as a guest, hut simply in your official capacity, and 
pays you therefor. These engagements form a large 
revenue for visiting artists in England. Even the great 
Weber recounts with great gusto how many pounds he 
received whenever he appeared at the houses of the 
great nobles, and Beethoven was not at all above receiv¬ 
ing a certain sum of dncats for a dedication of his 
'TnUiis country the artist is treated more like the 
equal, and if invited socially goes as a guest, and natu¬ 
rally Volunteers his services if asked to do so Perhaps 
the professional mnsician in smaller towns gets more of 
Ws sort of thing than he cares for, and finds ,t more 
difficult to refuse many such calls ; it is right here that 
fetal offense is easily given. The advent of a new-comer 
is apt too, to disarrange matters. Comparisons are 
anickly made; yon can not ignore him entirely, and yet 
iths difficult to find the proper basis for mutual inter- 
course ; if he has ability, he is bound to make friends 
r up matters. - 
music teacher in Europe, with the excePt’°" 0 
v favored ones on top, ekes out a miserable exisri 
nd does not make francs where dollars are earned 
Musical interest is more widely spread with us, 
. de8ire and genuine craving for solid knowledge 
e des re an g masic by modern 
the increase. IIie uest , 
a obtains a general hearing in America long 
it does abroad, and the fortunes of European 
bers have been made here. The interests of 
Jaud student are more homogeneous in America 
n and there is an earnest desire to give and to 
1 fair value for the consideration involved and 
Vd Our pupils travel more, and are more enter- 
K if some travel away from us, others are apt to 
mr way • in Earope everything is more solidified 
> i’ Wbere they belong, unless some great 
TaUs for a change of lotion. We keep up a 
,y connection with our students by means ol cor¬ 
respondence and an occasional personal meeting long after 
the mere business relation has ceased to exist. To sum 
np, while the life of the music teacher in America is not 
an nnalloyed sphere of mundane happiness, yet it is 
infinitely superior to conditions abroad. 
THE RELATION BETWEEN PUPIL AND 
TEACHER. 
BY HENRY C. LAHEK. 
One of the most striking differences between Ameri¬ 
can and European systems of music teaching is shown 
in the amount of deference paid by the pupil to the 
teacher. 
In America the pupil generally decides just what he 
would like to learn and how he would like to learn it. 
He then searches for a teacher who will teach him just 
what he wants in just the way he wants to learn it, thus 
constituting himself a critic at a very early stage of his 
education. A lady recently arranged for lessons with a 
teacher of repute, and presented herself for her first les¬ 
son with a complicated pianoforte concerto. “ I have 
come to study this concerto,” she said. After hearing 
her play fora few minutes, the teacher informed her that 
about two years’ steady application to technical studies 
would be necessary before she would be competent to take 
the concerto. So she went to look np another teacher. 
An American teacher traveling in Germany last sum¬ 
mer attended a conservatory concert, and was much 
impressed by the fact that the entrance of the faculty 
was the signal for all the students to rise, and that they 
remained standing until the faculty were seated. He 
further noticed that whenever a student passed a teacher 
he always bowed to him with the greatest respect. 
This showed at once that a very different relation exists 
between teacher and pupil in Germany from that to 
which we are accustomed in America. The teacher is 
treated with deference. 
In America the teacher is treated with scant courtesy 
by the pupil, who, after taking a short trip abroad, 
completely ignores the man to whom he owes his musical 
training—for, behold ! he has “ been to Europe.” 
It is possible—in fact, more than possible—that this 
condition is due to the home training, or lack of home 
training, of the American youth ; to the inability to dis¬ 
tinguish between liberty and license, which indicates 
the person who is not yet sufficiently educated to enjoy 
the freedom which the laws of his country provide. As 
the same system has been applied to both teachers and 
pupils, the blame does not rest specially on either, bnt 
they are equally victims of a system of which lack of 
respect is one of the great blemishes. 
This relation between teacher and pupil may also lie 
due iu part to the feverish haste of Americans, which 
can not be successfully applied to art. The pupil fre¬ 
quently becomes a rival professor without that inter¬ 
mediate experience which is so necessary. The pupil 
should be more ready to acknowledge his teacher, and 
leas to “ advertise ” himself, except by his deeds. It 
ought not to lie necessary for a good teacher, young or 
old, to tell the public liow superior he is. His work 
with his pupils will show his merits, and will bring him 
more students in due course, so there is no necessity for 
ungenerous rivalry. It is likely that the relation 
between pupil and teacher will improve as the country 
grows older and the rising generation learn to respect 
their elders, hut the music student can not too soon 
begin to set the good example. 
-■ . — - 
No doubt there are innumerable students who “try 
over,” or attempt to, some piece of music new to them, 
putting it aside when half-way through, with the re¬ 
mark “That’s no good,” and a long time afterward, 
when’ they have learned more and could read better, 
again “try over” that same piece, and are not a little 
pleased to find it a “ gem.” I have heard players who 
could not read in correct tempo condemn a piece after 
their first blundering stagger through it. The thread 
broken and the rhythm lost, they drop interest in the 
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EDITORIAL. 
THE ETUDE 
men and women who are responsible for the gratifying 
advance now being made. 
In making a rapid survey of the field, we can but 
briefly mention the work done in Boston by Mr. B. J. 
Bang, both as teacher and director; Mr. George E. 
Whiting, as teacher, organist, and composer; Mr. 
Charles R. Adams, in his younger days an operatic tenor 
of great repute, and later a most successful teacher ; 
Mr. George L. Oigood, teacher and director of several 
choral organizations whose artistic work is well known ; 
Mr. John Orth, teacher and composer; Mr. Homer 
Norris, who makes a specialty of theoretic teaching ; 
as well as others of foreign birth, who are thoroughly 
identified with the musical life in Boston, such as Carl 
Faelten and his brother Reinhold, Max Heinrich, the 
Lite Calixa Lavalle6, Ernst Perabo, Carl Baermann, 
Mr. C. M. Loeffler, violinist and composer, as well as 
the members of the Kneisel Quartet, whose concerts are 
such a factor in the musical life both of Boston and 
other Eastern cities. 
Tub Etude has persistently advocated the interests 
of native teachers and musicians, although disposed 
to do fall justice, first to the foreign-born musicians 
who have come to oar country to labor for the uplifting 
of onr musical standards, willing to lend their native 
forces and trained Bkill to instil into their American 
pnpila their own reverence for mnsic as the greatest and 
purest of the arts ; second, to the opportunities which 
European musical centers offer above and beyond what 
oar own country can show. But we feel that the time 
is coming, nay, is now here, when we shonld recount 
some of the facts connected with mnsic in the United 
States, onr progress and present attainments in mnsic, 
giving at the same time a backward glance at the early 
attempts at systematic musical culture, while we also 
take a look into the future. 
It is from the lessons of the past that we gain that 
broad experience, technical equipment, and conrage of 
heart to labor on stnrdily and unceasingly to make past 
successes seem hut the faint foreshadowing of the 
brilliant victories of the future. 
A careful reading of the special articles in this number 
will give to the ambitious student and teacher the neces¬ 
sary incentive to that patient toil, that unremitting in¬ 
dustry, which are sure guarantees of success ; the humble 
worker, reading of great results accomplished, not alone 
by the few great ones, bnt by the assistance of the steady, 
unflagging zeal of thousands of the lowly and unknown, 
will gain conrage for work in his modest field. The 
general public, learning of the achievements of native- 
b jrn American men and women in an art which many 
say can not flourish and expand in the atmosphere of 
“American commercialism,” will he better disposed to 
valne the work of the musicians of the community. 
The “ hard-headed man of affairs,” the type of the 
present-day American, will be able to appreciate the 
figures which show what an immense industry the music 
business is, as a whole. 
It can not he denied that the American nation is com¬ 
pelled by the stupendous industrial demands of this 
day to devote itself with concentrated energy to com¬ 
mercial development, and the events of the past year 
have hot added to onr obligations. Bnt let ns hope 
that, alongside of this growth, there may be a steady 
and splendid advance in artistic cnltnre—an advance 
which shall place ns in the front ranks of the nations of 
the earth. 
Thk limited space at onr disposal made it necessary to 
limit onr stndy of American musical conditions to the 
work of native-born men and women ; even then certain 
subjects receiving but slight consideration, others, per¬ 
haps equally worthy, being omitted. The past ten 
years have witnessed a great advance in the training and 
capacity of the teachers in the smaller cities, and to-dny, 
were it possible for one to investigate the work of the 
leading teachers in these localities, he would be amazed 
to find the high quality of the teaching. These are the 
New York lays claim to being the musical center of 
the United States. If this rank be granted, we must 
give due credit to the many excellent teachers and artists, 
both of American and foreign birth, such as Dr. Henry 
G. Hanchett, Albert Lockwood, Gerritt Smith, C. Whit¬ 
ney Coombs, Wm. Courtney, A. R. Parsons, Wm. H. 
Barber, Walter and Frank Damrosch, C. B. Hawley, H. 
W. Greene, S. P. Warren, among Americans ; and Alex¬ 
ander Lambert, Henry Schradieck, Xaver Scharwenka, 
and Anton Dvorak, who have lately returned to Europe ; 
Rafael Joseffy, Richard Burmeister, Mme. Cappiani, 
Emilio Agramonte, Gustav Hinrichs, the Kaltenborn 
String Quartet, the Brooklyn Institute, not forgetting 
the high quality of work done by the German singing 
societies in the metropolitan district. Mention shonld 
also he made of the work at Columbia University under 
Prof. MacDowell. 
Philadelphia is not so admirably equipped either 
in number of teachers of high rank, like Boston, or in 
opportunities of hearing the best, such as New York 
affords, yet work of the highest quality is being done 
in that city in a quiet way. 
The city ha9 a nnmber of good conservatories in which 
most successful work is being done. Orchestrally, the 
outlook is very bright. The pa9t two seasons symphony 
concerts have been given weekly by orchestras under 
the direction of Mr. Wm. Stoll, Jr., and Mr. Henry 
Gordon Thunder, the latter also being conductor of the 
Oratorio Society. There are a nnmber of smaller choral 
organizations, mixed voices, and clnbs of male and 
female voices alone, as well as a number of strong 
German societies. At the University of Pennsylvania 
a large number of students are under the care of Dr. H. 
A. Clarke, who, although a Canadian by birth, has 
spent the greater part of his life in Philadelphia. 
Among the men of foreign birth, prominent names are : 
Constantin von Sternberg, with a wide reputation as 
artist and teacher; Manrits Leefson, a brilliant pianist 
and successful teacher ; Gostav Hille and Martinns van 
Gelder, both fine violinists, teachers, and composers ; 
Richard Zeckwer, who has a reputation as an acousti¬ 
cian in addition to his standing as a musician. A 
notable figure in the organ world is David D. Wood, 
the blind organist. The concerts of the Philadelphia 
Manuscript Mnsic Society have given stimulus to com¬ 
position. 
I ittsburg has a number of capable mnsicians, Mr. 
Ad. M. Foerster, Mr. Joseph Gittings, Mr. Charles 
Davis Carter, being well known to many outside the 
city. Pittsburg has a strong Musical Art Society, which 
has made considerable effort to promote masical interests 
in the city. 
• • 
Cleveland, O., has a considerable musical colony, 
of which Mr. Wilson G. Smith is perhaps the best 
known. Others are Mr. Johann Beck and Mr. J. H. 
Rogers. 
The work done at the schools of mnsic connected with 
the many colleges of Ohio has been a very decided fac¬ 
tor in musical progress. 
Cincinnati is the musical metropolis of Ohio and ad¬ 
joining States, and has most excellent facilities for the 
highest grade work in its music schools, its splendid 
Mnsic Hall, the orchestra under the direction of Mr. 
Frank Van der Stucken. In addition there is the pow¬ 
erful influences of the Music Festival Association, and 
the splendid German singing societies. 
Indianapolis is coming np to the front as a center. 
The professional musicians and amateurs are working 
together, and good results are bound to come. 
Chicago is emphatically the musical center of the 
Western States, and has a number of strong music 
schools and eminent teachers in all branches of music 
study. The two leading men of foreign birth are Mr. 
Leopold Godowsky and Mr. Arthur Friedheim, who, we 
can but hope, will remain permanently in this country. 
The Spiering Quartet, under the able leadership of Mr. 
Theodore Spiering, is bound to be a factor in musical 
advance. Chicago has lately suffered a loss in the re¬ 
moval of Mr. Max Bendix, the violinist, to New York 
city. There are so many able vocal teachers and fin¬ 
ished artists, concert clubs, and choral organizations 
that it would require a separate article to speak about 
all. The Apollo Club, under the directorship of Mr. 
Harrison M. Wild, has a national reputation. Mr. 
Hugo Kaun and Mr. Arthur Weld, of Milwaukee, are 
men of national prominence. 
In his article on the “Middle West,” Mr. Kroeger 
has written of the great Mississippi Valley and its 
progress. St. Louis is hard at work to draw to itself 
the young men and women of this great section, and 
the musicians of that city are thoroughly competent to 
hold them. Kansas City—Carl Busch being a repre¬ 
sentative of international reputation—and Denver are 
alive to their opportunities, and the recent Exposition 
at Omaha showed the interest of the farther Western 
States. On the Pacific coast good work is being done, 
San Francisco naturally being in the lead, but the other 
cities, Portland, Seattle, and Tacoma are not to he left 
far behind. At the present time there is agitation for 
the establishment of a strong conservatory of music in 
Tacoma. 
Opera has always flourished in New Orleans, which 
has a permanent company. The South and Southwest 
have a number of small schools in whose curriculum 
music has a prominent place. Baltimore has an admir¬ 
able school in the conservatory, under the directorship 
of Mr. Harold Randolph, connected with the Peabody 
Institute. The conservatory has had a very capable 
symphony orchestra for a number of years. 
We can not close without acknowledging onr in¬ 
debtedness to the English organist, who has brought to 
us the pure organ style of playing, the traditions of 
ecclesiastical mnsic, and admirable discipline of the 
Cathedral schools. At the present time in all the larger 
cities of the country there can be found fine organists— 
men and women who have profited by the instruction 0 
the best teachers in England, Germany, and France. 
As a result, organ recitals of special interest may be 
heard in all sections of the country, forming a splendi 
educational influence. 
We feel that we can most truthfully say that no one 
has justification for assuming a pessimistic attitude, 
is easy to scold and to say that things ought to be > 
ferent, that they are “so different in Europe.” that we 
have no “ musical atmosphere,” hut it is only by nn 
tiring energy that we can profit by fair, honest crib 
cism. On the other side, we deprecate optimism. e 
have accomplished much, bnt we may not rest on on 
laurels. What remains for ns to do, what we m*y 
accomplish, the future alone will reveal. It is f°r ns 
make that future a bright one. 
N<_> 1353 
”* To my pupil 
Mins LOUISE HART. Cleveland, O. 
Second Mazurka Caprice. 
Wilson G.Smith Op.48,N92. 
I11 tempo di Mazurka. 
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hame to the shine o’ the fire, To the cot where i’ll lie wi’ my 
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XV 1040 Serenade. 
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Jfette IV. JV. GILCHRIST. 
I, who lead a life for- lord, And die, and die, thr’o a longde-oay I dreamof thee at morn, When 
j. J1 JT3 i r 
all the world is gay, When all 
the world, When all the world is 
dim. 
- the world is 
hen sung by a Tenor voice,use small notes. 
Pyright 1896 by Theo. Presser. 3 
S>1 * 
dream I not of thee? - When dream . 
1940.3 
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W.E.Mac Clymont, Op.11,No.1. 
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the musical convention of new 
ENGLAND. 
im,H H backward ournch rt the horb 
SiJitive efforts for THE cruse 
of fiusic. 
BY N. H. ALLEN. 
The musical convention, an institntion originating 
New England, and chiefly conspicuous in that sec- 
. wa3 in its decadence more than a quarter of a 
century ago, and is now nowhere heard of. It was, per- 
Ls the latest organized effort to teach music to the 
is along the ol<f lines of church psalmody. It did 
not, therefore, indicate an advance toward the new and 
untried so much as a survival. 
While not exactly analogous, it bore pretty nearly the 
same relation to the village singing-school that a “ re- 
vival” bore to the neighborhood prayer meeting. In 
other words, at stated times a combined effort was 
made by singing-school teachers with their classes to 
stimulate an unusual interest in the subject by exercises 
lasting several days. 
It was common on these occasions to have a man of 
special prominence in this kind of teaching to take 
charge, in order to give the affair a degree of importance 
that would attract many people. 
It was also common to introduce a new singing-book, 
generally the newest compilation of the leader, so that 
his presence was made profitable, and he was encouraged 
to come forward each year with a new production. This 
may have been a factor in the degeneration of the mu¬ 
sical convention, but advancing culture was a greater 
one. 
The idea originated in New Hampshire as early as 
1829, and was carried into execution by a two days’ 
meeting at Concord, in the month of September. In 
1830 a convention was held in Pembroke, N. H., and 
in 1831 at Goffstown. The leader at these three first 
conventions was Henry Eaton Moore. 
Seven years after Moore’s first convention at Concord, 
the Boston Academy, under Lowell Mason and George 
James Webb, became convinced that the plan was the 
thing for the times, and in 1836 their first convention 
was successfully held in Boston. Conventions were held 
annually for fifteen years or more, under the auspices of 
the Boston Academy, and at times more than a thousand 
persons were in attendance. 
Mr. Mason and Mr. Webb were also kept busy in 
many other places in this kind of work. It is clear that 
these conventions were the direct forerunners of the now 
prevalent musical festivals, held for the most part in 
the mouths of April and May. In the case of Worcester 
it woDld probably be difficult to tell just where one suc¬ 
ceeded the other. 
Lowell Mason shaped his work to a somewhat broader 
plan than his predecessors, as is indicated by the con¬ 
tents of the old “ Boston Academy Collection of 
Choruses” ; but he also had an eye to selling singing- 
hooks, and made money at it. 
When the German part-songs of Abt, Kucken, Men¬ 
delssohn, and others came, and brought with them a 
wholesome antidote to the trite measures of our native 
tune-writers, and Edwin Bruce and others had pub¬ 
lished collections of opera choruses which made the 
oool blood of our New England singers tingle as never 
before, it was clear that a new era had commenced. 
The part-songs, written with a firm, free hand; were 
to a considerable extent pictures of nature, and full ot 
the fragrance of fields and flowers, of woods and bud- 
'ng spring. They came at a time when Hedge, Brooks, 
snd others were introducing the beauties of German 
poHry by their faithful translations, and were received 
w'th keen relish. Not that psalm-tunes and choruses 
®n religions subjects were all that had gone before, 
-ng ish glees were cultivated moderately by the better 
' ^ of Augers. I have programs of a glee cluh that 
ack to 1835 and continue about fifteen years. 
m H ^le8e love-lorn texts, coupled to stiff contrapuntal 
Q8>c, could hardly make headway against the more 
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and catches had enjoyed a degree of popularity because 
of their humor, and often appeared on early concert 
programs. 
Now, it was two hundred years before these conven¬ 
tions were held in New Hampshire that Winslow wrote 
of the Pilgrims, just landed, “We refreshed ourselves 
by the singing of Psalms, making joyful melody in our 
hearts as well as with the voice, there being many of our 
congregation very expert in music; and, indeed, it was 
the sweetest music that mine ears ever heard.” 
Records are scant and uncertain as to music and the 
progress it made in those two centuries, but some occur¬ 
rences have a certain picturesqueness from the present 
point of view. 
It seems clear that with the terrible inroads by death 
which swept away one-half of the Pilgrim band the first 
winter, and the stern straggle for a bare existence that 
faced the survivors, the expertness in music, of which 
Winslow writes with evident pride, must have soon 
vanished. 
For the benefit of those who could not read, the 
Psalms were lined out in the churches, and sung in that 
piecemeal fashion; and, as habit is strong, the custom con¬ 
tinued many years after education had advanced so that 
everybody did read. The times were traditional, and no 
two persons sang them quite in the same way. It is easy 
to believe that in a hundred years, with the music 
steadily going from bad to worse, the result must have 
been an indescribable discord. 
Then it was that the Puritan ministers sought to have 
the rudiments of music taught and the abuse corrected, 
which to many had become unbearable. Their effort 
was a brave one, for it occasioned no end of hard words 
and bad blood, and threatened the very existence of 
many churches. 
The ministers used to deliver what were known as 
singing lectures,—in reality sermons,—to urge a more 
orderly way of singing. Many of these were published, 
and I have a list of at least a score, which cover a con¬ 
siderable portion of the eighteenth century. I have 
seen some of earlier date than 1727, but I have no doubt 
this reform began some time before. 
Here is one by Nathaniel Chauncey, M.A., delivered 
in May, 1727. On the title-page are these two Scripture 
texts • For we can do nothing against the truth, but 
for the truth.”-2 Cor , xiii, 8. “And if I say the truth, 
why do ye not believe me? ’’—John viii, 46. 
And another has on the title-page the following : 
The Duty of God’s Professing People in Glorifying their 
Heavenly Father. 
OPENED AND APPLYED 
IN A 
SERMON 
Preached at a Sixo.ko L-otcbe « >™rd Societv, 
Junk the 28th, 1727, 
by the 
reverend timothy woodbridge. 
Pastor of a Church in said Town. 
The lecture was printed with a preface written by Rev 
Saamel Woodbridge, a nephew of the preacher, m which 
it is said : “ The following Discourse was delivered 
lecture for the Encouragement of Regular Singing a 
Comely and Commendable practice, which, or wan o 
I preserving »« ZZ £ 
U taCLtlg D-d. - .01. 
H .omreO,. TLi-re Ore 
Recover it agal“®' who nrged the tree way of sing- 
0PPOVi8^10“ ^ butfhe question arises, How did they 
ra^tt; their music was so had? What did they 
TX'r«reTn"oXr»n.n.»nir*ti»“ .i» ^ 
foothold, that the wor . eo-mmitting the heinous 
offense of '“ j-' In Heir 1IH*I 
make the chare ;fthis was so, the ministers took 
sible. In other words, Rtontlv _ed. 
One of the reasons that the Rev. Nathaniel Chauncey 
gave for the strong attachment to the old method is inter¬ 
esting : “ Many will readily grant that they (the singers 
by ear) use many Quavers and Semi-Quavers, &c., and 
on this account it is that they are so well pleased with 
it, and so loathe to part with it ; now all these Musical 
Characters belong wholly to the Airy and Vain Songs, 
neither do we own or allow any of them in the Songs of 
the Lord.” The work begun was very simple and crude, 
and the singing schools were taught for the most part 
by men who worked at trades during the day. It is 
familiar to all that William Billings, said to he our first 
native composer, was a tanner. Daniel Reed, who was 
active in the second half of the eighteenth century, and 
who is known as the composer of the tune “ Windham, 
was a comb-maker. Amos Bull, whose book, The 
Responsary,” was provided with “ second trebles instead 
of counter,” was a storekeeper. 
To the younger generation this word ‘1 counter ’’may 
not be familiar. In the early practice it was customary 
to have the air sung by the tenors, and the tenor part 
sung by the women. This gave the harmony a curious 
overhead effect, bnt was clung to in many places well 
into this century. It is supposed by many that Lowell 
Mason was about the first to introduce the choruses ot 
standard oratorios and masses, but this is not correct. 
William Selby and Dr. G .K. Jackson did a great deal of 
valuable work in this direction long before Mr. Mason 
appeared on the scene. Mr. Selby came from England 
to play the organ in Trinity Church, Newport, and sub¬ 
sequently held the position in King’s Chapel, Boston. 
Dr. Jackson, a man well trained in the English cathe¬ 
dral service, came some years after Mr. Selby, settling 
in Hartford about 1800, and in a few years going also 
to Boston. 
In 1786 Mr. Selby gave a concert of " Sacred Musick 
in King's Chapel for a charitable object. The overture 
to the “Occasional Oratorio,” “ composed by the late cele¬ 
brated Mr. Handel," was performed, with selections 
from the “Messiah.” Anthems were interspersed, someof 
which were composed by Mr. Selby. The concert-giver 
performed one of Handel’s organ concertos, and the an¬ 
nouncement in the “ Massachusetts Gazette ’ ’ had it that, 
“ Lastly the musical band will perform a favorite over¬ 
ture by Mr. Bach.” This is surely a very early record 
of classic music in New England. The Episcopalians 
were in advance of their Puritan neighbors in their sup¬ 
port of music, as they had none of the deep-rooted pre 
judice against it to overcome. They enjoyed organs m 
their churches fully fifty years before one was allowed in 
a dissenting church, and many well-equipped musicians 
came from England to play the organs for them. 
These Englishmen brought with them the works of 
Handel, Haydn, and others, and succeeded in creating 
a considerable taste for them in the first quarter of this 
century. Many of the early programs contain parts ol 
King's “Intercession,” ft work which seems to have 
enjoyed an unusual popularity. The “ Hallelujah ” from 
Beethoven’s “Mount of Olives” was also much in 
VTS probable that this kind of work, so advanced for 
the time, was confined chiefly to the larger cities, while 
the singers in the country towns were still struggling 
with the primitive psalm tunes and simple anthems. 
Ab there was little that could be called literature or 
poetry except on strictly religious themes, so theie 
seems to have been very little in music, until this cen¬ 
tury was well advanced, that did not contribute to the 
religious sentiment. This was strongly emphasized 
when Mr. Mason came to the front, hut with it he as 
strongly insisted on a higher grade of performance than 
had been common, on efficiency in sight-reading, on 
improved tone-qualities; and he was never weary ol 
revealing the hitherto hidden meanings in the music, 
that the emotional side should not lie lost sight of. His 
work seemed to rest on the principle of doing the great¬ 
est possible amount of good to the greatest number of 
neonle • and the musical-convention idea, then past the 
experimental stage, was seized by him as the best 
vehicle for the attainment of this end. 
He reached the masses, and was liked by the masses, 
and not the least of his successes was that he instilled 
in his followers a love of music for music’s sake. 
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Moman’s Moil? in fl&usic in Hnterica. 
EDITED BY FANNY MORRIS SMITH. 
Wl are naked what American women have done for 
music ? wbat can they do as well as men in this most 
intimate of human arts? what can they do better? 
On the surface, the answer appears extremely clear and 
simple. Women have done nearly all the teaching ol 
music accomplished in the United States, especially the 
primary teaching. They have supplied the concert and 
operatic stage with its most beautiful voices. They 
have m°ekly accepted the smallest wages and uncom- 
plainingly done the family chores of the household of 
art. And in their hearts men have made an inventory 
of all that is particularly distasteful and wearing in the 
profession and assigned it to the weaker sex as their fit¬ 
test sphere of activity. They hare done this on mature 
reflection, because they h«ve observed that the great 
composers and interpreters of mnsic (except in opera) 
have all been men. Is this result the outcome of »ex, or 
is it the result of circumstances ? 
From what pari of ns, physically, does mnsic come? 
Is it an intellectual function, or does it proceed from that 
independent nervous organization which is the seat of 
the emotions? We know that it is the language of love 
and hate, of fear and ecstasy ; that it affects the beating 
of the heart, and is the subtlest expression of mood. In 
short, music, however it may be refined and developed 
by intellectual means, is not primarily an intellectual 
art. It is an emotional art. Are women less affected 
by their emotions than men ? That is not the accepted 
opinion. They certainly understand how to die of 
broken hearts better than the stronger sex. This is the 
gist of the question. Women are trained from infancy to 
repreen thrir <■ mat ion*. Their little brothers do the kick¬ 
ing and screaming for the nursery, and in maturity, 
when suffering comes, women do not vent it in curses, 
in clenched fists, and rolling eyes ; they simply “ let 
concealment, like a worm i’ the bud, feed on the damask 
cheek.” Or, if they are of the base sort, they take it ont 
in talk. The wild expression of nnbridled rage and vio¬ 
lent passion, for which men foririve themselves so readily, 
is conceded on all sides to be unmaidenly ih th« extreme. 
It follows that as a sex women will give voice to sad¬ 
ness, tenderness, end sympathy in music, while men 
will give way to transports of violence in all forms of 
passion. Now, transport of violence is the secret of bra- 
vnra ; and that accounts for the fact that women are 
seldom bravura players. Moreover, patience in suffer¬ 
ing is so universally the lesson of life to women in gen¬ 
eral that the bright, unclouded ecstasy of joy which men 
reach in musical expression is hardly possible to them. 
The greatest interpreting that women do is in the region 
of consummate sadness. At present, therefore, their 
range of emotion is limited not by sex, bnt by training. 
Women with temperaments like that of Carreno or Essi- 
pof have no limit to the expression of the pas«ions. 
Now for the physiology of it. Whoever has taught 
boys and girls has been made aware of the great differ¬ 
ence in the appetite for sweet sounds in the two sexes. 
Likewise any one who has purveyed for the table of 
men and women has come in contact with the same 
peculiarity of the senses in its grosser form. The hold 
which tbe pleasnres of eating have on the imagination 
of the majority of women is comparatively slight; bnt 
a systematically poor seasoner has lost one of the most 
potent influences that attach men to her domestic 
hearth. There has even been set on foot an effort to 
prove that the senses of women are constitutionally 
less acute than those of men. In the present condition 
of civilization there is room for a bln-h of probability 
in the surmise, the fact being that vitality and conse¬ 
quent acuteness of the senses is the result of high 
bodily condition, and especially to the presence of oxy¬ 
gen in the blood in 'arge quantities. Now, the present 
education of gir's is a devitalizing process from begin¬ 
ning to end. Not one girl in a hundred consumes more 
than a third the oxygen which she requires for full de¬ 
velopment of her senses and energies. The result is 
that she hears jnst one-third as aentely as her robust 
brother, and has one-third the energy to utilize in musi¬ 
cal expression. That is why women’s music seems 
inadequate in firmness and force of conception. It is 
seldom vivid. 
Finally, women, at least in youth, are restricted in 
the materials of artistic imagination. Not defective in 
picturesque imagination. This, the highest quality of 
the mind, is theirs in exquisite fineness ; there is no 
defect in the histrionic artists of America. But music 
manifests itself much earlier than it is usual to begin 
the cultivation of dramatic talent, and young girls 
usually lack the materials for their dramatic picture if 
they attempt to approach their art from the intellectual 
standpoint. They must so lack, not as a matter of sex, 
but of education. The boundaries of a happy home, 
where knowledge of evil and its attendant pain is care¬ 
fully excluded, foster a habit of mental picturing which 
includes such strains as may proceed from the harp of 
Marie and the choir-invisible, but could in nowise give 
rise to the drama of “ Tristan and Isolde.” Yet, as a mat¬ 
ter of fact, imagination is the faculty on which women 
draw when they attempt to produce music. It is an 
operation almost purely intellectual with ninety-nine 
out of a hundred ; they learn late to make it the vehicle 
of the expression of their own emotions, and often with 
reluctance. The hundredth, the girl who plays by ear, 
who is always in demand to play for dancing on account 
of “ the 8wing ”; who can not count a dozen measures 
correctly, or answer the simplest question in theory, but 
can make you weep ; the girl, in short, who trusts to 
hearing and temperament, is the one that delights every¬ 
body that listens to her. 
Found wanting thus in the essentials of musical ex¬ 
cellence, can women ever hope—should they desire— 
to compete with men as composers and interpreters of 
music ? The answer must wait the evolution of civili¬ 
zation. The progress of lawn tennis, golf, and deep 
breathing has carried women a long way toward the full 
health that is their birthright. When the compulsory 
confinement of modern female education gives way to 
more rational methods of study, the question will have 
settled itself as to those qualities which have long been 
known as the “purely musical.” The success of 
American singers, women brought by the exercise of 
their art to robust health and high vitality, promises a 
favorable answer. 
mg, and as the practice of a profession is rarely un 
taken by women without family responsibilities, 
have been forced, by pressure of necessity, to begin ’ 
the drudgery of primary instruction. The eager 
with which they have developed this humble branc 
the profession-have introduced kindergarten princi 
-and brought it abreast of the best methods of life 
instruction has made it quite their own ; so much t 
own that the *1 nobler sex » has begun to see a peer 
fitness in the arrangement. But in truth the < 
fitness of women for giving primary music lessor 
not in their musical endowment. Tact, gentler 
firmness, and insight are not musical; they are nro 
ties of motherhood. 1 
The day of weak and incoherent teaching is ove 
America, irrespective of sex. Here and there wo 
have already obtained snccess and reputation eqna 
exceeding that of their male rivals in the same fi 
Where one woman has done this she has opened the , 
for all. The prizes of mnsic teaching are at least wii 
the reach of women, throughout the interior. Abi 
and high character are already sure of their reward 
woml-TT rtU1 aU t0° 8l0w' To accelerate it 
woman s club offers the most effective impetus. C 
bmed for the furtherance of the various aims of mm 
culture, women may hope to receive the most po 
stimulus and the most healthy growth during the r 
decad As to their ultimate possession of the fieli 
teaching, that is assured in the nature of things 
meek shall inherit the earth. 
WOMEN’S MUSICAL CLUBS. 
BY CLARA A. KORN. 
From the steady growth of the club movement in 
general, and the increase in numbers of individual or¬ 
ganizations, we can not do otherwise than infer that the 
club idea has taken such firm root in the minds of onr 
cultured women that nothing short of the complete 
annihilation of our earth can wipe out the advance. 
Two hundred and ninety four clubs composed of women 
devoted to music are recorded in the directory so care¬ 
fully compiled by the late Mrs. Chas. Virgil. Mrs. Vir¬ 
gil, however, made no secret of the fact that her directory 
was very incomplete, and that the actual number of 
women’s musical clubs existent in our country can 
hardly be accurately computed. 
In order to determine whether these societies were the 
result of a present fad or, on the other hand, tbe out¬ 
come of a serious conviction, I have searched statistics, 
and have learned to my surprise that they have been 
gradually accumulating for a period of almost thirty 
years. The oldest club, to my knowledge, is the Eos- 
sini Club, of Portland, Me., which was organized in 
1871, and has a present membership of 129. The largest 
club is the Schubert Club, of St. Paul, Minn., this club 
laying claim to a membership of 431. 
The 300 clubs on record have not sprung up suddenly, 
but have been developing year by year, until now there is 
not a city of any importance in the United States which 
is not the seat of at least one club. Take, for instance, 
the State of Washington, which, as a State, has not 
graced our Union for very many years; yet we find a 
woman’s musical club in Seattle, a city usually sup¬ 
posed by the initiated to be a man’s city ; we find an¬ 
other in Spokane, and in Tacoma there are three. 
Vocal music monopolizes most clubs, but a large num¬ 
ber have been organized for the purpose of gaining an 
earnest insight into the construction of musical composi¬ 
tion. Form and analysis, also the chief characteristics 
of the standard composers, these are topics that are 
widely discussed. American composers secure attention, 
and the woman composer also receives a share. 
So far the clubs are doing remarkably well, and are 
educating the community for still more efficient work. 
In order to propagate originality of thought and inde¬ 
pendence of opinion, it is necessary, first, to cultivate 
the brain machinery by leading it in safe grooves. For 
this reason it can not fail to be of benefit to all parties 
concerned that evenings, afternoons, and mornings are 
spent with the works of Beethoven, Schumann, Wagner, 
etc. Of American composers we find MacDowell, and 
women composers are mainly represented by Chann- 
nade, and incidentally by Mrs. H. H. A. Beach. But 
why such a preponderance of the ancients? Why so 
much Mozart and Schubert ? All honor to their great 
names ; but are they not sufficiently established? Are 
they not recognized and understood at this day ? M by 
not utilize a number of these meetings for analysis aod 
discussion of the works of Horatio W. Parker and Bruno 
Oscar Klein, of Adele Lewing and Margaret Rutbven 
Lang, of Tschaikowsky, Rheinberger, Brahms, Grieg, 
Godard, etc. ? Further still, why not try to “ discover 
some new genius? Nothing educates the musical mind 
to a greater extent than the perusal of promiscuous 
music—good, bad, and indifferent closely following npon 
oneanother. Five years of arduous theoretic studies have 
not taught me as much in judgment and insight as one 
year in analysis of a motley congregation of musical 
works. 
Still, I have no fault to find with these women s 
musical clubs. They are accomplishing great things, 
and in order for our nation to become a musical power, 
we must lay a solid foundation ; and what foundation 
can be more substantial than a thorough conception 
of the thoughts of the world’s greatest masters ? hrom 
an educational point of view, these clubs are achieving 
remarkable and lasting good ; but there is another point 
which I can not profess to unqualifiedly favor viz., the 
financial point. These clubs are doing absolutely noi 
ing for the support of America's professional musicians, 
or, if anything at all, very little. 
In all phases of the growth of a nation the native 
and naturalized professional is the builder oi tb. 
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.. professional statesmen make our laws ; pro- 
STona, soldiers achieve glory in our wars j profes- 
. , merchants secure our commercial prosperity ; and 
Tftioiial poets, authors, and painters mold our 
i try and artistic reputation. Why, then ,s music, 
. things the step child, the Cinderella, ol our public 
household ? Why do the amateur and the alien super- 
X the professional on the concert platform, in club 
performances, and in private musicales? Such profes- 
Lals as are engaged rarely obtain remuneration for 
their services, and it is cryingly unjust that this should 
L permitted. It deadens their self-respect, discourages 
their efforts, and retards the musical growth of our 
try What would have become of our naval and 
military victories had amateur or foreign “jackies” 
and warriors been placed at the heads of navy and 
army’ Would posterity ever have heard ol Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow, James Russell Lowell, etc., 
had our libraries been stocked in their day with the 
gratuitously obtained works of amateur poets, and the 
purchased volumes of alien bards? Would history 
have been able to record the masterpieces of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne had his productions remained unbought, 
unpublished ? Would our Edwin Booth ever have 
risen to his great eminence had his histrionic efforts 
never been paid for ? 
The professional musician, as an individual or as an 
organized body, is powerless to cope 
with this situation ; but the women’s 
musical clubs are powerful, and are in 
a position to establish a valuable pre¬ 
cedent. In cases of clubs that arrange 
concerts, let at least one native be 
engaged to every foreigner; allow no 
amateur to perform unless he or she 
be worthy to stand on an equal footing 
with this one native and that one 
foreigner; let them accept no one’s 
performance without a requisite pecu¬ 
niary compensation ; let their libraries 
be filled with the creations of Ameri¬ 
cans, big and little, as well as with 
European productions ; let them treat 
all musicians alike in accordance with 
their merit; and then—well, perhaps 
then will be the millennium. 
I have no desire to seek for short¬ 
comings in a line of action in which 
such excellent deeds are accomplished 
all the time ; but as I am convinced 
of the anxiety of every one of these 
thousands of club women to do even 
better than they are now doing when¬ 
ever opportunity offers, I do not hesi¬ 
tate to criticize an American condition 
that is deleterious to our artistic pro¬ 
gress, and that is likewise crippling 
many a musical genius. I appeal most emphatically 
and particularly to the National Federation of Musical 
Clubs, which organization mistakenly magnifies the 
■mportance of the amateur in our musical development ; 
1 appeal to all women’s clubs—musical, literary, and 
otherwise—to devote more thought and purse to the 
'ving, struggling, aspiring, professional musician, and 
et the dead and the abnormally successful take their 
own course. Appreciate the latter, admire them and 
fovere them, but do not make idols of them and at the 
“Mne bme trample others of equal merit in the dust of 
oblivion. 
the musical outlook for women. 
by HENRY T. FINCK. 
J- max'ra that women should remain silent in 
coiX nu^er taccat in ecclesia—was applied, until a 
.lively recent time, to song as well as to speech. 
at onX reC°n' ^obn Sebastian Bach was censured 
worn* *me ma'5'ng music in church with a young 
the ti PreSmuably tbe cousin he was engaged to at 
„ere me ’ an,l Spitta argues that, inasmuch as women 
Oust X a"°Wet* to 8'nK iQ church in those days, he 
^tvice^6 ta*ien ber there at a time when there was no 
Ofn tb a" ecc'es'ast'c matters were in the hands of 
roughont the middle ages, it is ea-y to understand 
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why women should have been excluded ; an additional 
reason may have been the fear that the beauty of 
women’s voices might distract the attention of the men 
from the religious services. 
It is more surprising to find that women were, if not 
suppressed, at any rate relegated to the background, on 
the operatic stage. In the age of Ferri, Farinelli, and 
Senesino the soprano and alto roles of Italian operas were 
usually sung by men, j ust as in Shakspere’s England (and 
in China and Japan) women actors were replaced by boys. 
But the times have changed. To-day a play or an 
opera without women to act or sing in it could not 
possibly succeed. Our church quartets and choirs, at 
the same time, contain as many women as men. In 
these departments women have secured all the “ rights ” 
they could ask for. They earn as large salaries in the 
opera house and in church as men, and if the sums paid 
by churches are smaller than they were some years ago, 
this is due to causes which have nothing to do with dis¬ 
tinctions of sex. In the world of teachers women are 
steadily gaining in numbers over men, and if the work is 
hard and the remuneration not always satisfactory, that is 
true of most employments for men as well as for women. 
Although the greatest professional pianists are still 
men, there are several first-class performers of the other 
sex, and in domestic circles the piano has come to be 
looked npon as specifically a woman’s instrument. Few 
Women’s String Orchestra of New York. 
Cari. V. Lachmtod, Director. 
nlavers can earn much money on the concert platform ; 
LX know a number of female pianists who, bemdes 
Xeir income from teaching, make handsome Mms by 
11 1 at private musicales. In this direct,on he 
families who are fond of music and can not play, 
like'to have it home-made, is rapidly increasing. 
rr“ = 
! violinists to be nearu » titivated by 
, has been successfully cultivate^ y 
’ . „ T ittiobales and others ; and the 
Miss Gaertuer, M _ fer ’ig thig thing going to 
question now arise , forming orchestras? ” 
extend? Will women end by form g 
They have already d. « AM^ of 
SerVat°TlTroSo Lachmand has an orchestra made 
girls, and Proff®°* which gives several concerts in 
up of women altoge , of a very 
New York every winter. It pl»r» we 
female 
violoncello, 
different character are the bands of women which play 
in beer gardens. These have no artistic value, and need 
not be considered here. They have their prototypes in 
Bohemia, where there is a regular industry of forming 
bands of mnsical girls, who make tours to various parts 
of the world. Two summers ago, while I was staying 
at an Oregon summer resort near the mouth of the Col¬ 
umbia River, a brass band composed of young women 
appeared on the scene and remained several days. 
The late Sidney Lanier expresses the belief, in bis 
recently published “ Music and Poetry,” that America 
is destined to become the home of the orchestra, and 
women its principal components. He thinks that, with 
the possible exception of the double-bass and the 
heavier brass, there is no instrument which a woman 
can not play successfully, and that for some instru¬ 
ments—like the flute, bassoon, and oboe—the delicate 
and flexible lips of women are better suited than the 
rougher lips of the men, which produce a correspond¬ 
ingly rough tone “Besides” he continues, “the 
qualities required to make a perfect orchestral player 
are far more often found in women than in men ; for 
these qualities are patience, fervor, and fidelity, com¬ 
bined with deftness of hand and quick intuitiveness of 
soul.” He also dwells on the benefits to health which 
will accrue to women through the systematic use of 
wind instruments. What he had seen with his own 
eyes convinced him that consumptive 
chests, dismal shoulders, and melan¬ 
choly spines could be beautified, forms 
made erect, and cheeks rosy, under the 
stimulus of those long, equable, and 
generous inspirations and expirations 
which the execution of a piece on a 
wind instrument requires. 
There is a good deal of common sense 
in these suggestions. No donbt there 
are many young women whose health 
would be benefited by practicing on 
wind instruments—though, 1 fear, in 
many cases at the expense of the com¬ 
fort of their neighbors. Deep breathing 
is the best of all tonics and aids to 
physical beauty, bnt it is as difficult to 
make girls practice it as it is to make 
them walk for the sake of being out in 
the open air. The bicycle has supplied 
a new and powerful motive for outdoor 
exercise, and, similarly, playing a wind 
instrument would be an extra induce¬ 
ment for keeping up breathing exercises. 
It is a deplorable fact that whenever 
hard times are in sight music-teachers 
are apt to suffer first. Parents are in¬ 
clined to look on music as a mere ac¬ 
complishment, of no practical value; 
so, when dollars have to be counted, 
the teacher has to’ go. But if teachers would use the 
facts just given as an argument, they might prove the 
utility of their art to many parents who fail to see any 
use in music per se. 
To come hack to Sidney I.anier for a moment: he has 
a quaint idea that the orchestra of the futnre will in¬ 
clude as many flutes as violins, and he thinks that these 
flutes ought to be played by women. His suggestion as 
to the number of flutes seems absurd at first, yet in view 
of the great variety of flutes now made, there is some 
thing in it. One of the latest of the great masters, 
Tschaikowsky, has shown a remarkable predilection for 
flutes, and in some of his compositions, notably the 
ii Nut Cracker” suite, he uses them in a most fascinat¬ 
ing manner. Had Mr. Lanier lived to hear this suite, 
he would doubtless have hailed it as a partial fulfilment 
of his prophecy. 
Orchestras of women, I am convinced, are bound to 
As nearly all the things women used to make at 
and the come. 
home are now made by machinery, women are looking 
about for new channels of activity, and music has, on the 
whole, proved the most congenial employment for them. 
Orchestras made up of women will have an emotional 
charm of their own, and perhaps women will be more 
willing to practice and rehearse for art’s sake and to 




CHATS WITH VOICE TEACHERS. 
VI. 
My presumption in assuming that anything from my 
pen conid be made available by vocal teachers within 
reach of The Etude has been met with less condemna¬ 
tion than it deserved. The forbearance of my friends 
in the profession in this particular is dne largely, I am 
sore, to their faith in my promise at the outset that this 
series wonld be brief. This, my final “Chat With 
Teachers,” will be nnosual in its character. We have 
hitherto considered the teacher in relation to his influ¬ 
ence upon his pupils ; we will now look for a moment on 
the influence of students and studio life upon the 
teacher. 'This is comparatively a new subject, and 
aflbrds an opportunity for introspective analysis that 
can not fail of good results. 
Primarily, let us consider character. We pass by the 
moral aspect of the question as unnecessary to consider 
fora moment, allowing the word “character” to com¬ 
prehend the nature, style, manner, address, taste, and 
all whioh bear upon one’s personality. How true it is 
that constant association with young students, under the 
circumstances governing their presence in a vocal stndio, 
strongly affects the character and disposition of the 
teacher 1 His nature may be strong j he may be forceful, 
even stern, but all will yield sooner or later to the 
unique atmosphere. The strength may be retained, 
but it will be less rugger!; many of the sharp comers 
which belong to every forceful character will be made 
smooth. High purposes may be greatly influenced, but, 
if the mind in in tune with its opportunities, the change 
will be for the better. Glimpses into the hearts and 
lives of those whose ideals even can for the tijne be con¬ 
trolled soften and subdue the nature that is at all 
alive to its fateful responsibility. How could it be 
otherwise? Then, too, the studio affords such a mosaic 
of contrasts, such a constant demand for tact and diplo¬ 
macy 1 Let the teacher begin his duties at ten in the 
morning; his first student is a sensitive -girl ; for half 
no hour he employs his faculties to encourage, 
strengthen, build up a faltering tone, and a still more 
faltering faith; 10.30 he finds himself confronted with 
Mr. Profundo Basso, whose pipe* extend to the floor, 
as merry, hearty, and gruff as the maid before him was 
dainty and shy ; in another half-hour, by the time the 
teacher’s ears are tuned and filled with the lusty tones 
of the bass, a sweet, apologetic tenor appears, and the 
teacher must again convert his thoughts into a new 
channel, curb his enthusiasm, mold himself into a 
shape and condition that shall not seem obtrusive and 
abrupt to his sweet-voiced aspirant for fame—and thus 
it goes nntil the day is ended, every lesson period bring¬ 
ing new conditions. What nature can withstand years 
of this necessity for adaptability, and not find it neces¬ 
sary to take a firm hold upon itself if it wonld retain 
any personality strictly its own ? Indeed, the supreme 
test of ability in this field is not consummated when the 
pupils have only acquired tone and interpretation. The 
character and ideals of the teacher which dominate the 
atmosphere of his studio have much to do with the dig¬ 
nity and character of many singers and many future 
studios. 
The next thing to be considered is the voice of the 
teacher. It is here that we find the greatest difference 
among professionals. Many teachers sing constantly, 
illustrating and supporting the pupil throughout the 
day ; others do not sing at all. 8ome greatly sustain 
their pupils by an elaborate accompaniment; others use 
the instrument only to coldly suggest the work to be 
done. A teacher wbosings mnst exercise great care, or his 
voice will soon become a thing of the past. He can pro¬ 
tect himself by observing these simple rules : (I) Never 
to sing a tone or phrase with the pupil. (~) ^ev®* 
sing when oral suggestion will suffice. (3) Never illus¬ 
trate except it be done in full form, and as perfectly as 
if it were being rendered in a concert-room. Many 
teachers have a habit of humming and singing snatches 
of a song in a half-suggestive fashion ; others sarcasti¬ 
cally snap out a bad tone in imitation of a pupil, as a 
sort of terrible example ; both of these are inexcusable, 
and must leave as unhappy an effect on the mind of the 
pupil as on the voice of the teacher. It is possible that 
every teacher has not taken cognizance of these things ; 
the iron hand of habit is rarely loosed. Take these 
thoughts to your work for a few days, and you may 
save yourself much future loss and inconvenience. 
And, finally, the effect of the vocal teacher’s life upon 
the nerves and health is of grave importance. It is here 
that control plays its most important part. One can not 
have taught with any degree of enthusiasm and not have 
discovered that one pupil greatly fatigues and another 
inspires, another rests and almost revives one. He has 
also found that some days he is a physical wreck before 
the work is half done, and again he seems to feel no 
fatigue, but actually improves as the day advances. All 
of which goes to show that his forces are not balanced, 
and they will not be nntil he knows the fact and takes 
himself in hand to balance them. He must know his 
pupils’ influence upon him before they arrive, and govern 
his output of force accordingly. He must examine him¬ 
self on every point, giving less here and more there, 
until he is just to all and, above all, just to himself. By 
this means he will extend his field of usefulness farther 
into the future, and enlarge his scope ; self-controlled, 
the more readily has he the controlling hand in other 
directions, and will be capable of a much greater earn¬ 
ing capacity. More important than all, however, he 
will achieve a higher average of results in his profession, 
which should be his highest incentive. Teachers have 
no more interesting study than the effect of their work 
upon them also. 
CHATS WITH STUDENTS. 
VI. 
In this, my final chat with students, I am goinj 
to recall a few topics that are important, with the idei 
that, if grouped under one head, they may be conveni 
ently referred to. It is also true, perhaps, that th< 
value of suggestion is emphasized by its being found ii 
company with other valuable suggestions. My group 
therefore, will consist of a dozen “ do n’t forgets, ” whicl 
are as follows: 
1. Don’t forget the breathing exercises before yoi 
dress in the morning and after you disrobe at night 
They may he simple in the extreme and need occup; 
but five minutes each morning and evening, hut thei 
influence upon your health and upon the health o 
your vocal tone will be immeasurable. 
2. Do n’t forget to drink a pint of not too cold wate 
half an hour before each meal; your tendency to a dr 
throat while singing must then disappear. It is als 
nature’s most grateful and vigorous tonic. 
3. Don’t forget that while one of the indispensable 
of a musician’s life is exercise, it should be taken wit 
a perfect understanding of its influence upon one’ 
strength. The work required by the teacher of physic* 
culture would make serious inroads upon that mof 
precious of a singer’s treasures—vitality ; the resource 
of which can be depended upon only when they are d< 
veloped by the special use to which it is to be put-viz 
singing. 
L Don’t forget that six weeks of steady vocal pra, 
tme followed by one week of absolute vocal silence ca 
be had seven times a year, with three additional weel 
to spare for a vacation. If the voice needs strength 
such a system rightly followed will never Jail to bring 
it, if the student’s throat is in a healthy condition. 
5. Don’t forget that to work well you must eat well. 
The thought and money expended in solving the prob¬ 
lem of your individual needs on the score of nutriment 
will bring returns out of all proportion to your expecta¬ 
tions. 
6. Do n’t forget that a singer’s vitality can not be 
bought at the store, but is a quality peculiar to the per¬ 
son—peculiar to art; evolved out of a wise combination 
of the sleeping, eating, practicing, and exercising of 
one’s own self. Caprice plays no part in the vital forces 
of a singer, except to disorganize them. 
7. Do n’t forget that mental culture is essential to 
mental strength, and any haphazard attitude to the 
former will affect the standing of the singer. Music is 
an intellectual pursuit. 
8. Don’t forget that when you are practicing singing 
you are dealing with nature’s most potential as well as 
her most subtle force, and the clearness with which jon 
grasp this fact dominates the resourcefulness in making 
art available ; only those who are reverent themselves 
inspire reverence in others. 
9. Don’t forget that the world outside the pale ol 
music looks upon the art as vague,emotional, or effemi¬ 
nate. Your privilege is so to act, to live, and to teach 
that they will recognize that music is definite, spiritual, 
and strong. What is more impressive than to note the 
influence of art upon a noble character, and its innate 
power to spread its beneficence upon all who fall within 
the circle of its influence ! 
10. Do n’t forget that you are as responsible to pos¬ 
terity for the quality of your musical advantages as yon 
are indebted to predecessors for the things you enjoy. 
Life’s art books are not balanced until we return that 
which we have received with usury. 
11. Don’t forget that while there are wide differences 
of opinion as to religions truths, the world is practically 
in accord in the view that you can put your musical 
gifts to no higher or better use than to employ them in 
the service of the church. The extreme view is that 
music is so uplifting that it is essentially a saving 
power ; the truth is that the higher one ascends both in 
art and religion, the more closely are they seen to be 
identified. 
12. Don’t forget that God’s most gracious gift to 119 
is the power to lift up and give pleasure to others. The 
singer whose soul is in touch with the infinite, hot 
whose heart is near to the children of men, has tune 
his voice. He may sing of love, of joy, of sorrow, u 
he sings truth. We give much time and thong 
training our voices ; let us also see to it that we tuneonr 
voices. 
BUREAU OF HISTORY. 
The revelations of history afford the only satisfactory 
evidences of progress. If we compare a condition ex 
ing to-day with a condition that existed a mon 
we are studying history. It is the most rations gn 
we have, whether in pursuit of art, wealth, or 
wise scholars consult precedent, and then act. e ^ 
better able to discriminate between that whit 's 
tical and that which is visionary. In short, 18 
the only foundation upon which one can hope o 
safely and well that the superstructure sba a 
history. , jf facts or 
History has but one mouth piece boo s. 
deeds have not found their chronicling e W. venot 
covers of a book, it is usually true that t jon 0f 
been of sufficient importance to attract the a ^ ^ 
the historian, and the action or the actor c meaBg 
identified with posterity, since books are t e o ^oweveri 
of identification. It does not always to 7’ ^ page, 
that because facts do not appear upon the Is^yeis an(J 
they are not worthy a place there. Whi e 0 jj,»t 
scribes catalogue important events, it is thread* 
there are, in every generation and pro ®881° ’ ^ yjt»l 
taken up and pursued with difficulty tha ^ concern- 
facts, which seemed so insignificant that e attention 
ing them, even the facts themselves, escape ^ the 
at the time of their occurrence. It is t 18 jn the 
question which interests ns at this time. 
. , profession are standing on the threshold between 
ntnries little realizing that there is a unique and 
«ve responsibility confronting us ; that responsibility 
fours because the next generation can not assume it as 
“7 it wili be too late. It consists of gathering into 
Is’convenient form for reference the material which 
I been overlooked by the page-maker in his efforts to 
keen abreast of the rush of the closing century, material 
which shall be invaluable to the future and greater his¬ 
torian The reason others can not do it as well is clear : 
we must depend much upon living witnesses, and but 
few of them remain. They will only look briefly upon 
the border land of the wonderful span of years that is 
opening up to the world, and then sigh a reluctant fare¬ 
well • whence, then, can we hope to supply the important 
links'to the chain of circumstances attendant upon the 
development of music in America? Plainly, it is our 
responsibility, and we must meet it. All that is worthy 
or characteristic of our people in a musical way has been 
the resalt of our mode of life, our atmosphere, our train¬ 
ing, our institutions ; and while it may seem to have 
been lost in the confusion of the many voices and influ¬ 
ences of our grafted population, they do exist, and will 
eventually show through, and give the inevitable, un¬ 
quenchable spirit of Americanism to the whole national 
musical fabric. It will so assert itself that it will be 
recognized and respected. It will not be a helpless con¬ 
glomerate, bowing at the whim of every breeze that 
pleases to honor it with a spasmodic breath of inspira¬ 
tion, but a sturdy, clearly defined universality of musical 
expression and thought, broader than all others because 
it absorbs them all, better than all others for the same 
reason. 
Sooner or later this people will be looked upon as the 
most musical and highly gifted people in the world. 
It is then that the true writers of our musical history 
will find their appointed task and begin their search for 
material; and the material of greatest value to them 
will be records of individual achievement ; many pure 
streams of thought and originality will be traced to their 
source and honors justly ascribed. In music only truth 
abides the test of time. Thus it is that the real historian 
must wait to make his books until time has wrecked 
untruth and swept away the rubbish, leaving the truth 
in bold relief. Is it not our most palpable duty to 
afford the future writer all the assistance in our power? 
My contribution to the special American number of The 
Etude will be apropos of the above line of thought—an 
effort to establish a bureau of inquiry covering a few 
points not yet conveniently classified for future writers. 
Let our readers give some thought to the matter ; consult 
the old people, especially the bound books of old music, 
and answer the following questions. Credit will be 
given for valuable data from time to time under the 
heading of “ Bureau of History ” : 
1. Name some of the best-known composers for the 
piano, American born, who wrote and published between 
1800 and 1850. 
-• The names of their works and publishers. It will 
he claimed that there were no composers for the piano 
during that period ; indeed they were few, and perhaps 
the best they wrote was a polka or march, but we have 
not d° 80 much with what they wrote as with the sig¬ 
nificance in the fact that they did write. Let us gather 
a 1 that is possible of their surroundings and prompt- 
lngs. By so doing we make it possible for the future 
!*riter not‘ °nly to be accurate chronologically, but to 
.ave Lis command the background of thought and 
Hupulse which gives to history its greatest charm as well 
88 truest value. 
j. ^ '8 a'so desirable to complete the list of composer! 
t?r *7 vo'ee. We all know that Oliver Shaw wrote 
stbeautiful song, “Mary’s Tears,” in 1810, and thal 
^oser composed the “Suwanee River” in 1850; bn 
forty years intervening? Were there othe: 
^ms. if so, wjla£ were y There are also facts ii 
^nnection with church music and the literature o 
w, are important to an historic sequence, all o 
com tiln *>e mat*e interesting as well as of profit. A1 
to *'°r historic bureau can be addressee 
• Greene, 489 Fifth Avenue, New York. 
peato!???1 wonderful things to-day that you ex 
no to-morrow. 
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THE AMERICAN IDEA. 
BY LOUIS ABTHUB BUSSELL. 
Some of my readers may remember that the Philoso¬ 
pher of Concord said somewhere something to the effect 
that a man could never spend too much if he spent ac¬ 
cording to his genius 1 
Emerson always upheld the thought of development 
along the line of natural tendencies, with the theory 
that nature could profitably endure any amount of push- 
energy on the part of man, when the force was applied 
according to the genius of the man. More plainly, per¬ 
haps, one may say that the best results are obtained 
when man’s energy works with nature rather than con¬ 
trariwise. The painter succeeds best when he devotes 
his time, energy, and money to the cultivation of knowl¬ 
edge, taste, and skill in painting; the musician, like¬ 
wise, finding his natural tendency, will do well to apply 
all of his forces to development along that line, and so 
on through the list of vocations and avocations. It has 
always appeared to me that nations, or, perhaps better, 
the typical people of nations, are charged with certain 
tendencies which lead or should lead them toward posi¬ 
tive goals, even as with individuals. 
I think that this principle has been entirely ignored 
in the art-world of our country, especially in music ; 
and, again, more particularly in vocal music and voice- 
culture. The tendency of art here has often conquered, 
and an American type has shown itself; but for the most 
part—and again I speak more particularly of music— 
the national tendency has been disregarded ; the class of 
genius has not been analyzed. We have spent more, 
much more, in the effort to copy foreign types than to 
discover and to develop the national type, or, rather, 
the best within us. 
My faith in the art-instinct among Americans is deep 
and complete. My own experience and observation 
have conclusively shown to me that (with perhaps the 
French excepted) no nation has shown the elasticity of 
artistic temperament constantly in evidence in America. 
Had this fact been acknowledged a century ago, or, 
even let me say a generation ago, there would at this 
time be far more of that atmosphere we all sail the seas 
;o enjoy, in that haven of our dearest dreams-Europe. 
Such spirits as Washington, Jefferson, or Franklin 
never spent much time in defining “ Americanism ; 
they never apologized for shortcomings of the young 
nation ; they saw the possibilities of the people the 
needs of the nation ; with a fine prescience they realized 
the trend of things, and, lamenting nothing, without 
apology, they went with energy with the great tide of 
revolution against the conservative theories of powers 
across the sea ; they asked no advice from Europe as 
how our country was to get along ; they, these master 
Americans, did what the genius of the people showe. 
was required ; they followed the tendency of things ; they 
did not dispute; they acquiesced without a fine8‘,on 
wfth the unmistakable current of human progress, say- 
in? “These things we will do because they are right, 
2 ul. 
notwithstanding.” These men did not y 
ever been a> fact, sin oio® i our 
Of thought and energy^vejne^nf 
own dear art, e as we have been misled, 
We have been misinformed, 
until a very superstition ba.s^me upon im,^ ^ 
not a musical people , am n , in mngiC) 
- 
but little time for m ti ht 0f —foreigners were 
indeed, «>r the art. 
sir ss- ~ 
musical matters, and at once conspired to perpetuate 
the condition. 
They told us how utterly impossible it was for us ever 
to make the best sort of music ; our language was simply 
impossible for singers’ use (ye shades of Keats and 
Shelley, not to name Shakspere, Milton, and the pel¬ 
lucid Spenser!); our temperaments were not attuned to 
music ; we could make money and spend it; we could 
make machines and work them ; we could make laws 
and keep them ; but music, according to these shrewd 
ones, was out of our line. We might, perhaps, sing a 
bit if we would do it in Italian, and we might even 
play a few tunes on the pianoforte if only we would be 
sure to do it according to the German method; this 
much, and very little more, was graciously accorded us 
by the freaks who came from Europe to get rich with 
the money of dupes here in America. 
So the land languished musically under the feet of 
the Italian siDging-masters and the German pianoforte 
teachers, many of whom were, doubtless, excellent musi¬ 
cians, though so misguided as to the American’s musical 
possibilities. 
But at last a still, small voice was heard, and it grew 
quickly to the force of a great national art slogan ; the 
cry was for “American Art,” and it is still growing, 
until some day, with a change of form, perhaps, we will 
reach the real meaning of the voice—not a cry for mere 
national characteristics, but, far better, a call for the 
highest ideals and the firmest confidence in the possi¬ 
bilities of music in America! Already the “freak” 
foreigner has almost disappeared, though we still suffer 
from the bugaboo of Italianism in voice-culture. 
Many yet hug fondly the idea that we must not sing 
English if we would sing well ; but even that long-loved 
fallacy and folly is giving way, and some day we shall 
merely know the meaning of the songs we hear in 
church or concert. 
We are gradually, also, getting away from the thought 
that if we are to have an American “style” it must be 
built upon a primitive folk-song. 
We are growing to realize that the class of folk-eoDg 
such as mark the people’s music amoDg the Slavs, the 
gypsies, and other semi-oriental and, to us, picturesque 
peoples, was never possible in America, where a peas¬ 
antry, with its peculiar emotional though non-intellect¬ 
ual conditions of existence, never obtained. The music 
of negro slaves or of Indian savages can never serve 
our spirits with emotions, as we have hoped, in our 
search for Americanism. 
So, while music in America is a growing fact, growing 
in seriousness and in accepted importance, yet there 
appear no very strong evidences of Americanism; and I 
return to my original proposition. We have not sought 
deeply enough yet for the true way to reach the result 
we all desire—viz., a better and more complete musical 
life in America. 
Let me close with this statement: We send to Europe 
from one thousand to two thousand students of music 
annually. Of these it is fair to assume that more than 
half are vocalists. The great majority of these students 
(there are estimated to 1* from three to four thousand 
American students in Europe the year through) are 
the successes of our own studios, whose prospects are 
bright enough to warrant the great outlay of expense a 
sojourn in Europe costs. 
Well; we don’t hear of their great aDd promised 
success. Why ? 
I think the great cause of failure is in the fact that 
they have been taken out of their element; their genins 
had its trend, which, while at home, perhaps was 
allowed a certain sway in the process of culture. The 
student sang beautifully in church or concert here at 
home, hut the European maestro changes all of that ; 
the student must do what hc-an Italian, German, or 
Frenchman—would like to have her do, no matter what 
her qualifications are; no matter what her future art- 
life is to lie ; she must go throngh the routine of opera 
repertoire; she mnst study diction in every language but 
her own. She is made into a nondescript; she can do 
nothing well at the end of three years. She can talk 
Italian opera, German “ Lieder,” French “chansons,” 
etc. She knows a lot of things, but she can not sing in 
opera, for there is no opera-house in her town, and she is 
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not big enough for New York. She is quite too big to 
sing in church ; she can not sing oratorio, for she can not 
accomplish either the style or the English she once sang 
so sweetly. Alas! she is no longer an American girl, with 
a sweet, pure voice and a good enunciation. She has 
been undone by the foreign idea. 
Now, this ends my plea for the American idea. We 
have, during the last generation or less, been seeking for 
an American idea in music, and up to the present it has 
really not appeared—at least not so strongly marked as 
to be recoguiznbie. If we cease this fruitless search, 
and, instead, engage ourselves in the search for the best 
within our reach, we shall at once find the object of our 
quest. 
That is all we want—the best, and the truth, through 
us as Americans. 
This is all that is necessary. When we search for the 
best that is within us, casting aside this yearning for a 
something characteristically American, we shall soon 
find our dearest desire. 
As a first step toward the naming of our country as 
musical, let us be faithful to ourselves and our ideals; 
let us cease playing ape,—cease to copy,—say and do 
what is within us, rather than attempt to express what 
we have heard from across the seas. 
The American idiom is of the last importance ; it 
may never show itself in onr musical statements; if so, 
perhaps it were best, for music to be of the best type, 
mast express the universal emotion. 
Perhaps, when we have recovered from this present 
Kuropophobia, this severe attack of Americomania, we 
will cease to cry for a national style, and turn our 
attention to causes and effects. We may then learn 
wherein we may attain the heights ; we will study our 
trend ; we will realize our powers ; we will justify 
the poets who have used so well the English language ! 
Lacking congenial conditions for opera, sack as has held 
the attention of Europe so long, we may find a place or 
a class of music-work which, while fitting the American 
spirit, will also offer a proper and sympathetic source of 
delight, profit, and development in the mnsic life for 
the thousands of beautifal English speaking voices all 
abont us, the thousands of zealous and talented stu¬ 
dents of instruments, the numberless amateurs, who 
love music for its own sake alone. 
The possibilities of church music in America are 
nneqaaled in the world ; chorus singing is almost ele¬ 
mental with Americans, and the orcheetra is the yet 
nutried realm to which the American youth looks with 
yearning spirit, waiting only to be called. If wo need 
it, the opera will soon come, for the spirit of to-day 
conquers all desirable things. But, whatever we do, let 
ns do it like Americans—bravely, confidently, with onr 
whole might, with onrselves, our own material, our own 
language, to our own peop'e. 
Let os throw aside all obscuring processes, all shady 
traditions, all foreign idiom, all pretenses, and, taking 
this lovely voice of the spirit close to heart, lay it bare, 
, warm, throbbing, in plain, comprehensible form, before 
the unawakened American mind ; teach that it is onrs 
right here at home ; that it fits ns, fits our language, fits 
onr musical instrument, finds happy abode in onr sonls 
just as surely, just as delightfully as if we were of 
European birth. 
The abiding-place of music is no man’s native land • 
music is a welcome guest in every breast, and comes 
gladly with its sad, sweet, or joyous message to every 
willing heart. Its home is not here; it is a messenger, 
voicing the spirit of eternal things here and beyond’ 
whence it comes ! Let ns, then, believe that this voice 
speaks to ns with all other men. 
Few American singers, male or female, are willing to 
work patiently. They think that in a year or two from 
the time they begin they should be “finished ” singers. 
They like to display what is naturally good in the voice. 
They count the time lost that is spent in bringing ont 
and developing that which is weak. They itch for pub¬ 
lic applause, and, gaining it easily by certain means, 
they think that they have touched the goal; whereas 
they are worse off than those who know, to their sorrow 
that they are only at the very beginning.—Phi lip Hale 
in “ ilunical Record." 
THE ETUDE 
WHERE IS THE AMERICAN SONG? 
BY J. LAWBKNCK EBB. 
When the newspaper correspondents wrote their de¬ 
scriptions of the war with Spain, their accounts all 
agreed that the national anthem seemed to be not The 
Star-spangled Banner” or “America,” but “A Hot 
Time in the Old Town To-night.” This fact is an indi¬ 
cation of a remarkable tendency in American music 
during the past three or four years—namely, the tend¬ 
ency toward the “coon song”and “ragtime.” In fact, 
a superficial view would seem to point to that kind of 
music as the only American music ; everywhere can be 
heard the strains of “the popular song of the day”— 
truly an ephemeral creation, a nine days’ wonder, as it 
were_a monstrosity, dignified by the name of mnsic. 
The small boy whistles or shouts it, the society girl 
tbnmps it on her piano, and the hurdy-gurdy grinds it 
out by thehour. Everybody hasthe fever. There seems 
no oasis in this desert of the “popular American song. 
Why is this condition ? Surely there is enough music 
that is popular and yet good ; j ust as surely there is an 
abundance of mnsic that is good and yet popular. It is 
not that the supply is not adequate to the demand. Is 
it not a direct result of the conditions that obtain in onr 
American life of to-day in all its manifestations? We 
strive. We hurry. We seek new fields to conquer. 
Like the butterfly, we flit from flower to flower, content 
if there be but a hint of sweetness. We do not care to 
linger. One flower is as good as another, and a sip is 
all we want of it. Just so in our art. To the vast 
majority, a brightly colored chromo gives as much 
enjoyment as a painting by a great master ; the latest 
music-hall song excites as much admiration as an aria 
from one of the great operas. And the reason is not 
hard to find. We work at such high pressure that there 
is no energy left to devote to the higher things of the 
intellect and the heart. We become dabsters and dilet¬ 
tanti instead of amateurs. Hence, anything that tickles 
the ear for a moment, that jingles well for a few days, 
attracts the attention, to the exclusion of the better 
things which we can not appreciate because we do not 
take the trouble to find out what is good and why it is 
so. 
, - |--—~ « ~ **-*-* 
when native American composers have been doing s 
much work or of such high rank. And we must no 
lose sight of the fact that there must be a demand fo 
good work, or it will not be produced in great quantity 
Hence, it is a sign of greatest encouragement to se 
how the publishers of the land are presenting a continu 
ous stream of new music of considerable excellence, am 
much of lasting merit. It is not the spray on the beau 
that shows the ocean’s power nearly so mnch as th 
slow, quietly moving tide. And so let us hope that i 
is not the frothy, effervescent nothings, which we hea 
and deplore, that represent the trend of music i: 
America, but the works of sterling worth produced b 
our younger men and women. It speaks well for th 
future of musical art in America that MacDowell, Chad 
wick, Shelley, I oote, and a host of others justas worth 
ol mention, are still in their prime, some indeed jus 
beginning the really serious work of their lives. Thei 
works are rapidly gaining a hearing, and frequently i: 
the same circles where the objectionable “ music ” ha 
heretofore reigned undisputed. And a hearing is al 
that is necessary. With people as intelligent as th 
average American, all that is needed is a systemati 
presentation of the better thing, and its adoption i 
sure. 
So let us be of good courage ; our publishers want t 
spread the sale of good music—it pays them. Our com 
posers are writing it ; compare them as a body wit 
those of any other land, and then be glad you are a 
n«TK7' fi ’ m°8t important of aU. our People ai 
never satisfied for any length of time with an inferic 
article. Even our commercialism is sometimes a goo 
thing when manifested in this direction 
Ut us wait hopefully for the break of day ; it is a 
ready dawn. J ’ 
'-“‘c ui uiemseives. 
AN AMERICAN SCHOOL OF SINGING. 
BY W. J. BALTZELL. 
It is very common for foreign teachers of singing to 
praise American voices, and the success of many singers 
of American birth adds force to the statement. 
It is true that the number of successful American 
singers is not so very great, but we must not forget that 
it is, comparatively, but a few years that systematic pur¬ 
suit of the vocal art has been entered upon by Ameri¬ 
cans. 
I believe that'Americans are very likely to make bet¬ 
ter singers than players; for the American tempera¬ 
ment, joined to a good physical equipment, is better 
fitted to excel in singing, which is so greatly mental in 
its nature, than in the more mechanical study of instru¬ 
mental technic. The mental qualities, so distinctive of 
the American, are just the qualities that are demanded 
for artistic singing. 
One thing is remarkable, on looking over the history 
of singing and singers in this country, and that is the 
preponderance of women over men in the nnmber who 
have attained to eminence as professionals. This I 
should explain by the fact that men have naturally kept 
to business life, and but a small number, compared to 
women, have taken up the life of a public singer. In 
later years the field of concert and stage work has be¬ 
come more remunerative and attractive. For that 
reason, I think, the next ten years will see an increase in 
the nnmber of men in the ranks of American singers of 
eminence. One thing more is needed to develop an 
American school of singing, especially opera, and that 
is a reform in the popular opinion of the moral quality 
of those who sing in opera companies. Whether or not 
the prevailing opinion is justified is not a matter for 
argument here. It is undoubtedly true that many a 
girl of splendid vocal endowments, mental and physi¬ 
cal, has been held back from the higher planes of vocal 
study simply because her parents, fixed in their Puri¬ 
tanic ideas, feared she would enter the ranks of profes¬ 
sional opera-singers. 
In order to get experience a girl is told to go in the 
chorus. Many will not, and as many more would not be 
allowed by parents or guardians ; and others say, with 
truth, that in the average chorus they do not get the 
training they should have to fit them for the better 
parts, and what they do get is a matter of slow acqui¬ 
sition. If we had a school for opera in which pupils not 
only received singing lessons, but could get actual experi¬ 
ence in stage drill and discipline, there is no doubt that 
American dramatic singers would, in the course ol time, 
stand on a par with those of any other nation, and the 
number of stars of the first magnitude would not be 
small either. 
The public is being appealed to in behalf of orchestra 
enterprises, choral organizations, festival associations, 
string quartets ; let the singers assert their rights an 
demand equal opportunities for their branch of the ait, 
the establishment of permanent opera, and a school o 
the vocal and dramatic art. 
NORDICA’S ADVICE TO YOUNG SINGERS. 
“A gibl who is laying the foundation ol a ronstfal 
career should not allow herself to think of her possi ^ 
future appearances in public. Nor must she expet 
be told just what degree of greatness she will deteop^ 
certain conditions being granted and certain sums 
money being expended. She must work and wa 
And, least of all, must she be led to fancy that a 
voice is a sufficient equipment. Many other qua 
are only too necessary.” 0f 
This is the advice which Lillian Nordica, 
America’s few great prima donnas, oilers to the_ m g 
tudes of young girls whose ambitions are along t 
of her own success. . , 
“Fancy a mass of beautiful granite,” sai 0 ^ 
“standing ready to l>c wrought into a wonder u ^ 
dral. Bat how useless is the mere stone wit o ^)r 
intelligence to plan, the skill to accompli8 , 
and the patience and the time! And this '3 pIftCC01I1. 
analogous to the case of a good voice without t e 
paniment of sound musical training, education i 
lines, patience, determination, and humility. 
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Zbc Evolution of Hmevtcan flRustc. 
BY LOUIS C. ELSON. 
To those who are enjoying the present musical harvest 
0f America, who hear opera in New York in a manner 
' 110 the performances of Fans or of London, who 
listen to an orchestra in Boston the equal, and possibly 
the superior, of any similar orgauization in Europe, who 
find skilful and learned composers of native birth m 
every large American city, it must be astonishing to 
learn that all the seeds which led to so great a result 
were planted within the century. 
The giant strides which our country has made in lit¬ 
erature and in painting have been outdone by the won¬ 
derful progress made in music. To examine the last 
century in America from the musician’s standpoint is 
to view an artistic desert with scarcely even the tiniest 
oasis to break its dreariness. 
The beginnings are to be sought for in New England, 
for although English opera found shelter in New York 
long before it was tolerated in New England, musical 
organizations and systematic musical study had their 
inception in this country in Massachusetts. 
When the Pilgrim Fathers landed at Plymouth, they 
brought with them only five tunes, not printed, but tra¬ 
ditional ; and as they held all secular music to be a snare 
of Satan, these melodies were the entire music of the 
colony at the outset. Among these tunes were “Old 
Hand red” and “ York.” A conference of the Rev. 
Thomas Weld, John Eliot, and Richard Mather led to 
an extension of the art and to the printing of the Bay 
Psalm book in 1640. Even the slight advance made by 
this early colonial book was regarded as heretic and 
sacrilegious by many who held that sacred matters ought 
not to be tampered with. The old tunes were regarded 
from a religious and not from an artistic standpoint, and 
the Puritan always doffed his cap when he heard the 
melody of any one of them. 
The Bay Psalm-book had difficulty enough in bring¬ 
ing the words of the Psalms to fit the few melodies 
allowed, and the poetry was often of a strange and aston¬ 
ishing construction. Here is an example : 
" I as a stranger am become 
Unto my bretherren, 
Am! am an aliant unto 
My mother's cbilderven ” ; 
which is no worse than many other versifications which 
might be cited from the scarce volume. It was not 
fonnd necessary to print the tunes. 
For fifty years this volume was the outer boundary of 
the musical art in New England, and less than ten tunes 
were employed. In 1690 a volume with appended tunes 
was printed in Boston (probably the first music-printing 
m America), which contained fourteen melodies in all. 
In a book printed in England in 1673 we read : “ In 
Boston there are no musiciaus by trade. A dancing- 
school was set up, but put down ; a fencing-school is 
allowed.” 
it is interesting to note the gradual rebellion against 
the unmusical order of things from the early part of the 
neit Mntnry. New volumes of tunes began to appear 
89011 a^ter 1700, and seem to have been sought for with 
^me avidity. But the prejudice against instrumental 
rapport of the melodies was not yet vanquished. John 
otton had written, even in the earlier days, “ Nor doe 
wee forbid the use of any instrument therewithal; so 
at the attention to the instrument does not divert the 
j. ar* ':oni attention to the matter of song ” ; but the pub¬ 
lic would not entirely echo this liberal sentiment. It is 
and'° D°^Ce while the organ was held to be wicked 
viol V'°'ln was looked upon with abhorrence, the 
ani°U e"° W8S re8ar<l®d as rather godly than otherwise, 
in qWM e 'r^ a*IuMtted to the support of church music 
rej^.ussac*lusetts. One instance is on record of a person 
for U Princely 8alary of seventy dollars per annum 
on ^ 'i^ln8 d in church ! But this was somewhat later 
tvi(j°te'en la *-his instrumental matter it is easy 
nc®s of dissatisfaction among the more 
natures which had the misfortune to be hedged in amid 
such ascetic surroundings. In 1713 Mr. Brattle, a 
devout member of the still existing Brattle Square 
Church, gave by will an organ to this society. He pro¬ 
poses in this document that the instrument shall be 
built in London, that it must be accepted by the church 
within a year of his decease, and very slyly brings in 
Scriptural authority for his action by recommending 
the society to “procure a sober person to play skil¬ 
fully thereon with a loud noise.” 
Should the church not accept the gift, it was to be 
offered to the Church of England in Boston, the present 
King’s ChapeL The Brattle Square society promptly 
voted that they “did not think it proper to use the 
same in the publick worship of God,” and it was set up 
in the building, still standing, at the corner of School 
and Tremont Streets—the King’s Chapel. Consterna¬ 
tion reigned in Boston at this triumph of ungodliness, 
and Cotton Mather, in his usual Thursday evening lec¬ 
ture (a prayer-meeting service), denounced the whole 
town for such an abomination of wickedness. 
In 1717 Boston inaugurated a singing society, but the 
remonstrances against any change in the square-cut 
music of the church were many. Some cried out against 
reading music at sight—that it was “Popish” ; and 
others even went so far as to state that ‘‘the names 
of the notes are blasphemous ” ! 
The leaven was in the meal, however, and very soon 
even concerts were begun in Boston. Hawthorne, in his 
“Old News,” in “Twice-told Tales,” alludes to Mr. 
Dipper giving a concert in the New England metropolis. 
Here is its advertisement, taken Irom “ The Post-boy 
of February 2, 1761 : 
MR. DIPPER’S PUBLICK CONCERT 
I MaS and man, of them accompanied by two trench 
IOTICKETSt<^behadof Mr^KiSardliilUngs^n^^^^Mt1^'®®*^ 
n<Tat Green BiuneM’s frinting-OSceln Queen-Street, at Half a 
Jollar each. 
And after this there were many concerts given in 
I os ton. There were still many, however, who held the 
itudy of music to be positively wicked-a wilful waste ol 
,ime in an unnecessary pursuit. . 
Nor was the prejudice against the organ overcome for 
, Tong time after this ; as late as 1790 the feeling was so 
itr0ng that when the Brattle Square Church at las 
Jecided to buy an organ, and the instrument had arrived 
from Loudon, one of the wealthy members of the con- 
relation offered to reimburse the church for its outlay, 
S give an equal sum to the poor of Boston, if they would 
nL his employees to throw the mstrument into the 
“ SV 
. rtf Rnafcon wrote to the rich merchant, Mr. 
E„gi„d Mu-tic, »■» —“r “ 
.New c, g them, instead of money, 
them in8t snch frivolities, entitled 
c V w this time (November 7, 1<86, is the exact 
that at about this t ffi . a6forraedin the little datejaperman^tsmgmgjciety ^ ^ 
—1 
X, stUl exists, the oldest musical organization » 
America. entirely without composers at this 
Nor was Am lta of their labors were not 
time’alttfc C-thechiefofth-, 
always artistic , weu look askance at 
and ai though the ,, and 8impier chorals, yet, 
some of bis fug amid which this first 
considering the 8U” np and the many difficulties 
American musician fe much more credit 
which beset his pat , ivea. Born in Boston, 
to him than he generally receives. 
October 7, 1746, he became a tanner by trade, and aU 
his musical studies were obtained at the crude “sing¬ 
ing-school ” or by the reading of the vague prefaces to 
the psalm-books of his time. He seems to have been 
impressed with the fact that composers often broke their 
own rules, and therefore he held his “exceptions” to 
be quite excusable ; his final conclusion is quaint 
enough : “So, in fact, I think it is best for every com¬ 
poser to be his own learner.” Spite of all his glaring 
imperfections (of which he himself became partially 
conscious a little later on) Billings was a good influence 
in his day. It may be doubted whether New England 
would have accepted anything better than the rough 
products of his muse at this epoch, and his original and 
characteristic melodies were an important factor of the 
Revolutionary War. It is the easiest matter in the 
world to sneer at Billings, for he was somewhat con¬ 
ceited, very eccentric, of misshapen person, untidy and 
poor, and his attempts at contrapuntal construction 
often become comical, hut he was the untutored singer 
of an untutored race, and his free melodies certainly 
broke the ice of the Calvinistic psalm singing that had 
long fettered New England. He died in Boston, Sep¬ 
tember 29, 1800. 
The instrumental compositions of America did not 
begin until well along in the present century. In a 
newspaper dated December 14,1768, we find an advertise¬ 
ment of “Harpsichords and Spinnets,” but there were 
so few of these either in Boston or New York that the 
mnsic teacher generally allowed the use of his own 
instrument to the pupil for purposes of practice. The 
favorite pieces which were played at the end of the last 
century, apart from those of foreign origin, were “ The 
President’s March ” (which afterward became “ Hail 
Colombia ”) and “ Washington’s March,” both barmon 
ized in an agonizing manner. The highest price paid 
for lessons at the beginning of the century was about a 
dollar apiece ; the length of the lesson is not specified in 
any of the advertisements that the present writer has 
been able to collect, but was probably an hour. The 
pieces taught were largely marches, with an occasional 
“battle-piece,” as “The Battle of Roshach ” (in the 
last century), and, a little later on, “ 1 be Battle of New 
Orleans,” “The Battle of Navarino,” “The Battle of 
Prague,” successively, and a host of other sanguinary 
bits of piano slaughter. 
At this time symphonic music also had its beginnings 
in America. In 1789 there was an adventurous olioe 
player in the band of a Hanoverian regiment in Ger¬ 
many ; his name was Gottlieb Graupner. Moved wilh 
a desire to see the world, as Boon as liis military term 
had expired he went to London, and there, in 1791, he 
became a member of the first prominent orchestra of 
Europe,—the one directed by Haydn,—the organization 
brought together by Salomon for the production of 
the six first “ English Symphonies ” of that master. 
A few years later we find this restless aon of the muses 
in Prince Edward’s Island, on this side of the Atlantic. 
A little later, in 1797, he is in Charleston, 8. C., and 
finally, in 1798, the rolling atone settles permanently in 
Boston. It is an epoch-making year for America in 
music, for the enthusiastic musician is a more thor¬ 
oughly trained musician than Billings, who is at this 
time considered the bright, particular star of the di 
vine art. In a few years Graupner has gathered about 
him such players, almost all amateurs, as there are in 
Boston, and the “ Philharmonic Orchestra ” is born. 
This pioneer orchestra of America liegan its career in 
1810, with less than a dozen members, and it* classic 
aspirations were generally lionnded by the symphonies 
of Gyrowetz; toward the end of it* eleven years of 
existence it attained even to the height of an occasional 
Haydn symphony ! 
Meanwhile there was an advance in sacred music 
being made at Park Street Church, that orthodox 
society which was so fixed in the theology of the 
time that its very location wa* known a* “Brim¬ 
stone Corner.” Park Street Church was not infected 
with the church-organ heresy, and in the early year* 
of the century it gave its hymns to the accompani 
ment of a flute, a bassoon, aud a violoncello. But its 
sacred music was of a higher quality tbau had been 
customary in America up to that time. A peace jubilee 
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helil in Boston to celebrate the end of the War of 1812 
canned the vocal and instrumental forces to nnite, the 
result being so effective that the Handel and Haydn 
Society was born, giving ita first concert on the evening 
of Christmas, 1815, with a force of ninety male voices, 
ten female voices, an orchestra of less than a dozen, and 
the King's Chapel organ. 
A half-dozen years later we find Boston possessing a 
musical journal; “ Enterpiad, or Musical Intelligencer 
und Ladies’ Gazette,” is the imposing title of a little 
semi-monthly, edited by John It. Parker, Milk Street, 
which set sail in 1821 (or rather at the end of 1820) 
with the forcibly rhymed motto: 
•• By Music united be all human kind, 
And Friendship shall rivet what Harmony joined.” 
In tracing the evolution of American music and 
musical performance from its crude beginning we have 
given nearly all of onr attention to New England, yet 
this is but natural, for, while all these efforts and ad¬ 
vances were made in and around Boston, New York had 
doue but little in the field of permanent musical organ- 
izttion or of composition. Opera bad been heard in New 
York while Boston was quite innocent of it, but Boston 
had already founded its pioneer musical associations when 
New York began her Zion Musical Society, in 1823. 
Philadelphia had a more cultivated musical taste in 
the last century than either Boston or New York, and 
occasionally large concerts took place there, but it pos¬ 
sessed no permanent musical societies which might be 
compared to those of Boston, and, although one of its 
resident composers gave "The President's March” 
(" Hail Columbia ") to the nation, Philadelphia did not 
torn to the singing school and the oratorio with the 
avidity of the northern city. Yet as early as May 4, 
1788, Philadelphia had a concert beyond anything up to 
that time attempted in America. It was a charity 
concert and took place in the Reformed German Church 
in Kaoe Street. The vocal forces on this occasion num¬ 
bered 230, and the orchestra had filty performers—a 
tremendous combination for so long ago. 
In speaking of the evolution of music in our country 
one must pay tribute to the foreign elements which 
greatly influenced it In Boston I)r. G. K. Jackson, an 
English "Mns. Doc.,” helped matters on, while the 
debt to the German, Graupner, is incalculable; in 
Philadelphia there were good German musicians who 
guided the public taste in its incipient stages ; in the 
West, soon after the events above chronicled, the 
German influence took the form of the “ Maennerchor ” 
and molded musical appreciation. Finally, American 
composers arose who did not, like Billings, believe in 
being “their own learners,” bnt studied earnestly and 
conscientiously abroad, finding no fount of inspiration 
in art at home. 
It is not so long ago that there was a contemptuous 
F.nglish saying which queried, "Who reads an Ameri¬ 
can book?” Yet today I-ongfellow, Bret Harte, 
Lowell, Whitman, Mark Twain, and beets of other 
American writers on the most diverse topics find as 
enthusiastic a bearing on the transatlantic shore as 
upon this side. In a similar manner the present writer 
can remember a time when lieinecke inquired of him 
about American mnaic, knowing nothing of the subject, 
when Gade wished to know if there was any earnest 
musical study in our country ; and now the works of 
some of even our younger composers are sought for by 
Eoropean publishers, and one can frequently hear 
American music in the concert-rooms of Paris, of 
london, or of Leipsic. 
An especial phase in this development has been the 
amount of study in the higher musical branches by 
American Indies. Yonng as America is in its musical 
growth, there is probably no country which has such an 
array of worthy female composers, and their large pro¬ 
portion to their male competitors is one of the most 
striking features of American music. 
Bvendsen, Rubinstein, and other eminent European 
musicians have expressed their opinion that there wonld 
never lie a female composer who would take rank with 
the great masters, but they may yet be proven in the 
wrong, and the first great female composer that the 
world shall possess may come to it because of the won¬ 
derful evolution of music in America. 
THE ETUDE 
Zbc Hmertcan Conservatories. 
BY CHARLES H. MORSE. 
The properly equipped conservatory of music offers 
the same advantages to those who wish to become 
thorough and expert musicians that a first-class techni¬ 
cal school, like the Boston Institute of Technology, or 
Stevens’s Institute, of Hoboken, N. Y., provides for 
those who seek a practical and technical scientific edu¬ 
cation. 
No form of musical education is so productive of good 
results as that afforded by a fine conservatory. Private 
teachers can not compete with such schools—for the 
conservatory offers all the advantages of the best private 
instructors, and a great many more. To the best 
teachers, specialists in each branch, are added carefully 
selected libraries, lectures (on history, theory, sound, 
and art in general), analyses of the master-works, 
courses of concerts, specially planned for the pupils, a 
systematic and broadly planned course of study de¬ 
signed to make musicians, and the very valuable stu¬ 
dents' concerts and normal courses for teachers, with 
the tremendous stimulus of association with other 
students. 
Breadth of musicianship or character is seldom ac¬ 
quired with a private teacher or by private lessons. The 
best of us are helped by the stimulus of competition 
and kept from becoming narrow and stale by the con¬ 
stant variety of school life. 
The advantages of a conservatory are also of just as 
much importance to those who do not wish to become 
professional musicians, for progress is most rapid in 
well-graded classes, and thus we save both time and 
money. 
In no country has there been such a rapid and note¬ 
worthy development of the class-training idea as in our 
own. 
Our common schools are our glory, the safeguard of 
our republican institutions. In them we make men 
and women, and we never think of substituting private 
instruction for them. In each private school, academy, 
and college classes, match our boys and girls with one 
another in generous rivalry, making them self-reliant, 
broad, and alert; ready for the serious battle of life. 
So strong is this influence that it has given us our 
ablest men and women—often from only a common- 
school education. 
Naturally, our first development has been along the 
line of the material, and many business enterprises of 
colossal magnitude, which astonish the world, have 
been originated and successfully carried out by our 
public, our country district school-boys. With our great 
material prosperity comes, naturally, a seeking for the 
refinements of life, the culture of art and letters, and 
all that makes life beautiful and happy. 
To music, the “ art universal,” we turn at once, and 
nothing is too good for us. We must have all that is 
best. The greatest artists, the most famous teachers are 
sought and welcomed. 
Inherently, we are an extremely musical people ; 
quick, nervous, sympathetic, and art-loving. 
We haveonly begun our musical development. During 
the first half of this century many feeble attempts were 
made to establish schools of music. Lowell Mason, 
with his associates and followers, did great good by 
their musical institutes. A few of our gifted boys 
sought the European conservatories for advantages im¬ 
possible at home, returning with the musical and 
general culture of an older civilization and large ideals 
and ambition for musical work here. 
-- -L-il/CII 1 
jie—a poor boy of limited education, but great lovi 
music-to establish the New England Conservato 
Music, in 1853 ; and his unwearied patience, business 
broad, sympathetic nature, and strong faith in God 
man made him just the man to head such a pioneer, 
in musical education. The value of his apostleshit 
not be overestimated. He saw, clearly, the mu 
future of this people, and he gave his life-wit 
reserve—to one thought and purpose, the establishment 
of popular education in music for the masses. 
To him we owe the American conservatory of music 
with its graded classes, broad, eclectic curriculum, and 
low tuition. 
His example is bearing rich and richer fruitage each 
year. Conservatories are springing up everywhere; 
every academy, preparatory school, college, and uni¬ 
versity of any note must have its department of music, 
and we are now able to give as good a musical education 
in our best conservatories as can be obtained anywhere 
in the Old World. 
Oar conservatories are practical. Their low tuition 
makes a musical education possible to the common peo¬ 
ple, from whom come our greatest men and women. 
“We have in the conservatory class the practical appli¬ 
cation of public-school methods to the study of music, and 
the results are just as noteworthy as in any otherstudy. 
Again, the atmosphere of the school is of the utmost 
benefit, and a necessity to one who would be a broad and 
well-rounded musician. In a properly equipped conserva¬ 
tory only is there a continuous and harmonious musical 
development. No private instruction can accomplish 
the same results. ” The benefits of such schools in every 
community can not be overestimated. 
Nothing brings such happiness, universally, as music, 
and no other art is so pure. The more good musical 
education we have, the better citizenship. 
In thorough musical training in our public schools 
and higher institutions, and in the true missionary work 
of our conservatories (our public schools in music) and 
their pupils, we have abundant promise of future devel¬ 
opment in all that refines and ennobles a people. 
May the time soon come when our wealthy men and 
women shall liberally endow great schools of music, and 
we shall have in every city (large and small) of onr 
broad land fully equipped conservatories, where scholar¬ 
ships shall provide tuition for the gifted ones who can 
not otherwise have lessons, and the first musicians of 
this country shall consecrate their lives to the develop- ^ 
ment of American musicianship. 
THE AMERICAN HARVEST. 
BY GEOBGE LEHMANN. 
The American student has long been suffering wit 
hysteric adulation of foreign institutions. The sta¬ 
ling advantages offered him in his own country d" in e 
with his insatiable craving for the pedagogy of Ger 
many. Afflicted with an intense admiration for Eorope, 
the fine possibilities of home-study remain hi on 
beyond his mental vision. Germany is yet his Mecca, 
and his own country is but a Nazareth of gloomy so 
despicable proportions. . 
At home the American student bestows on his art 689 
time and energy than are required for the lowliest voca 
tions ; and because his progress is commensnrate wi ^ 
his zeal and application, he unthinkingly con em 
what he makes n.o serious effort to comprehend. 
In Europe he is engrossed with but one am * ® 
His time, his thoughts, his energy and vitality—a 
absorbed in feverish aspirations ; and he worn er. 
this new life encourages new thoughts, new hopWi ^ 
firmer resolution, and that knowledge and abi i} 
replace old-time incompetence. 
The American student soon must realize that ta ^ 
well as in Europe, he can work out his own sa va 
art. He must broaden the horizon of his ol)Ser™re]8 
He must shake off the spell which withering 
have woven on a past generation. On that soi ^.]eg 
some day, his talents will enrich, his bar es 
must be fought and won. The ground has eeo 
and the seed has been sown. The harvest is no 
weak, but the strong. 
THE ETUDE 
Gbe flDustc teachers’ flattonal association. 
BY A. J. GANTVOORT. 
the isolated life of the music teacher in the smaller 
towns and cities of this large country of ours is some¬ 
times rather detrimental to the progress both of that 
ler and the pupils in his charge. The real live 
teacher who teaches, not only as a means of earning a 
livelihood, hut also because he really loves the work, in 
80ite of all its cares and unpleasant episodes, is thor¬ 
oughly aware of the truth of this assertion, and has 
always sought for means of avoiding his own mental and 
musical stagnation, by professional intercourse with his 
As the peculiar circumstances surrounding each teacher 
in his field of work are (or at least were at one time) not 
conducive to much professional intercourse between 
teachers located in the same town or city, there arose a 
demand for an association of teachers of music in all its 
branches. 
It was early in the “seventies ” that this demand for 
professional intercourse took form in the attempt to 
organize local conventions of teachers, by annual meet¬ 
ings of the music teachers of two or three counties, at 
someplace easily accessible to all, and under the leader¬ 
ship of a musician acceptable to the majority of the 
teachers resident in the vicinity. 
There are those who undervalue the work of these con¬ 
ventions of many years ago, hut to me they have always 
seemed the harbingers of real musical progress, because 
they awakened popular interest to such a degree that a 
teacher who did not attend such meetings was often 
looked upon by his patrons as the least unprogressive. 
Gradually the possibly great mission of music impressed 
itself upon the mind of educators who were in position 
to observe its influence, and, after repeated individual 
efforts at solving the difficulties in the way of a general 
extension of its use as an educator, it was felt that only 
by extended organized effort could this be accomplished. 
Earnest musicians everywhere felt that their art was too 
noble to be considered as a merely harmless form of 
amusement, and to obtain the desired recognition of the 
dignity of the art it was necessary that musicians them¬ 
selves should agree upon some standards of excellence, 
by discussions among each other as to the methods aDd 
purposes of musical instruction in all its branches. 
It is quite possible that the founders themselves did 
not fully recognize the possibilities contained within 
such an organization even after it was once begun, and 
>t is certain that they builded even better than they 
knew when a few earnest men met together in the city 
of Delaware, 0., on December 26, 1876, and formed the 
Music Teachers’ National Association. The honor of 
being the one who made the first meeting not only pos- 
8ible, hut a real success, through his persistent and un- 
tiring efforts, belongs undoubtedly to Mr. Theodore 
Presser, who, as the teacher of music in the Female 
■ eminary at Delaware, secured the free use of the neces- 
sory halls, communicated with the leading musicians, 
ormulated the plans, and secured the cooperation of a 
number of practical men, willing to give time and 
nergy toward the successful organization of such an 
^fiation. Among those closely associated with him 
tb e^0rk are forever to be remembered the names of 
Hoot.^r' ^eD "Yonrjf'e, Karl Merz, and George F. 
i who are no more among us, and a number of 
(T lcians whose activity in musical matters is recognized 
JR" M most valuable, such as George W. Chaff- 
/Mthen of Olivet, Mich.), W. 8. B. Mathews, Luther 
u' f°n' Fred- W. Root, A. A. Stanley, Carl Klanser, 
Pill ar^t, N. Coe Stewart, H. S. Perkins, J. H. 
0-’ Rice, W. H. Dana, and many others, 
fc. . * 8**by-two persons who became charter mem- 
ibree °rt^'8even 'were from Ohio, four from Indiana, 
from hi- ^°m and Pennsylvania, two each 
York pD°'8 8nt* Massachusetts, and one from New 
‘'oven '^en °Y them were women (private teachers), 
ui0e reWere teachers of music in public schools, and 
presented colleges, conservatories, and institu¬ 
tions of learning. The remaining membership was 
made up of vocalists, organists, pianists, convention 
directors, class teachers, theorists, publishers, and ama¬ 
teur lovers of the art. None of the then recognized gTeat 
musicians were present, although many of them, in their 
subsequent careers, showed that they were in sympathy 
with the movement. 
The acknowledged objects of the Association, as ex¬ 
pressed in its constitution then formulated, were but 
expression of the desire which gave it birth—viz.: (1) 
Mutual improvement by the interchange of ideas ; (2) 
the broadening of musical culture among the people ; 
(3) the cultivation of professional fraternity. 
To a very large extent the whole movement is charac¬ 
teristically American in inception and in expression, for 
it was the result of circumstances which did not exist 
to any degree in any other country than ours. Profes¬ 
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a Music Teacher” ; “The Coming Music Teacher” ; 
“Church Music”; and a paper on how the musical 
profession appeared to one not identified with it, en¬ 
titled “An Outside View.” Many of these papers 
called forth very lively discussions on the part of those 
who did not agree with the ideas advanced, bnt as a 
whole their contents dealt with many of the problems 
with which the profession of to-day is straggling. 
The history of the Association from that day until 
now has been a record of persistent effort to be of ben¬ 
efit to the teacher of music, to the American composer, 
and to the musical world at large. Gradually the scope 
and contents of the programs have increased until to¬ 
day, in the last year of onr century, the annual meeting 
of the M. T. N. A. will offer to its visiting membership 
such a program as the fathers of the Association will be 
glad to indorse, and are indorsing by their words of en¬ 
couragement, their willingness to help the officers in 
every way, their personal efforts, and the many other 
things which make the labor a little lighter. 
The original objects of the Association are still the 
same. The departmental sessions of the teachers of the 
different branches of onr art will furnish an excellent 
opportunity for “mutual improvement by the inter- 
Thk ODBCS, Cu.cno.ATi, whkbe tuh Coa.so Mr.KT.ao OP TUP. M. T. N 
A. WII.I. 8K ItKM>. 
change ot ideas.” The general sessions, at which 
addresses on general musical cultnre will be delivered, 
will, through the medium of the visiting member*, and 
through the general audiences, bo of great value in “the 
broadening of musical culture among the people.” The 
afternoon and evening concerts will afford opportunity 
for “the cultivation of professional fraternity,” based 
upon the recognition of the ability of the composers 
whose works are to be heard and upon that of those 
who are to interpret those works, while the social hours 
for which the officers have made provision will add in 
no small degree in making all visiting members feel 
“at home.” 
The Mnsic Teachers’ National Association is, in a 
a*pS-«• ”ib“•»?”p*1“™! 
against the preponderrmc 0”"?y “”h S„r,d„. teaeher ef the lael two deeade are Mil ..raol-ed, and 
8 • the church and J ahonld he met by organized effort. Unorganized effort, 
sional intercourse in those days was almost impossible 
because of the great distances which separated musi- 
JaTfrom each other and from the «ll-knoWr.music 
centers In those days the progressive music journa 
to day existed only in the brain of some ardent teacher 
SfeSSSESS 
venture. nt of this first gathering of 
In reading over the a“‘call^ nati„nal, 
music teachers ^^Triking fact that one of the first 
we notice the r Chadwick, on 
papers read a. « * 
the subject, Ihe P  «»w»v nn the endeel 
ramsv u» -„ in the church and Sunday 
P h^l8 TlS the title- of the papers and addresses 
school. A list on meeting may be of interest 
read and delive a of the feeling that brought 
at this time as an evide were. >■ intellect- 
the Associationintol-xise Normal Teacher and 
nality Among Musicians; , in the Public 
“m”1; 
e'yen of the most laudable character, always has Wen, 
and always will be, weaker than efforts supported by a 
bodv of men and women determined to accomplish a 
given end The watchword of the last part of the cen- 
tnry may well be said to he “Organize,” and it is time 
that every music teacher should recognize this, and 
should fall in line with this thought. 
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XThc Elementary flllusic Specialist in Bmeuca. 
BV THOMAS TAPPER. 
Tub Editor of The Etude has requested me to write 
about the American Music Teacher, meaning thereby 
the Music Teacher in America. To be definite, I have 
•elected the “ Elementary Specialist” 
I shontd dislike to see the American Music Teacher 
labeled : 
“ Product of the United States.” 
If he needs a tag on his back, let him wear this : 
“ Product of a Sincere Edort” 
The impossibility of writing about the American 
Music Teacher is apparent when we remember that, 
ordinarily, he is not an American. He may he one of 
oar college graduates, of clear thought, excellent native 
worth, talented, and skilled in music. He may he 
engaged in teaching piano ont of the inspiration which 
the Prussian military system made on his youthful 
mind. He may be a Royal Professor and a Doctor of 
Music. He may be a dweller in a little town and not 
yet know how far it is to Boston, New York, Munich, 
or Vienna. Nevertheless, when the American Mnsic 
Teacher is requested to stand, every one of these men 
jumps to bis feet and insists on being counted. His 
demand is jnst. But be is composite, and one knows 
that it is nseless to attempt to describe him. One would 
hotter start from another point of view and disenss the 
impression which should be made, upon the mind of the young 
teacher during the process of formation. 
I shall keep in mind the yonng mnsic teacher in 
America; one born to participation in American Insti¬ 
tutions, Education, Freedom, Possibilities; one who 
regards any part of the world his own if it can con¬ 
tribute to the augmentation of bis Talent; one who has 
turned his thoughts to the profession of music teaching 
because it attracts the best there is in him. 
This young teacher is subject to the following entde 
analysis : 
I. As one possessing Personal Worth. 
II. As one inherently capable of Teaching. 
III. As one inherently capable of teaching Mnsic. 
I have placed these subdivisions in what seems to me 
to lie the order of their importance. 
I. 
AS ONE POSSESSING PERSONAL WORTH. 
At theontset he is to realize that he mast contribute 
more to his profession than an effort to secure a living. 
Every man proceeds by an inspiration. It may be 
uncertain, but it is sufficiently strong to constitute a 
life-momentum. The young teacher’s inspiration nuist 
he the value of his effort regarded as a distinctive con¬ 
tribution to life. 
In the active transaction of his business the yonng 
teacher will find that those men and women of signifi¬ 
cant personality, of strong character, of decisive action, 
of potent influence, with whom he comes in contact in 
his formative days, scrutinize him for his musical worth 
only secondarily. Their first judgment is passed npon 
him in accord with his intrinsic value as a man. The 
Character-ideal which he pursnes, the sincerity of his 
effort, the attitnde he assumes toward life and its activ¬ 
ities—these greater, becanse more fundamental, qualities 
form the basis of tbeir judgment. 
I emphasize this because out of it comes the atmos¬ 
phere of noble manhood and womanhood. It is the 
atmosphere in which Talent thrives ; it is the atmosphere 
which stimulates growth. Fortunately, one’s value to 
one’s lime and place lies not in the diploma secured nor 
in the number of books produced ; rather, it lies in one’s 
personal bearing toward the mystery of life during the 
best years of one's service. Men's judgment of one 
another is rarely the judgment of a single action. It is 
rather the judgment passed on a series of actions ; for 
they make direction, and direction points the way. 
This, let ns remember, may also be the process of judg¬ 
ment in a higher tribunal than that of one’s neighbors. 
II. 
AS ONE INHERENTLY CAPABLE OF TEACHING. 
To begin with, he must have the ability, gained by 
persistent practice, of thinking healthy thought. I 
base the entire success on this. He must be taught this 
habit by some one who knows its full value, and the 
learning of the habit must be his own suffering. He 
must believe in the strenuous life. There is uo class of 
people in existence more dangerous to themselves and 
to the professions they infest than those who think dead 
thoughts, live in a dead past, and crave only that activ¬ 
ity which specializes Inessentials. 
He must regard the strenuous life rightly. It is not 
noisy and it is not dusty. It does not proceed with 
dram and cymbals. It is quietly persistent, of sincere 
effort, yields its harvest like a fruit-tree, gains power, 
and never squanders it. Furthermore, he will regard 
the strenuous life as lived best in the atmosphere of 
National Freedom, surrounded by institutions which 
make for Individual Freedom ; institutions in which 
thought is stimulated and inspired to an effort which 
seeks, as its goal, Spiritual Freedom. 
All this I emphasize becanse it constitutes the best 
there is in the teaching life, in accord with the troth 
that all activities which succeed in attaining eminence 
are activities inspired by a spirit greater than them¬ 
selves. 
The yonng teacher must be taught in the years of his 
apprenticeship that he is the representative of two arts 
combined—the art of Teaching and the art of Mnsic. 
Nothing will be impressed npon him more strongly in 
the actual process of his business than this : Even a 
profound knowledge of mnsic is not in itself of very 
great assistance in making the first steps of mnsic sim¬ 
ple to a child. The difficulty, he concludes, is not in 
his attitnde toward music, but in his comprehension of 
the little human being that stands at his knee and waits, 
unprejudiced, to be told to do something. He will 
realize, after much thought, that to be perfectly honest 
with himself he must admit that the children of the 
earth do not go abont in tears, craving that knowledge 
of mnsic be given them like gifts from a confectioner’s 
shop. He will realize that they should have it becanse 
the best sense of the generations recommend it. It is 
an investment of childhood for manhood. To him th« 
making of the investment is intrusted. He will learn 
that he must give the little one delight in labor ; 
thereby stimulating healthy thought. And he will 
learn to give the little one power from the effort of 
labor ; thereby waking it to the consciousness of the 
strenuous life. These, let it be noted, are precisely the 
powers he gained for himself. He will thenceforth con¬ 
tinue on his way, thankful to have learned that children 
are not receptacles to be filled with anything that 
chances to fall, but souls waxing strong for self-expres- 
8iOD. 
AS ONE INHERENTLY CAPABLE OF TEACHING MU 
This applies his Worth and his Power in a spi 
direction. His Personal Worth, his General Educat 
his Musical Talent, his Experience are nowconcentr; 
on one form of thought activity—that form in whicl 
believes he can give himself the best expression. 
It is needless to say that his general education sh< 
have been excellent, that his mnsic training sh. 
have been cond noted by great teachers. Every one g 
these as lie can, and few fail to realize that the i 
one has in the way of training, the better. Rather 
pertinent to speak briefly on his object in teacl 
music. Henry Thorean has said that it is only in 
best moments that our thoughts revert to the Gre 
Likewise it is only in onr best moments that onr thon 
revert to children. They dictate the ways and m 
of teaching They give it dignity, for they dem 
everything from it, being helpless. They ask the i 
important gift it has to bestow—namely, Power The 
child teaches ns to turn away from the worship 0f 
knowledge and to put our faith in the processes of 
Action. The greatest pedagogic lesson we have yet 
learned was taught ns by children ; as a class they are 
interested in Action ; likewise, as a class, they are unin¬ 
terested in abstract information ; consequently they di¬ 
rected ns to seek that highest form of teaching which 
cultivates the personal power to Do, the ability t0 gjTe 
self-expression, the capacity for bearing out the words 
of St. Paul: “ This one thing I do.” 
I emphasize this because it is the trustworthy experi¬ 
ence of every day that decisive action to some good end 
is the greatest thiDg in life ; and that knowledge offsets 
has value in itself only as it contributes to the directness 
and correctness of that action. 
IV. 
AS TO TEACHING MUSIC IN AMERICA. 
Both Teaching and Mnsic are arts distinct from 
Nations. Nevertheless, a child is taught to the greatest 
advantage when the methods employed spring ont of the 
best there is in his greater surroundings. A subtle and 
refined element of good must come from unity of 
thought, which makes a bond of sympathy between 
teacher and pnpil. To be akin to the same childhood, 
to have lived the same child-life, to have heard the same 
tales, to have been inspired by the same heroes,—out of 
all this comes an element of strength that we must not 
forget. Hence, I look for the best mnsic teachers of 
children in America to come from onr most sympatheti¬ 
cally constituted American men and women ; women 
more particularly; who are characterful, strenuous, 
healthy in thought, keenly alive to what it means to 
have been born and bred a child in America ; loving the 
same child loves, knowing the same child sorrows, re¬ 
sponsive to the same child-influences. 
And further, if the young men aDd young women in 
America are taught mnsic in conditions sympathetically 
related to their life in home and school, they will go out 
into the broader walks of life, into new influences, into 
the investigation of new methods, into new fields, with 
stronger character, readier and more healthy impression¬ 
ability, with greater power for accepting and employing 
all that which makes not necessarily Americans, but 
superior men and women. 
The finest musical criticism that has been written 
for ns is now appearing in the daily papers of Boston 
and New York from the pens of men familiar with 
American life and tendencies; cosmopolitan in their 
musical experience, familiar with onr social and political 
conditions, familiar with the force of music in the for¬ 
mation of National Character. These men are sympathe¬ 
tic writers because they write ont of a large experienie 
for a public they know well and of which they are. 
PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST. 
The annual prize essay contest, which closed recently, 
has shown that there are many teachers who are aiming 
to acquire the power to set forth clearly and in a tlior 
onghly practical manner the truths which they acqi''re 
in the course of their teaching. It is one thing to know 
a truth, to conceive some new idea ; it is another to p 
it into a form of expression that shall convey all * s 
potency to others. 
An examination of the essays showed an 
ment of riches. So many were good, and equally go#"- 
that a choice was possible only on the very slightest ^ 
ferences. For those that could not be awarded P'‘ZPS 
have only praise, not only for the literary workm*^ 
ship, but also for general excellence. But the Pr • 
award was determined by all this, and, in addition, ^ 
the real, practical, and stimulating value of the 
We want onr readers who are anxious to win their f” ^ 
in musical literature to look upon The Etl i,e 8,1 ^ 
opportunities as a school for writing. We give our ^ ^ 
sincere thanks to all those who have taken pa 
contest, and hope that their interest in The - ^ ^ 
will remain with ns. Owing to the special uatn ^ 
this issue, we have deferred the publication 
prize essays until next month. 
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Gbe Hmerican flfmsical Hntiquaiv. 
BY PHILIP H. GOEPP. 
rT would he interesting to trace in the history of the 
Puritans how, in spite of themselves, against their own 
Triples the scandalous art of music crept in until 
1 became foremost in America among the friends of 
he shrine. It is really the story of the moral leaven, 
the moral power of music. It would not be true to say 
that it was the sensuous charm which proved irresistible. 
Oue might, doubtless, prove, by dint of history and 
philosophy, that it was the power of music to repress 
truth by beauty that forced the reluctant Puritan into a 
fervent worship. 
It is quaint to observe how, in the early process, 
in the Strain to fill the want, actual improprieties ap¬ 
peared that even to-day would shock our religious sense. 
The order in which musical instruments came into the 
service seems to have been, first, the pitch-pipe; then 
the tuning-fork, or brass reed ; then the violoncello, 
flute, hautboy, clarionet, bassoon, and violin; finally, 
the organ. 
The bass-viol was a familiar element in the early 
service. An anecdote, recently published, brings up the 
scene. There was vigorous opposition to the introduc¬ 
tion of the instrument, especially on the part of the 
ministers: “To one of these Tories, a singer, wishing 
to improve on the lines of Dr. Watt’s ninety-second 
psalm: 
‘Oh, let my heart in tune be found. 
Like David’s harp, of solemn sound,’ 
gravely proposed this chaDge : 
‘Oh, may my heart be tuned within, 
Like David’s sacred violin ! ’ 
To which the reverend wag suggested as amendment: 
‘ Oh, may iuy heart go daddle-diddle, 
Like Uncle David’s saertd fiddle!1 ” * 
The “first organ in America” is, of course, one 
of those matters of inevitable dispute, like Homer’s 
nrthplace. One book, “ Olden-time Music,” by Henry 
' f’D’oks, speaks with confidence of Edward Brom- 
he d, Jr,, of Boston, as its builder. Bromfield was born 
>n Boston in 1723, and graduated at Harvard in 1742. 
is easy to count up a number of church organs in 
ladelphia before Bromfield could have built one. In 
e Moravian Church, at the corner of Race and Broad 
PhT*8' ^ere were> according to “ Annals of Mnsic in 
udelphia,” cited before, two organs in 1743. In 
chn TPh *’ 'n Alley, the first Roman Catholic 
17pL-- 'u t'3e United States, there was an organ in 
th « F‘nally’ *s recorded that for Christ Church 
0 rs^ Episcopal Church in Philadelphia) “a new 
sun"88 PtUchase<1 for £200 ” in 1728. 
h ' Uhere was certainly a dreary interregnum of some 
jf ^re years when there was no “ mnsic in the air ” 
Darks ChUrChes of the early colonies. And among 
*ith ° anc’en* culture, the great cathedral organ, 
letgQ * on^e dignity of gorgeous carving and of 
Pliant' t0De’ TnQSt no* sought on onr side of the 
,^1's bus, no doubt, much to do with the 
• M» ~ ~ -- 
•tilled by ^”s'° ”l Philadelphia,” compiled by L. C. Madeira, 
quality of American organs of to-day, with their advan¬ 
tage of touch and gear, and their want of voicing. 
Coupled with it is probably a certain loss of the art of 
building diapasons. Among the myths that grow fertile 
on the soil of ancient tradition is one that hand-organs 
were used in churches in New England. But the evi¬ 
dence sifts down to the advertisement of an enterprising 
dentist, who offers to import such organs. There is no 
record of their introduction. 
While bordering on the subject of hymns, we can not 
omit another bit of humor in sacred places, that prob¬ 
ably caused, at the time, more consternation than amuse¬ 
ment. 
We quote it as we find it: “An old New England 
deacon, whose duty it was to ‘ line out ’ the hymn to be 
sung, npon one occasion, finding some difficulty, from 
failing sight, in reading the first line, apologized by 
observing: 
‘My eyes, indeed, are very blind.’ 
“The choir, who had been impatiently waiting for 
the whole line, thinking this to be the first of a common 
meter hymn, immediately sang it; whereupon the 
deacon exclaimed with emphasis : 
‘ I can not see at all.’ 
“This they also sang. Then the astonished deacon 
cried ont: 
‘ I really believe yon are bewitched! 
“ On which the choir responded : 
• I really believe you are bewitched! ’ 
“ The deacon added : 
«The mischief’s In you all 1 ’ 
“The choir then finished the verse by etlioiDg this 
last line, and the deacon sat down in despair.” 
Most of the instruments that came into nse are still 
played. But the most popular, in secular life, have 
passed away. The pianoforte, our true modern 1 ‘ lares ,t 
pennies,” is quite distinct from the spinet and virginal. 
The new mode of hammer-struck strings seemed even 
at the time a new invention. It was so hailed, and given 
a new name that boasted the power of keys to control 
the shading of dynamic tone. 
In a recently published life of Lafayette there is the 
recorded impression of a French nobleman the Marqms 
de Chartellenx, of a musical afternoon in Philadelphia. 
It gives a glimpse of the principal musical entertain¬ 
ments of an American household of culture m b • 
The Marqnis and Lafayette went to take tea at Mrs. 
Shippen’s. “ This is the first time since my arrival in 
America that I have seen mnsic appear in society and 
. ib amusements. Miss Rutledge played on 
mingle with am well. Miss Shippen 
the tonwjtoj, »"d V J TOite. M. Ot», 
■“* cb,„li.r d. 1» b” b*’f 
secretary to the Che ghi „„ and also played 
brought, dancing ; the 
some pieces. - ^me harp strings on a 
Vicomte de Noailles people to dance, 
violin, and then p ay persons conversed in 
while the mothers an not mis8 the piano- 
_ ^ /atVior rrWlTTl. 
forte. Bnt even in Philadelphia they were then known. 
The first piano in America is said to have been made 
by John Behrent, in Philadelphia, on Third Street be¬ 
low Brown. He advertised in 1775 that he bad “jnst 
finished an extraordinary instrument, made of mahog¬ 
any, being of the nature of a harpsichord, with ham¬ 
mers and several changes.” 
The old hymnals, with their sqnare and diamond¬ 
shaped heads of notes, are more of an antique curiosity 
here than abroad. In Europe yon may peep into the 
Seaitf tUMufts. 
rot th* MASSACHUSETTS MAGAZINE. 
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hymn-books in nse in any of the old churches, say, of 
Holland, and find the ancient breves and semi breves 
undisturbed in tbeir dignity. We Americans are ever 
anxious for the improvement of externals. Here is a 
specimen of notation of 1789, a song written for the 
Massachusetts Magazine,” called “The Charming 
ODE for American INDEPENDENCE, 
Julf 4th, 1789. 
By DANIIL CIORGE-Srt by HORATIO OARNIT. 
71 -p, 
-£N-4- ±3^ 
! *■* *i is done! the edifl piffiby Heav’n dc- -creed* And 
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Creature,” by H. J. The notes are all modern, though 
the tails’of the eighth notes have an unknown look. 
And one of the “ charms ” is certainly not the thorongh- 
ness of the bass, whose bail progressions stand ont 
sharply in the thin duet with the air. Much better is the 
setting, by Horatio Garnet, of “An Ode for American 
Independence,” in 178!), written by Daniel George. It 
is also set in two parts—the chorus in three, in the 
school of Dr. Arne and Bishop, with long runs on one 
syllable. There is nothing of the ring of the later patri¬ 
otic songs. 
Very different is an old tunc found in a book of mann 
script mnsic in the Essex Institnte, Salem. It is said 
to be the air “ played on Drum and Fife when Col. 
Pickering’s Regiment marched from Salem to Lexing¬ 
ton April 19, 1775,”—called “Black Hoven.” It has 
all the quality of the Irish reel, without the minor 
cadence. . _ ,, ,, 
It has something of kin with “ Yankee Doodle,” 
which is, of course, our one mnsical link with the popu¬ 
lar mnsic of the Revolutionary times. In Dwight’s 
‘‘Journal of Mnsic” (respect to its shade#) is an ac¬ 
count which tells that the Hungarians recognized it as 
one of their own old national airs. “Yankee Doodle ” 
is almost like the story of the fiood-fonnd in the 
myths of every nation. It is one 01 the things that 
make ns feel how small the world is-even the mnsical 
world. 
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.V MONUMENT to Mendelssohn U to be erected at 
DUsaeldorf. 
“Tristan UND Isolde" was given in English in 
London recently. 
The Koyal Conservatory at Dresden, Germany, has 
over 1200 pupils and 112 teachers. 
Victor IIrriikrt is writing two new operas, one of 
which is to be quite an elaborate work. 
Garcia recently entered upon his ninety-fifth year, 
and is still engaged in the teaching of singing. 
Little Palorna Schramm, the ten-year-old piano 
prodigy of California, is giving recitals in the East. 
The Williamsport, I’a., Oratorio Society held its fifth 
annual festival April 17th. Two concerts were given. 
Mr. John A. Sweeney, well known as a composer of 
popular Snnday-scbool music, died at Chester, Pa., last 
month. 
A Worcester, Mass., mechanic has invented a 
music typewriter which is said to produce very good 
results. 
A school of music, to be known as the Wisconsin 
Conservatory of Music, is to be opened in Milwaukee 
neat fall. 
A number of Brooklyn citizens have formed a com¬ 
pany with $1,000,000 capital to build a fine music-hall 
for that city. 
AN opera, “ II Trillo del Diavolo,” founded upon the 
well-known anecdote of Tartini’s dream, has been pro¬ 
duced in Itome. 
News comes from Madison, Wis., that one of the 
nniversity professors has succeeded in making photo¬ 
graphs of wnven of sound in air. 
A Russian society sends out experts to all parts of 
the empire to collect old popular songs. The authori¬ 
ties are doing much to develop a national school of 
music. 
AN Eisteddfod will be held at New Castle, Pa., July 
31st. Liberal prizes are offerer! to contesting choral 
organizations, the principal one being $500 for mixed 
chorus. 
A REPORT comes from Paris that Trabadelo, the popu¬ 
lar singing teacher, who has had a great many American 
pupils, will be in New York during the month of Sep¬ 
tember. 
The fund for the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra 
is growing, and there is reason to l>elieve that the ladies 
who have undertaken to raise the necessary amount will 
be successful. 
A hitherto unknown dnet for Mozart’s “Magic 
Flute " has been discovered. The genuineness of the 
work is said to be indisputable. The Berlin Mozart 
Society will publish it 
Rheinberoer recently celebrated his sixtieth birth¬ 
day. He is still teaching composition at the Koyal Con¬ 
servatory, Munich. He is recognized as the greatest 
of living contrapuntalists. 
The present season of the Chicago Orchestra closes 
with $5000 less deficit than heretofore. Although the 
price of seats has been raised, the advance sale for next 
season is said to be very encouraging. 
Max Heinrich is to leave Boston and to locate in 
Chicago, where be is to teach in one of the conservato¬ 
ries. The Western metropolis is drawing artists and 
teachers from all parts. 
THE house in which Haydn was born, at Rohran, 
Austria, was recently destroyed by fire. A book of 
autographs and the memorial tablet which marked the 
old building were the only things that were saved. 
Prof. Ritter, of Wiirzburg, Germany, who brought 
the viola alto into favor, has published a brochure advo- 
T 8 E E 
eating the use of a fifth string on all stringed instru¬ 
ments in order to make it easier to produce the highest 
notes. 
Columbia University has a Philharmonic Society, 
the members, 175 in number, being from all depart¬ 
ments of the University. The Society supports an or¬ 
chestra of thirty-five, under the directorship of Gustav 
Hinrichs. 
Me. Clarence Eddy has received the appointment 
of official organist for the United States at the Paris 
Exposition of 1900. Mr. Eddy goes to Paris this month, 
bat will return in the fall for a concert tour of the 
United States. 
An “ International Music Society ” has been organ¬ 
ized in Berlin with the object of promoting intercourse 
between musicians engaged in the theoretic, archeo- 
logic, or historic branches of the art. Dr. Oskar 
Heischer is the mover in the project. 
Albion, Mich., will have a Music Festival, May 16th- 
18th. Fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler, the Sporing String 
Quartet, of Chicago, and several well-known Chicago 
singers will be the attractions. “ In a Persian Garden ” 
is announced. The Albion Choral Union will give one 
concert. 
The Mendelssohn Club and the Symphony Society of 
Philadelphia, both organizations being under the direc¬ 
tion of Mr. W. W. Gilchrist, will give a testimonial 
concert to their conductor, May 11th. Mr. Gilchrist has 
been in charge of the Mendelssohn Club for twenty- 
three years. 
The Fortnightly Club, Cleveland, 0., has instructed 
its delegates to the meeting of the Federation of 
Women’s Musical Clubs, at St. Louis, Mo., this month, 
to invite the organization to hold the 1901 meeting in 
Cleveland. The club is said to be the largest organiza¬ 
tion of the kind in the country. 
The new mnsic-hall to be erected in Boston will 
seat over 3000 people. Some of the papers claimed that 
a larger hall should be built, but it is altogether likely 
that the hall as planned is large enough. A big, barn¬ 
like concert-room is opposed to the more delicate effects 
of which an orchestra is capable. 
Mr. Edward Baxter Perry has been decorated 
with the cross of Jerusalem by the Prince Gny deLusig- 
nan, lineal descendant of the great crusader, de Lnsignan. 
This gives to Mr. Perry the title of Chevalier of the 
Royal Order of Melusine, to which only artists and 
literary men of note are admitted. 
Mr. Gustav Hinrichs is beginning to reap the re 
wards for the yeoman work he did in the interests of 
American opera some years ago. He has been engaged 
by the Gran Opera Company, of New York, as a con¬ 
ductor for the opera season at the Metropolitan Opera 
House. He is usually considered an American conduc¬ 
tor. 
The directors of the Kansas City Concerts are work¬ 
ing on a plan to give a series of band concerts at a low 
price of admission. Every city should encourage the 
giving of a series of popular concerts, both in the win¬ 
ter and in the summer. If an orchestra can not be or¬ 
ganized it may still be possible to get together a good 
military band. 
The officers of the great national Saengerfest, which 
is to be held in Cincinnati in June, have engaged the 
following artists, all of American birth : Mrs. Corinne 
Moore-Lawson, soprano ; Miss Josephine Jacoby, con¬ 
tralto ; Oscar Ehrgott, bass ; Evan Williams and George 
Hamlin, tenors. Here is a German organization engag¬ 
ing Amencan singers. Generally it is the other way : 
American festival associations engage German singers. 
old its next annual meeting at South Bend, Jun 
to 30th. A fine program of essays and concerts ha 
arranged The meeting is to be a June Musical F 
for Northern Indiana. A new auditorinm, built 
Studebaker Brothers, the well-known mannfactu 
South Bend, will be used for the sessions of the c 




[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
department. Please write them on one side of the paper only, 
and not with other things on the same sheet. In Every 
Case the Writer’s Full Address must be Given 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case tciU the 
writer1 s name be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
Questions that have no general interest will not receive atten¬ 
tion.] 
M. T. S.—“ Melodrama” is derived from two ^reek words, melos 
melody, and drama, drama, and originally signified a form of drama 
which was accompanied by music; At the present time the Word is 
applied to those romantic plays which abound in thrilling situations 
music beiDg used in all particularly pathetic or exciting scenes. In 
opera the term is applied to scenes in which the orchestra famishes 
a descriptive accompaniment to the actor’s speaking, as in the 
grave-digging scene in Beethoven’s “Fidelio,” also the incantation 
scene in “ Der Freischutz.” Note that the melodrama is in no sente 
an accompanied recitative; the actor should never depart from the 
speaking quality of the voice in melodrama. 
A. 8. M.—1. The pitch to which the best instruments are tuned 
at the present time is the French pitch, also called the inter¬ 
national, which gives 435 vibrations per second to A, second Bpace, 
treble clef. The vibrations are double vibrations, that is, amotion 
on each side of a center. To illustrate: In causing a string to 
vibrate you pull it to oae side and release it, which causes it to pass 
beyond the point of repose and return again, making a double vibra¬ 
tion. The French system of counting takes note of vibrations on each 
side of the center, single vibrations; hence they give 870 single vibra¬ 
tions to the A designated above. Our system takes cognirance only 
of double vibrations. In Mozart’s time the A, second space, treble clef, 
had 421.6 vibrations. The pitch gradually rose, mainly due to the 
influence of European wind-instrument makers, until 458.1 was 
reached, nearly three-quarters of a tone higher, and in the United 
States a little higher yet B,as reached—A 460.8. Later, in Germany, 
a compromise pitch was established of 410.2 vibrations, to which 
German band and orchestral instruments were generally tuned; 
English and American instrument makers adhered to the very high 
pitch. Tbe Steinways used a pitch of A 457.2; Thomas’ Cincinnati 
Orchestra, 455.1. The term “Philharmonic” was applied to the 
pitch adopted by the London Philharmonic Society in 1820. It gate 
to 1433 vibrations, two vibrations lower than the modern “ French” 
pitch. 
2. It is not possible to tell the exact pitch of a fork except by com¬ 
paring it with other sounds th« pitch of which is known. Mr. Rich¬ 
ard Zeckwer, Director of the Philadelphia Musical Academy, has a 
set of reeds, similar to those in a reed-organ,ranging from middle C 
to the ^ctave higher, each just four vibrations higher than the next 
lower. Tuning-forks are usually marked, but Mr. Zeckwer saya 
that the forks sold in the open market are not absolutely reliable. 
8. There Is no standard pitch used in tuning old pianos. The 
tuner usually puts them as high as the condition of the instrument 
will allow. 
4. The publisher of The Etude can furnish several works on 
tuning which are considered reliable—Smith’s “ Art of Tuning t * 
Pianoforte” and Spillane’s “The Piano,” both $1.00, postage pai 
A.F.D.— 1. In the sixteenth century an epidemic of a disease known 
as “ tarantism” was at its height in Southern Italy, and was pop * 
larly supposed to be curable only by the aid of music, the patients 
being made to dance until they dropped down from exhaust on. 
The well-known rhythm of the “ tarantella” owes its origin to « 
airs used by the traveling musicians who w*»nt through thecoun . 
curing those affected by the disease. . 
2. The tradition that an angel was drawn to earth by the c ®rin 
the singing of one of the early church saints applies to St. eoi 1 > 
who is regarded as the patron saint of sacred music. 
Sister M. J.—It is impossible to make on tbe piano an effect sim^ 
lar to the portamento of the voice or violin. In pianoforte ®u» 
is indicated by a short line placed above a note, and deman s a ^ 
sustaining of each note to its full value. If a staccato dot U“P ^ 
under the line the notes are also sustained, but disconnect 
each other. 
M. S. N.—1. The chord you quote is a dominant major ninth« ^ 
the root D in an inner voice, the tenor; as the ninth of t e c ^ 
is a ninth higher than the root, it can be used at the same »® 
the root appears in the chord. .. t» to 
2. The usual explanation of the use of the term “ sub-nie i ^ 
indicate the sixth degree of the scale is that the latter is t ie 
of the sub-dominant chord. 
J. M. H.—See answer to Sister M. J. above. 
C. F. L.—Your question, Why are not the notes the sam^ietw0 
bass as in the treble clefs? arises from a wrong viewpoint. ^ 
staves are merely part of the great staff of eleven lines in w ^ 
lowest note is G and the highest F; the sixth line is nev 
complete, bat used only when needed. It is the one on w 1 ^ ^ 
C is placed. In reply to your question as to why the °Wire9e0t*<l 
G we would say that in the early days of music the pite re 
by G, the first line of the bass clef, was the lowest soun ‘ ^ 
as only lines were used thcG was placed on the first o! 
later that the spaces between the lines were used for t ie p 
indicating pitch. 
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T. _ni not do to take a piece written for mixed voices, 
A.V.G.—Itwi an octave higher and use it for female 
‘'“’^ThTteno” so transposed will frequently run higher than the 
,oice«. Theteno ,he melody. Such a p.ece needs rear- 
Wnu,° “ Ja m nearly every case, transposition, in order to be 
rangemeot, ana, m “ 
mne by female voices. 
' * B-8va «n*r a bass note indicates that the note so 
fs to be played an octave lower than written. 
A. E. Z.—You will find a very valuable article on minor scales in 
The Etdde for September, 1898. 
r p n -The best book explaining the use of the pedals in piano- 
playing^sScbinitt’s “ Pedals of the Pianoforte,” published by Theo¬ 
dore Presser, $1.00, postpaid. 
A j.C.-Scinlillante means bright , sparkling. There is an Eng¬ 
lish word from the same root, scintillating. 
A F.-Hubay pronounced JToo-byet the composer, is professor of 
violin in the Budapest Conservatory. 
. B l —l Gustav Lange, pronounced Guhs-tahv Lahng-e, the 
final vowel short, was born in 1830, and is of German nationality. 
Hecomposed many pieces of the drawing-room style that were quite 
nonular. They are not ranked high as teaching pieces. 
I In the case of a pupil whose hands are too small to span an oc- 
Je we would recommend that the teacher mark the pieces very 
carefully bo that nothing is left to the discretion of the pupil as to 
where one of the octave notes is to be omitted. Broken octaves may 
also be used or the upper or lower treated as a grace note. Vogt’s 
“Studies,” opus 124, have no octaves. 
p g W.—In answer to your question why the so-called natural 
scale does not commence with A, the first letter of the alphabet, in¬ 
stead of C, we would direct your attention to the reply to C. F. L. 
in this issue. You will see that the question has an historic side. 
With the Greeks the A on the first space of the bass staff was the 
lowest note used in music, G being added later.# The ascending 
series from A was in regular succession. In the course of time a 
series of eight notes, beginning with C, was determined to be the 
most useful. The first chapter in Fillmore’s “Lessens in Musical 
History” discusses this and other questions relating to the scale at 
length. We recommend the work to you. 
Y. K.—We can not give you the local address of Verdi, the com¬ 
poser, but, doubtless, yon can reach him by writing to him in care 
ofRicordi & Co., music publishers, Milan, Italy. 
P. P. K.—1. If some one is playing you can tell the key only if you 
have the gift of absolute pitch or use some other instrument by way 
of comparison, that is, try one key after another on the piano until 
you find the right one. Some persons have the faculty of improvis¬ 
ing on piano, organ, or violin without being able to tell the key. 
Such persons can not be taught to determine the key unless they 
take the usual course of instruction in music. 
2. The violin is usually considered the most difficult instrument 
to master. 
3. You ask what scales are most useful, but do not say for what 
purpose. 
4. The vibrato on the violin is produced by a Bhaki g of the third 
joint of the finger. It is used oa notes of long value, especially in 
il'iw tempo, as a means of expression. It should be used with 
moderation. 
5. It issimply a matter of opinion as to who is the greatest vio- 
Hnibtin the world. Four leading players are Joachim, Halir, Sauret, 
and Ysaye. 
6. We can not recommend in this department any one school in 
Philadelphia for violin study. Write to the Broad Street Conserva¬ 
tory of Music, of which Mr. Henry Schradieck is the leading violin 
teacher, and to the Philadelphia Academy of Music, of which Mr. 
Gustav Hllle is the principal violin teacher. Both are artists of the 
highest rank in this country. 
J- L.—There is no book devoted especially to the orchestral direc- 
torsof to-day. In his book, “ The Orchestra and Orchestral Music," 
* ^ender8on gives some interesting facts. The “Musical 
-ourier” for April 12th had an article touching the subject in part. 
M. H.—Lit would require a lesson in acoustics to give full reasons 
7 the sounds produced by simply touching a guitar-string lightly 
certain places when the string is plucked differ from those pro¬ 
ceed when the string is pressed down to the fret. Musical sounds 
. ^ ®®mP°undl that is, include other sounds than the one represented 
11 e note. To illustrate this: Strike on the piano C, second line 
*»?e ^>M8 c*e^’ and> as sound dies away, you will hear C the 
igheT; then G, the twelfth above that; then middle C, the 
abor ra?C’ °r fifteemh 5 then E» G> B-flat,and c>witb a few more 
^ t iat, the higher tones being difficult to hear. The harmonics 
diffil°|UDd med*um octaves, such as on the guitar, are very 
an ^ 1*° -lear’80 ^,at arMfic*al means of touching a string at 
<*tavPr^riatC P°int 18 re80rted to. The half of a string gives the 
monj6 4 t 6 tbesound produced by the full length—the second har- 
-thef Ial'e that again and you wil1 get tbe double octave above 
that ia°Urtk ^arinontc ; this might be on either side of the middle, 
^ead ^be instrument or the side nearest the 
third th ih 80Und9 exactly alike* A string touched lightly at one- 
tbesoQ eDgtk Wld 8*ve tb© third harmonic, or the twelfth above 
tb« brid1 ° the 8tr*ng* Tbi8 may also be near the head or near 
the Bub5ge‘ ^ Wor^ 011 acoustics will give you full information on 
^ ^8Ct0f harmonics. “The Student’s Helmholtz” is a useful 
cibUteur€Dt tun*ng8 the guitar are resorted to in order to fa- 
tl‘« rioiiieexecutb)n certain pieces. Paganini did the same with 
W the J1Thetuningused for the “Spanish Fandango” does not 
lb»x tb* J. Jinto ^*e *ey °f G unless you tune it to that key, get- 
3gT, p lcb from the piano. 
* ,eordinarvtnni r , 
Compositions Hmerican Composers. 
There is a great demand for a list of compositions to 
be used in making up programs to illustrate recitals 
from the works of American composers. Following this 
will be found a list of compositions whose value has 
been proven by nse and by the general popularity they 
have obtained. The pieces have been selected from the 
catalogues of the leading publishers, and represent the 
various grades of difficulty, so that it is possible to ar¬ 
range programs of easy compositions and popular pieces 
to suit the taste of the average community as well as the 
more cultivated demands of city clubs. Most of the 
songs tan he obtained in different keys. 
Instrumental. 
Armstrong', W. D.—Homage & Mozart. Two pianos, 
four hands. 
Bartlett, Homer N.—Ballade. Polka de Concert. 
Bassford, W. K.—Graziosa Valse Brilliante. 
Beach, Mrs. H. H. A.—Phantoms. 
Bird, Arthur.—Amerikanische Weisen. Op. 23. Four 
hands. 
Bischoff, J. W.—When You and I Were Young, 
Maggie (variations). 
Dennee, Ohas.—Tarantelle. Yalse. 
Draa, Ghas. 0— Air de Ballet. 
Foerster, Ad. M—Tarantelle. 
G-aertner, L. A.-La Scintillate, Valse Brilliante. 
Gilder, John Francis.—Cotton-field Dance. 
Gimble, Chas., Jr.—Old Black Joe. 
Gottschalk, Louis Moreau.—The Last Hope. Pas¬ 
quinade (March de Nnit). Tremolo Etude de Con¬ 
cert. 
Kunkle, Oh.—Alpine Storm. 




MacDowell, Edward.-Clair de la Lune. Far Away 
on the R ick Coast of Scotland. Idyl. Shadow Dance 
(Sjhattentauz). Witches’ Dance. 
Mason, William. - Berceuse- Danse Rustique. 
Polka Caprice. Sereunta. Silver Spnng. Sprang 
Dawn. 
Mazurette, M.-Home, Sweet Home. 
Mills S. B.—Recollections of Home. First Tarantelle. 
Nevin, Ethelbert.— trlecchino. Narcissns. \ alzer 
Gentile. 
Orth, John.—Gavotte. 
Paine, John K.—Faga Giocosa. 
Porter, F. Addison.-Second Mazurka. 
Rathbun, F. G.-Valse Impromptu. 
Rive-King, Julie.—Babbling Spnng. 
sierwooT Wm -M— 
Smith W P~tl,«. Mill-wheel Bong. 
R verie at the Piano. Vesper Chimes. 
Sousa, John Philip-Tbe Charlatan (March). H.gh 
School Cadets (March). 
Strong, Templeton.—Cortege Rashque. 
Swift, Newton E.-Concert Gavotte. 
Turner, A. D.—Serenata. qurner, .» o’Shanter. 
hands. “ 
Zeckwer, C. W.-^erenade. 
Songs. 
B«Xd W. M.-O.W.1J LOW. » «»-•■> — “ 
tseacii, ltj-i , con„0f Love. 
heart, Thy Lips Are Touched With Flame. Sweet 
Wind That Blows. Thou Art So Like a Flower. 
Champion,Edward.—There, Little Girl, Don t Cry. 
Clarke, H. A.—Nearer, My God, to Thee. 
Coombs, C. W.—Spirit of the Summertime. 
Cowles, Eugene.—Forgotten. 
Damrosch, Walter.—Danny Deever. 
Danks, H. P.—Not Ashamed of Christ. 
De Koven, Reginald.—A Love Song. Oh, Promise 
Me. Recessional. A Winter Lnllaby. 
Dennee, Charles.—Memories. Sleep Little Baby ol 
Mine. 
Dewey, Ferdinand.—Night Has a Thousand Eyes. 
Douty, N.-My Sweetheart. So Bine Thine Eye. 
Emery, Stephen A.—Burnt, Ye Apple lluds. 
Foote, Arthur.—In Pieardie. 
Gilbert, J. L.—Not A Sparrow Fallcth. 
Gilchrist, W. W.—Heart's Delight. 
Greene, H. W.—Forever Mine. 
Hadley, H. K.-By Moonlight. 
Harris, Victor.—The Blackbird. In Springtime. 
Hawley, C. B.—Because I Love Yon, Dear. Greeting. 
O Haste Thee, Sweet, The Sweetest Flower That 
Blows. Sweetheart. Were I a Star. 
Herrmann, S. L.- Thou ’rt Like a Tender Flower. 
Hood, Helen.—A Disappointment. 
Johns, Clayton.-Marie. I Ix>ve, and the World is 
Mine. 
Jordan, Jules.—Love's Reward. 
Lynes, F.—He Was A Prince. 
MacDowell, Edward.—My Jean. Thy Beaming 
Eyes. 
Marston, G. W.-My Go*l and Father. 
Maywood, Oeo.-Doris. Pauline. 
Millard, Harrison.-Waiting. When the Tide Comes 
In. 
Neidlinger, W. H.-Serenade. 
Nevin, Ethelbert.—Little Boy Blue. The Rosary 
Norris, Homer A.—Protestations. Twilight. 
Osgood, Geo. L.-My Lady’s Girdle. 
Rogers, Clara K.-The Clover Blossoms. 
Rogers, J. H.-At Parting The Viking. 
Sawyer, Frank E.—Dorothy. ... t ^ J 
Schnecker, P. A -0 for a Closer Walk With God 
<?>!<: llev H. R.—Dive's Sorrow. 
Shepperd, Frank N.-Uive’s Sweet Story. Rock ol 
Ages. _ 
Smith, W. G—If I Knew. Entreaty. 
Thayer, Arthur W.-Tlie Clover Blossoms. Only a 
Song. 
Torrey, Jane Sloman.-Barbara Fritehie. 
Vannah, Kate.-When Love is Told. 
Walling John C.-Love Tupped l |>on My Lattice. 
White, C. A.—Marguerite. When 'Tis Moonlight. 
Female Voice*. 
Beach, Mrs. H. H. A.-R<»w of Avontown, Three 
Flower Songs. 
Chadwick, G. W.—Lnllaby. 
Damrosch, F.—The Violet. 




Beach Mrs. H. H. A.-l'>«tasy (Humming Accomp.). 
Buck Dudley.—At Sea. lasid, Kindly Light. 
MacDowell, Edward.—Danee of the Gnomes. 
Mixed Voices. 
Baltzell, W. J.-Dreamland. 
Brewer, John Hyatt.-The Water Lily. 
Buck, Dudley.—O Gladsome Light. 
Cauffman, F. G.—Lullaby. 
Coombs, C. W. Heavenly Message. 
Ingraham, J. H.-Owl and Pussy Cat- 
MacDowell, Edward.-Slumber Song. The Brook. 
Parker H. W.-Battle Hymn of Hie Republic. 
Shelley, H. R.-Hark, Hark My Soul. 
tttorrfln S. P.—1Te Deum m C. 
16i! 
THE etude 
The supplement**to this issue should appeal.to Ameri- 
can teachers and students of music. The names of the 
forty men and women whose portraits appear in these 
supplements are familiar to all, as those who stand at 
the head in their respective lines, but personality be¬ 
comes so much more strongly defined when we know 
what a man or woman looks like. 
This supplement is one of the most valuable and 
Interesting to our readers, in our opinion, that we have 
ever issued, one most suitable for framing—the new 
style with four pictures in one frame, side by side, with 
a small separation between them. To do this it is, of 
course, necessary to have two copies, as they have been 
printed on both sides. We will supply the extra copy 
for ten cents postpaid in a tube to save it from damage. 
* 
TtlK second volume of London's “ 8ight-readiug 
Album ” is delayed somewhat by active efforts to get the 
best possible selections of music for its pages. The work¬ 
ings of tho player’s mind are still further elucidated, and 
expressive playing at sight is shown to be practically 
attainable. Anticipation in the player's mind of the 
•itming climax in each phtose, and the further develop¬ 
ment of innate rhythm expressively considered, isa valu¬ 
able os well as a new feature of this liook. Tlie 
remarkable success of volume I, and the excellent prac¬ 
tical results obtained for it, arc bringing a great number 
of advance orders for volume II. Besides the new and 
valuable pedagogic ideas of this work, which are so 
clearly presented, the books contain the very choicest 
music, as to lienuty, interest, and formative value. As 
collections of the most desirable music they are nnex 
celled. Advance orders received for one or more copies 
to an address at 2.1 cents each. 
The “ Ko-d organ Method ” by Charles W. Landou is 
the first to give, uotbing but music especially adapted 
ami arranged for the reed-organ. It keeps to the fact 
that a reed organ is not n pipe-organ and is not a piano ; 
that it has a distinct technic of its own, ns markedly so 
ns has the pipe-organ or the piano. The selections are, 
first of all, beautiful ns fine music, and each serves to 
introduce the difficulties of the next, being graded and 
arranged upon carefully planned pedagogic principles. 
The copious annotations fully explain and make per¬ 
fectly clear the peculiar technic of the instrument, mi 
that piano teachers can, with some study and a little 
practice, teach the instrument successfully from this 
method. Besides the “ Method,” there are five books of 
carefa By selected and annotated studies, from the easiest 
grades to difficult concert selections, all being delight 
felly tuneful and arranged in rich harmonies, and per¬ 
fectly adapted to the peculiarities of the instrument. 
How to play church hymn tunes on the organ for pianists 
who must play the instrument is especially taught, with 
how to use the sub trass stop and to make the most 
beautiful effects with all of the stops, particular atten 
tion being given to this essential feature of the reed- 
organ. The method and the studies sell at one dollar 
each, with a liberal discount to teachers. Besides the 
above, there are about a hundred pieces of fine sheet- 
music, in a great variety of style, especially adapted 
to the reed organ. 
A MUSICAL community is the first great necessity for 
the. music teacher, and this is secured when a people 
really enjoy and know about good music. But mankind 
are so made that they can not love wbat they do not 
know. Here the musical journal comes in and helps to 
inform them. Few willingly allow themselves to be 
easily left in the rear of the advancing procession of cul¬ 
ture, and here again the music journal informs the reader 
what tlie musical world is doing. The Etude keeps its 
readers fully informed of all that is known as leading 
musical thoughts, and gives information about all that 
is good and new in the teaching world, and its readers 
become well informed as to musical progress. They 
learn from its pages to appreciate aDy good thing in 
music that they see, and hence to acknowledge the good 
teacher when he is among them ; they can discriminate, 
and they help on tlie truly good. 
There are a few points about the ‘’Bidwell Pocket 
Hade! Exerciser ” which may have been misunderstood 
by some piano students. It does not operate by itsell, 
and is not driven by steam or horse-power to develop 
tlie muscles of the hand ; neither can it be taken inter¬ 
nally to overcome the stiffness of the lingers; neither 
can it he applied by your teacher, friend, or servant. It 
is in itself a peculiar but harmless combination of silver- 
plated chain, rings, and snaps; finger, hand, and foot 
pieces ; rubber hands, braid, etc. Bnt this carefully ad¬ 
justed device, combined with an intelligent mind, a 
little effort, and some patience, does produce in any 
licrson’s hand a great change for tlie better, and results 
in a freedom, strength, and flexibility which are truly 
surprising ; and, most important of all, the “ Exerciser ” 
is within the reach of every piano student. The price 
is $2.00, with a discount to the profession. 
We would draw the attention of our subscribers to the 
summer music schools advertised in these columns, and 
would thank them if they would mention this journal in 
addressing any of the advertisers. 
We desire to make a correction of a Publisher's Note 
of rather doubtful meaning published in the April issne. 
It was with regard to allowing an extra discount on cer¬ 
tain standard studies. 
The original note read as if the extra discount was to he 
allowed on the cheap editions, such as Schirmer Library. 
Peters, I.itolff, etc. This wasnot the meaning intended. 
Tlie discount is to be given on those standard studies in 
sheet-music form which are also published in the cheap 
editions o( Peters, etc. The discount on these cheap 
editions remains the same, lmt on the sheet-music form 
edition tlie discount is enlarged. We are preparing a list 
designating particularly which studies are included in 
this extra discount, which will he sent on application. 
special occasions just at tlie present time,—Decor 
Day, Commencements, etc. We are prepared to fi] 
such orders. Our 11 on sale ” plan becomes particu 
valuable in such cases. Our extensive stock, inclu, 
as it d.ies now, that of Win. A. Pond & Co., places 
a jiosition to fill such orders much more satisfact 
than we have ever done before. We claim that w. 
the quickest inail4Mer house in the country ; < 
order receives attention the day it is received We 
a large number of efficient clerks, so that we are prer 
to meet every demand. If yon have not dealt wit 
or if yon have not received our late catalogues, west 
lie pleased to send you a bundle containing full info 
turn as to onr method and system of dealing witl 
selKK.Is and teachers throughout the United States 
Canada. It will pay vou „r;te ^ ns 
Special Offer for May.—For $2.00, cash v 
order, we will renew your subscription to The 
for one year and send yon a copy, postpaid, o 
McArthurs work, entitled “Pianoforte Study e 
on Piano Playing." This work is certainly ; 
stimulus to both teacher and pupil. It is written in a 
conversational style, enlivened hv many anecdotes. Alex 
McArthur was private secretary to Rubinstein, and has 
given to the earnest teacher and the ambitions pnpil H 
liook that is full of helpful thoughts and suggestions 
It is very instructive and, at tlie same time, most inter¬ 
esting. 
The volume entitled “Sonatina Album,” by Leefson 
we will continue another month. The presses have been 
too busy to Lake up this work, and it will he another 
month before it will he on the market, and we will ex¬ 
tend the privilege to our patrons of purchasing the volume 
during the present month for 25 cents. These sonatinas 
will receive a very careful editing, and the selection has 
been made after examining the entire literature of sona¬ 
tinas. 
The extraordinary offer of five works for $1.25 will 
still be in force during the present month. Thefive books 
are as follows : 
“Sonatina Album," edited by Maurits Leefson. 
“Studies for Piano,” by A. Schmoll. 
“Sight-Reading Album,’’ vol. II, by C. W. Laudon. 
“ Concert Duets for Piano.” 
“Standard Fifth and Sixth Grade Pieces,” by W. S. B. 
Mathews. 
These books will retail for at least $5.00, and we will 
send them, postpaid, for only $1.25. This is positively 
the last month for this extraordinary offer. These hooks 
have already been described in back numbers of Thk 
Etude ; or, we will send a circular giving foil informa¬ 
tion. Those who have taken advantage of onr special 
offers kuow that they are to lie relied upon, and that 
they get something very good at a low cost. After the 
works are once on the market the prices are more than 
doubled ; so send in yourorder this month before it is too 
late. 
We have a few volumes of some most excellent- works, 
which we will dispose of during the month. We can 
not supply copies at these rates after our present stock 
is exhausted. We have, first of all, copies o( the 
“Conrse'of Instruction,” by Jacob Schmidt. Theseaie 
instructive volumes which every teacher can use. The 
“ Course ” is in a number of parts ; each part is inde¬ 
pendent and all about equally valuable. We will send 
a copy of these, postpaid, for only 25 cents. These retail 
at $1.00. The entire work has been revised by Karl 
Klauser, and has gone through a great many editions. 
Then we have an album of “Minuets and Gavottes, 
edited by Liszt, Kohler, and others, which we will send 
for 20 cents, postpaid. This volume contains eleven ol 
the most popular of Classics in this line. 
The Etude for this month, we hope, will appeal to a 
very large number of our constituency. We should be 
pleased indeed to receive comments on this special issue. 
Tt is considerable of a departure from onr usual line of 
work, and was entered upon with all seriousness. The 
entire number is made up of original essays, written 
especially for this edition. The educational feature has 
not been lost sight of. Should this idea meet with gen 
eral favor we will undertake, in some future issue, an 
other special edition, along a different line. 
The Etude for June will he a number of greilt 
terest to the readers. The leading feature will he t ® 
essays to which prizes were awarded in the contest w >c 
closed April 1st. It is exceedingly gratifying to * * 
publishers of The Etude to find so great an iuteiest u* 
these animal contests. New writers are met with « 
become permanent additions to the corps of contributor 
new ideas are advanced, and are taken up by the 
erg. We are certain that these essays will he 00” 
thoroughly helpful to all our readers and marking ^ 
advance which each successive contest has shown, 
other feature will be several articles giving sngge® i* 
for the vacation season, and still another, some nr* ‘r 
on music in the United States that-.could not he use ^ 
the present number, owing to lack of space. 11 n 
tion to this, we expect to have a sketch of Chaiuin* 
, the personal view point by a friend of the com- 
r with a portrait. There is considerable interest in 
P rk and at the present, hut little biographical 
lietafi is available, since Mile. Chaminade is averse to 
publicity. 1 V 
We will withdraw, with the publication of this num- 
. , ,eveni of the special offers that have been on the 
Idal-offer list for some time. The “ Fifth and Sixth 
Grade Pieces,” by W. S. <B. Mathews, will be issued 
ry early in the present month. These are concert 
pieces of a standard order. The “ Four-Hand Volume ” 
i3 als0 withdrawn. This-volume contains rather difficult 
four-hand pieces, also adapted for concert purposes. 
The other one will be the “Schmoll Studies.” These 
studies are for phrasing, expression, and technic. They 
are not at all difficult; about the same as Heller’s 
easiest studies. We predict for these studies a very 
great popularity. Any of these three works we should 
be pleased tosend “ on sale ” to our patrons, so that they 
can be examined before purchasing. 
THE ETUDE 
HOME NOTES. 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
As is fitting in this number of The Etude, the music 
has been selected from the works of American composers, 
an attempt being made to secure distinctive compositions. 
Foremost among American composers stands Edward 
MacDowell, whose compositions have all the marks of 
greatness. Mr. MacDowell is equally eminent as an ex¬ 
ecutant, and it is bnt natural that his pieces should 
appeal to those who have acquired considerable technical 
skill. The “ Witches’ Dance” is a splendid concep¬ 
tion, valuable for the technical skill it demands and very 
interesting in its musical workmanship. It is in no sense 
necessary to weave a story to go with this piece ; the title 
clearly conveys the central idea, and upon the player 
rests the duty of bringing to expression the emotional 
state indicated by the piece. 
Me. Wilson G. Smith, of Cleveland, has won con¬ 
siderable reputation as a composer of piano pieces and 
songs. His writing for the instrument is always interest¬ 
ing and grateful to the player. His “Second Mazurka 
Caprice ” is a good example of his style. It is in the trite 
mazurka rhythm, is thoroughly melodious, and piquant 
in harmony. There is a dash and abandon in the ma- 
«trka, and this spirit should he manifest in playing the 
piece. 
There r is much interest at tlie present time in an 
American “folk-song,” some writers maintaining that 
there is such a thing, while others adduce strong argu¬ 
ments to the contrary. However that may be, Mr. 
kerdinand Dewey has given to the rnnsical world, in his 
American Folk-song in A-major,” a composition 
th.it is truly American in character. The melody is repre¬ 
sentative and the treatment is m usicianl y—quali ties which 
tstmguish the American composer. The arrangement 
0t *0,lr hands brings out the breadth of the themes. We 
predict unusual popularity for this piece. 
w ®AIBN1Ei” hy Kate Vannah, a composer whose 
r is well known, represents a class of comjKisition 
. . *s P°Puhnr with the great majority of onr readers, 
sei'it’^ WlSt *n ^*e style. It is a song, touching in 
uiient, taking in melody, and simple in accom- 
■nieut qualities which appeal to every music lover. 
A i°xq the prominent song-writers of the United 
Himself*16 Dfme of - W. Gilchrist stands very high. 
fcaclT * ,S'D^er fine attainments, an experienced 
as to *[' -f *S n°*‘ 8^ran8e Chat his vocal works are such 
one * r’.u tlle fancy of all classes. His “Serenade ” is 
exhibit' 18 *>6S*) P^eces- The singer has full scope for an 
niceo !i'nn f^hnical ability and, at'the same time, a 
P1®^ that wil! pleage any audience. ‘ 
^Ifly dut'f'0r rhythm, strongly marked and thor- 
peopj" 'jK teristic, is easily noted among the American 
Mr. 'p1 \6 ^am’*y c'rcle as well as the public concert, 
thesech IacClymout’s “Sunflower Dance” has 
in (jjg ^ara<deristics in a marked degree. It is American 
view I** s"lse °f the word from the popular point of 
’•nnu well nttK—..a . ... 
Mr. Edmund J. Mykr, of New York city, a contributor to Thb 
Etude, and a well-known writer and lecturer on vocal topics, will 
conduct a summer school for singers at Point Chautauqua, near the 
great assembly on Chautauqua Lake. 
“An Afternoon of Music” and “An Evening of Music” were 
given by pupils of Mr. Jaroslaw de Zielinski, of Buffalo, N. Y., 
during the past month. The programs presented works by modern 
composers—mainly Russians. 
The Springtide Musicaleof the Neave Music School, Salisbury, 
N. C., was held April 18th. A large number of pupils participated. 
The vocal class of Miss Emilie G. Gohmert, of the Texas Female 
Seminary, Weatherford, Texas, gave two successful performances ol 
the “ Fantasma of Singing Flowers.” 
Dr. Henry G. Hanchett reports a very successful season of 
work at the Chautauqua Assembly at DeFuniak Springs, Fla. After 
the Assembly closed he gave a series of recitalB in several Southern 
cities. 
Mr. W. J. Hall, of the Cedar Rapids College of Music, gave an 
organ recital dedicatory of the new pipe-organ in the Methodist 
Church of Vinton, Iowa. Modern French composers figured largely 
in his numbers. 
The Temple Choir and Orchestra, of the Baptist Temple, Brook¬ 
lyn, N. Y., Mr. E. M. Bowman, conductor, gave the latest English 
success, “ Hiawatha's Wedding Feast,” a cantata by S. Coleridge- 
Taylor, the text from Longfellow. In addition to this was a gen¬ 
eral orchestral and choral program. Evan Williams was the soloist. 
Mr. William E. Snyder, of the Sherwood Piano School, Chicago, 
has been giving recitals in a number of the Western cities, assisted 
by Mrs. Schulz, soprano. 
Mr. William Dietrich Strong, of the Faelten Pianoforte 
School, Boston, gave a recital of classical compositions in Faelten 
Hall, March SOth. 
A pupils' recital was given at the Conservatory of Music of the 
Upper Iowa University, B. Dubbert, Director, March 22d, the num¬ 
bers being principally from modern composers. 
A successful recital was given in Quincy, ill., March 2id, by 
pupils of Miss Hiltz, Mrs. L. G. Short, and Miss Nenman. This 
example of cooperation is one to be commended. 
The spring term concert of the Des Moines |Musical College was 
given April 6th. The college orchestra assisted. 
The Chicago ;Piano College has sent ns the college bulletin for 
March, April, and May, giving programs of recitals. The college 
has engaged Miss Evangeline Wallace, who will make a specialty of 
the Fletcher kindergarten method. 
The Adrian College Orchestra, Adrian, Mich., under the direction 
of C S. Morrison, gave an interesting concert a short time ago 
College orchestras can be made a strong feature of musical work, 
if properly encouraged. 
A pupils’ recital bv members of the class of Miss Marguerite 
BrLingTof Boston’, was given March 20th. Bach Heller, 
MacDowell, Schumann, and Beethoven were represented on the 
program. 
MR. Edgar Stillman Kelley is giving a series of lnt«rc,‘1”« 
illustrated lectures in New York city on “ The R<“* 
and Religion on Modern Music": I. The Peoples of the Orient, II. 
TheGreekand Latin Races; III. The French ; IV. lire German.. 
V The Eastern German Empire; VI. Scandinavia and Russia. 
Mr and Mrs. Frank Lyres, of Beaton, gave a music lecture 
recual on “ American Composers,” March 22d, the vocal number. 
by Mrs. Lynes. 
We acknowledge the re-elptof the prospectus of a seri“ 
I S.n Francisco Philharmonic Orchestra, James Hamilton 
C."SSL.XT- « v- 
At a recent concert of the Chicago u * £ ^ )s coo_ 
slde^tte leading Italian organist and compos of organ music. 
xrs&s;L■* 
T„ 
7',”;,"'.' Lu,J- - w * - t“ 
Etude, prepared an elaborate analytic „f #Te 
... 
April 10th to lath. ,nd Mr. Ferdinand Dewey 
w^vrrPh^driphS April .8th. Mr. Dewey played several 
of his own compositions. Counterpoint," 
MR. Homer A. NoRKis-ew;; - H.raony,. 
.. 
Miss Annie C. Holmes gave 
Portland, Me., April 3d. ^ ^ >t y M 
Mr. E. R. KROEGERgave ^ umbers introducing hi. con- 
C. A. Hall, St. Louis, among other num 
certo in E-flat Major. i,ielY returned from 
MR. W. H. Neidlinoer. the composer, ha. lately re 
Europe and located in Chicago. ^ gave a choral concert, 
The Belton Oratorio S«lel^B ; ’ 0rcbestra, Eugene E. 
assisted by the Baylor s_ f 
10.3 
We have received the register of Rowe's Conservatory of Music, 
Ennis, Tex., George H. Rowe, director. 
The new Hook A Hastings organ in the First Congregational 
Church of Beloit, Wis., was dedicated by Mr. B. D. Alien, April 7th. 
A series of interesting recitals by pupils and faeuity of the 1a>s 
Angeles Conservatory of Music and Arta, Mrs. Emily J. Valentine 
director, has been given during the past months. 
Mr. Nicholas Douty, tenor, of Philadelphia, gave a recital of 
modern songs, assisted by Mr. Edgar S. Fischer, violinist, April -4th. 
The Mendelssohn Glee Club, of New York city, Mr. Arthur Mees, 
conductor,gave their third private concert of this season, April 18th, 
assisted by Mile. Yvonne de Trf-ville, soprano. A feature of the 
concert was a set of authentic negro melodies, harmonized for the 
Club by Mr. Mees. 
I use more of yonr publications with my pupils than 
of any other house. I think the Mathews “Studies 
are very fine and also the special editions of various 
studies. A. A. Scott. 
I enjoy The Etude exceedingly, and welcome its 
arrival each month. All who have subscribed for The 
Etude speak of it in the highest terms. 
Miss Sadie E. Van Fynk. 
I received Dr. Clarke’s “ Harmony,” and am very 
mnch pleased with it, especially in its advantage for self¬ 
tuition. It is worthy of tlie highest- recommendation. 
A. E. Grimshaw. 
I have been reading The Etude, and consider it a 
bright. neivBy, musical paper, fnll of value to a musical 
student, and of interest to an ordinary reader. It (un¬ 
til ns many novel and sometimes very valuable hints 
and explanations, and the music is alto very good. 
F. W. Crow. 
It seems to me that The Etude grows more impor¬ 
tant, inspiring, and necessary to teacheis with each num¬ 
ber. There is always something in il that- I was anxious 
to ieam Yon are doing a noble work in publishing it. 
Mrs. Susie Porter. 
I consider “ Daily Trill Studies,” by Kogcrs, a line 
work Mrs. F. D. Meigs. 
I have been reading The Etude for the last few 
months, and consider it the most helpful of any of tie 
many musical journals I have taken. Mbs H. 1-ox. 
I am very mnch pleased with Kieu.ann’s “ Dictionary 
of Music ” l find it to be all that yon claim for it. I 
think it a hook which every teacher ought to possess. 
Clara L. Unvkrzagt. 
1 may add that I am a teacher and firm believer in 
Mason's "Touch and Technic.” 
M. Bertha Robeson. 
I want to thank yon very mnch for a new BrookIjn 
pupil (an Etude subscriber) who came to me as the ic- 
snlt of the publication of my name as a teacher of the 
“ Mason ” system. Kate J. Roberts. 
Henceforth I shall be an earnest student of the Mason 
“ Touch and Technic.” I have already put it in prac 
tice, and am imparting it to pupllE H's 1the only *ay 
to attain success. 
I have received the “Dictionary of Music,” b»Dr. 
Hugo Riemann. I am very much pleased with the book, 
and it is just what every teacher or any one that wants 
,o make music astudy ought to Miller. 
The literary and musical portions of The Etude me 
so excellent that I nee both in public and private guth- 
.e Prof. Isaac Goodki.l. 
errngs. 
I find Riemann's “ Dictionary of Music” very com¬ 
plete, and wish that each of ray 
I received Riemann’s “Dictionm? of Music,” and. 
alter having referred to it, daily for the past two months, 
find it an indispensable companion. H seeme truly re¬ 
markable that so much information could be contained 
within its 8M pages. The biographic notices and the 
on especially to ng* 
are, indeed, very fine. Rhas. H. kekfkb. 
The Etude is, indeed, a very great help to me, as 1 
T'n J it is to eTery teacher who gets it. I appreciate 
particularly suggestions and advice of some of onr best 
teachers and Mr. Mathews’ " Letters to Teacheis , 
but when it comes to the musical snpplcment-wbat a 
r-ooai and how I enjoy it! „_ .. 
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“ Alcestis ” is a very fine musical story. 
W. G. Utkbmoehlek. 
Allow me to express my entire satisfaction with The 
Etude. It gives me courage and ideas in my teaching. 
Mbs. W. A. Cottrell. 
Some time since I got Dr. Kiemanu’s “Dictionary of 
Music.” It fills a place unique in musical literature. 
It isjust what is needed for au amateur’s library. 
Lillie Blanche Pboudfit. 
The Riemann “ Dictionary ” was received in good 
condition. Let me thank you for your very prompt 
attention to my order. I have found the work to be a 
store house of useful information, the contents of which 
can never be estimated. Jennie E. N. Wood. 
For all my little pupils I choose Landon’s “ Foundation 
Materials.” I find it the most satisfactory book for 
beginners which I have ever seen, because it leads the 
child onward gently and steadily, and keeps the interest 
unabated to the end. Stella Louise Hockeb. 
I have been using the “Foundation Materials,” by 
Landon, for the last two years, and never found any¬ 
thing more satisfactory. It seems to interest the chil¬ 
dren from the first. Sadie H. Gray. 
I think the “ Landon’s Organ School” is fine, and it 
is what I shall use hereafter. It is the kind of work 
that has long been needed. F. C. Turneb. 
Louis C. Elson, in the Boston “Advertiser”: A 
volume entitled “In Praise of Music,” by W. F. 
Gates, is an excellent series of quotations about the 
value and practice of music, one for each day of the 
year. The selections are carefully made, and range all 
the way from Confucius to Damrosch. Such a book 
must be at times an inspiration to the tired plodder up 
the hill of art, and the volume will be a good addition 
to many a musical library. 
I am recently in receipt of the latest publication by 
Mr. W. F. Gates, a highly interesting and valuable 
little volume entitled “In Praise of Music.” 
It comprises a whole arsenal of choice ammunition, 
in compact and available form, for use against those 
Philistines who pride themselves on their failure to 
appreciate the most beautiful of the arts. 
It should not be missing from the library of any 
mnsic student or music lover. 
Edward Baxter Perry. 
Again I am under obligation to you for one of Mr. 
Oates' interesting and valuable books, “ In Praise of 
Mnsic.” It is certainly a delightful and inspiring col¬ 
lection for a musician or mnsic student to possess. I 
shall call the attention of my pupils to it and recom¬ 
mend it Edward Dickinson, 
P. ofesaor of Biliary of if uric and Pianoforte, Oberlin College, 
I thank you for the little book by Mr. Gates, “In 
Praise of Music.” The selections are well made : they 
are gathered from a wide field, and will be stimulating 
reading for all who love music. 
Washington Gladden, D.D., 
Pastor Pint Congregational Church, Columbus, Ohio, 
Mr. Gates has made (in his book, “In Praise of 
Music ”) the best collection of sayings about music that 
I have seen. What particularly pleases me is the 
general avoidance of empty rhapsody, and the solid 
basis upon which the high claims of our art are placed. 
Every page of the book is interesting and suggestive. 
Bertrasi C. Henry. 
“In Praise of Music” is the most charming book of 
the kind I have eveT seen. It contains beautiful 
thoughts beautifully expressed. 
Mrs. Kate J. Roberts. 
The March number of “Current Literature” gives up 
a whole page to quotations from Mr. Gates’ book, “ In 
Praise of Music.” Some forty selections are given. 
This is a high tribute to the value of the quotations 
Mr. Gates has made. H. W. Priesa. 
The Etude is a great help to me in teaching, and by 
establishing it in the homesof pupils I find rapid strides 
made in mnsical thought, as well as in practical im¬ 
provement Evelyn A. Moody. 
I find “ Landon’s Organ Method ” to be very satisfac¬ 
tory ; the best I ever used. R. C. Shotliff. 
Your magazine, The Etude, is certainly a valuable 
addition to the literature of any home, to say nothing 
of the good class of mnsic it contains. I consider it 
missionary work to persuade as many of my pupils as 
possible to take it, and hope to send more names soon 
Mrs. W. C. Paisley. 
The Etude is undoubtedly the best magazine pub 
lished for both teachers and students of music. 
Hubert H. Parker. 
I am a regular subscriber for yourexcellent magazine 
Etude. It is superior to all other periodicals of 
its kind. Geo. Phillips. 
The Etude is exactly what I have been wanting for 
some time, it having been highly recommended to me 
by Mr. Elson, at the N. E. Conservatory, of which insti¬ 
tution I am a graduate. Marguerite F. Thomas. 
I have been on your list of subscribers for several 
years, and have found The Etude a great help to me 
in my teaching, as well as a great pleasure, and wish to 
express my appreciation of your efforts to give us a 
musical journal of such worth. It is the only one I see, 
and I find it so aggressive and full of suggestions, helps, 
etc that I do not feel the necessity of subscribing to 
others. Mbs. Chas. Slocumb. 
I shall keep in mind your suggestion in regard to ad¬ 
vertising for the summer school in The Etude, as I 
realize that the best medium in the country is your 
paper. F. W. Root. 
I have succeeded in placing The Etude in the hands 
of thirteen of my pupils, and realize its great aid in 
broadening and deepening the musical thought and ex¬ 
pression. Miss Nannie Clayton. 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of th< 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
A PARTY WITH MONEY WANTED TO HELP 
push a Kindergarten Piano Method. Copyrights 
and patents have been secured, and the enthusiasm with 
which the work has been received insures a great and 
immediate success. Address Musical Art Publishing 
Company, 4313 Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, Ill. 
Lady teacher of “touch and technic,” 
also Virgil Clavier, desires position in school. 
Many years’ experience. Address Madame C-, Etude. 
MRS. ANNIE L. PA LMER'S COMPLETE METHOD 
for teaching the rudiments of music in play and 
song comprises the Music Fairyland and Musical No¬ 
tation Chart. As the songs in the Fairy Comedy are 
being sung, the children are cutting out musical signs 
and notes, or learning the names of notes and their values. 
The method is not only instructive, but novel and enter¬ 
taining, and has been enthusiastically received wherever 
prevented. The music of Music Fairyland is composed 
by one of our greatest composers, Dr. Robert Goldbeck. 
This method is being successfully taught by mail. Mrs. 
Palmer will personally conduct normal classes in Chicago 
during June and July. For terms and further informa¬ 
tion address Mrs. Annie L. Palmer, Steinway Hall 
Chicago, Ill. 
FOR SALE—PROSPEROUS AND THOROUGHLY 
well-established Conservatory of Music, paying 
the 0 wner $3000.00 per year. Address ‘1 Conservatory, ’ ’ 
Etude. j ’ 
l^OR SALE—WELL-ESTABLISHED CONSERV 
1 n Music; ten teaching rooms, large cone* 
hall, pianos and furniture. Price, $5000.00. Selling 
account of death. Very good chance. Address 607 ! 
Second Street, Harrisburg, Pa. 
A GENTLEMAN WITH LONG EXPERIENCE II 
-TA teaching piano (Mason’s “Touch and Technic”! 
organ, and harmony, and in drilling choruses and choirs 
desires to hear of an opening for the coming season, in 
large town or in a Conservatory or School. Unexceptior 
j e ^fences as to qualifications and character. Ad 
dress W. E. H., care of The Etude 
T^OR SALE—TEACHERS’ TECHNICON, V 
JL cheap. In good condition. Address ’ 120 
Franklin Street, Philadelphia. 
TT'IXDERGARTEN MUSIC BUILDING ISA 
,, . Pal'tore from all ordinary methods of approac 
the pianoforte, or any instrument. It takes the 1 
by the hand and leads him gently by so alluriuE 
instructive a path toward the actual technical dri 
practice that by the time the little fingers are si 
enough to strike the keyboard or hold down the st 
the small beginner is already familiar with the lane 
of the music, his ear trained, his muscles drilled 
alphabetakeDWl’ "hile notation is 88 simple a: 
‘Music Building Game,” and other material o 
“*7 be purchased of Theodore Presser 
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
Concise and.... 
Easily Understood 
A SYSTEM OF TEACHING 
HARMONY 
DESTINED TO BECOME 
The Standard Text-Book of 
Musical Theory. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
of University of Pennsylvania. 
THE object which has always been 
kept in view is how to enable the 
pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most 
comprehensible way, the mass of facts, 
rules, etc., which make up the art of 
harmony. We most earnestly invite 
all teachers and students to investigate 
this work. 
For CLASS or SELF-INSTRUCTION 
Price, $1.25. 
Published by .... 
THEOtDOf^e PRESSHf*, 
1708 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
JTrst Dance Hlbum. 
PRICB 75 CHfiTS. 
—«fo-— 
A collection of 80 pages of dance music of all kinds, 
nothing of greater difficulty than the second grade. 
Carefully selected. For a collection of very easy music 
nothing better can be had. 
Printed and bound in onr usual fine and substantial 
style. 
Published by 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
THE DUET HOUR 
A Collection of Piano Duets. 
PRICE $1.00. 
The compositions contained in this work are all 
of a good standard and of a moderate degree of diffi¬ 
culty. Every one is melodious, and the work will 
surely please. No better collection of four-hand 
pieces has ever before been published. Subject to 
a liberal professional ^discount. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa- 
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MUSIC PRICE IN SHEET 
M. Moszkoteski 
Alcazar (Intermezzo). L. Gautier, . 
The Larks. Th. Leschetizky, .... 
Spanish Dance, No. 2. Four Hands. 
With the Caravan. Richard Ferber,  
In the Green Meadow. G. Merkel, ..-•■• 
They Kissed : I Saw Them Do It. C- E- Hawley. 
The Light of Ages. F. .  
Slumber Song. E. Roeckel  
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